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ABSTRACT
The coal to liquids (CTL) process has played an important role in the supply security of liquid fuels
and petrochemicals in South Africa and has the potential of doing the same for coal rich countries
globally. Considering the abundance of coal reserves relative to other fossil fuels, coal is probably
going to be instrumental as a feedstock for the production of oil for longer than crude oil and gas.
However, the CTL process has challenges that include high capital cost, low carbon efficiency
and high greenhouse gas emissions. Further, as climate change policies become more widely
accepted, the cost implications may threaten the viability and competitiveness of the coal to liquid
process. These challenges could be mitigated by the application of cleaner production as a
process improvement initiative in commercial coal to liquids. Process redesign to use cleaner
and more efficient technology is promising for implementation to coal to liquids.
One re-design option would be to integrate plasma arc reforming (PAR), which converts
greenhouse gases in by-product streams to syngas. Redesigning a coal to liquid process to use
PAR instead of auto thermal reforming has the potential to improve carbon efficiency, reducing
emissions and possibly capital requirements in the process. Though it has such potential, PAR
remains at laboratory scale, which brings to question whether it would be feasible and viable to
deploy plasma arc reforming to a commercial coal to liquid process. This thesis explores the
feasibility and viability of deploying plasma arc reforming to a coal to liquid process. First, a
technology assessment was done to evaluate the most suitable configuration for deployment to
coal to liquids and evaluating its scalability, commercial development status and efficacy in
improving carbon efficiency. After that, the process effects of deploying plasma arc reforming
were quantified. Finally, the impact of deploying plasma arc reforming on economic performance
of coal to liquids was evaluated.
Technology screening shows that, a plasma reactor using carbon dioxide as a plasma gas has
the best balance between performance and compatibility with coal to liquids. The deployment of
plasma arc reforming is capable of improving the carbon efficiency of a coal to liquid process by
up to 15%. It was also found that it is feasible to scale up plasma reformers to commercial scale
using commercially available components. However, complete reformers are not yet ready for
commercial applications and require development. Kinetic characterisation is key to the reduction
of technology risk.
The improvement in carbon efficiency translates to 15% (by mass) reduction of coal, 32%
reduction of oxygen and 20% reduction of steam requirements for process needs. This is
accompanied by the reduction of required equipment capacities for gasification, air separation
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and steam generation equipment. Reduction of required steam generation equipment is
accompanied by a substantial reduction in dilute greenhouse gas emissions that would be difficult
to manage by sequestration or other means and a reduction of water requirements. However, use
of plasma arc reforming requires 49% additional electrical energy and leads to externalised
emissions if sourced from fossil powered power plants. Hence, procurement of low carbon
electricity would be desirable.
These process changes have an impact on the economic performance of coal to liquids, with
impacts on the capital and operating requirements. In the absence of carbon tax, the deployment
of plasma arc reforming reduced the break-even price from a baseline cost of $80.95/bbl. to
$77.42/bbl. When considering carbon tax equivalent to the proposed regime for South Africa, at
an equivalent of $4.80/ton, the PAR modified plant requires an oil price of $81.57/bbl. versus
$88.39 required by a conventional plant. For all configurations evaluated, the project net present
value was greater than zero and the internal rate of return exceeded the hurdle rate, which was
based on the Sasol hurdle rate for a coal to liquid project.
From the findings, it was concluded that it is feasible to deploy plasma arc reforming to a
commercial coal to liquid process. The economic measures evaluated in the study support that a
plasma arc reforming modified coal to liquids plant would be viable. However, the carbon-pricing
regime in act and the cost of low carbon electricity have a significant influence on the crude price
that provides sufficient confidence to support investments into such a venture.

KEY WORDS
Carbon efficiency, carbon reclamation, cleaner production, coal to liquid, plasma arc reforming
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INTRODUCTION

“Energy security means ensuring that diverse energy resources, in sustainable quantities and
at affordable prices, are available to the South African economy in support of economic growth
and poverty alleviation, taking into account environmental management requirements and
interactions among economic sectors.”- Department of Minerals and Energy, South
Africa,2011
During the course of this study, the crude oil prices fell from $110/bbl. to $40/bbl. a reduction
of almost 65%. The price reduction appears good for oil importers like South Africa as it
reduces the expenditure in procurement of oil. However, a strong dependency on imported oil
leaves the country vulnerable to supply side disruptions and volatility in the financial markets.
To limit the exposure, it is necessary to diversify supply options (Nkomo, 2009). Using local
resources such as coal and gas to produce fuels and petrochemical feedstocks is considered
as a key strategy for improving energy supply security (DME, 2007).
Historically, South Africa has used Coal to liquids (CTL), through the establishment of Sasol,
to make use of cheap coal to provide fuels and petrochemical feedstocks. The use of CTL
proved to be helpful when South Africa was placed under sanctions as it offered relief as
supply of fuel for the isolated economy dwindled (Murphy, 1979). Gas to liquids (GTL) was
introduced into the supply mix more recently through the establishment of a synthetic fuel
facility operated by Petro-SA (Knottenbelt, 2002).
Sasol and Petro-SA jointly produce up to 28% of national liquid fuel capacity hence, their
contribution to energy security is key (SAPIA, 2014). Sasol has the bigger share of synthetic
production capacity contributing 78% to South Africa’s synthetic fuel production capacity
(SAPIA, 2014). Though the application of synthetic fuels has been viewed in the South African
context thus far, the potential applications extend globally as crude oil reserves diminish and
coal and gas rich nations seek to boost their oil supply security. The number of synthetic fuel
projects has increased significantly in the last decade and this affirms the view that the
potential contribution of synthetic fuels is important.
In this thesis, there is a focus on CTL for three reasons. The first is that in the South African
context, CTL makes a bigger contribution to synthetic fuel production than GTL. Second, in
the global context, coal is expected to outlast oil and gas by up to 70 years (Shafiee & Topal,
2009). Finally, CTL has a greater number of issues that make it unsustainable as an energy
supply option. These three reasons suggest that CTL presents a bigger research opportunity
in the synthetic fuels production space.
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1.1 Rationale
Current syncrude production costs are high compared to conventional crude oil production
(Aguilera, 2014) and this may affect the use of CTL as a supply security option. Further,
climate change policies are changing the operating landscape in ways that could escalate the
production costs of CTL because of its CO2 emissions. The anticipated high compliance costs
have resulted in some CTL projects being shelved. Examples of such projects include Sasol’s
Mafutha project (Creamer, 2010) and United States Air Force CTL project (Vallentin, 2008).
For the CTL to have a chance at continuing to be utilised, it is essential to implement some
interventions that will reduce exposure to cost escalating changes. The consequence of failing
to be competitive is that CTL will be replaced by cheaper alternatives as was demonstrated
when Petro-SA chose Project Mthombo to build a refinery versus a CTL plant (PetroSA, 2015).
The choice of cheaper alternatives is consistent with industry practice as can be seen in the
oil price- infrastructure deployment trend shown in Fig. 1-1.
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Fig. 1-1: Variation of active rig counts with crude oil price between January 2013 and
September 2015 (Source: Baker Hughes)
Fig. 1-1 shows that the deployment of oil production infrastructure as represented by active
oilrigs follows the price of crude oil. A more detailed analysis of rig deployment by depth and
location also shows that the deep well and offshore rigs, which tend to be expensive, are
deactivated first as oil prices go down. The implication is that the cheaper it is to produce oil
using specific infrastructure, the better its chances of being utilised for extraction of oil. For
CTL to continue to contribute to oil supply security there is a need to mitigate challenges that
reduce its cost competitiveness.
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There are three main cost drivers in CTL, high capital requirements (De Klerk et al., 2013;
Zennaro, 2013), low carbon productivity (Maitlis & de Klerk, 2013) and high greenhouse gas
emissions (Miglio et al., 2013). CTL is inherently complex due to the complex composition of
coal and that contributes to high capital requirements of CTL (Maitlis & de Klerk, 2013). High
greenhouse gas emissions (Miglio et al., 2013) and low carbon efficiency (De Klerk et al.,
2013; Mulder, 2009) are often presented as separate issues but they are connected. High
greenhouse gas emissions are carbon losses that lower the amount of carbon inputs that are
translated into desirable products and the result is a low carbon efficiency. A larger amount of
feedstock needs to be processed if the process has low carbon efficiency and that escalates
capital and operating costs, which leads to a higher production cost. Overall, the challenges
of CTL discussed above fit in the scope of the application of cleaner production.
Cleaner production was developed as an environmental protection initiative that protects the
environment by eliminating waste and improving process productivity (Fresner, 1998). Cleaner
production tends to have economic benefits for the area of application because of its focus on
productivity and elimination of waste. It is likely that if a cleaner production initiative were
applied in CTL, the resulting cleaner and more productive process would have better economic
performance than the conventional CTL process, if an appropriate strategy were selected.
Further, it may be possible to obtain premium prices for cleaner energy in industrialised
countries as the position that climate change can be mitigated by decarbonising energy among
other initiatives.
Strategies for implementing cleaner production include product re-design, raw material
substitution, waste re-use and process redesign. The most likely strategy for application in
CTL is waste reclamation through process redesign. By redesigning CTL to include technology
that can convert waste carbon streams into valuable product, the carbon efficiency of the
process could be increased. The improvement in carbon efficiency has a chain effect on the
other raw materials required by the CTL process that could see the capital and oil
requirements being reduced significantly.
Candidate technologies that could be integrated into CTL as part of cleaner production include
carbon dioxide co-electrolysis of water (O'Brien et al., 2009), catalysed dry reforming of
methane with carbon dioxide (González et al., 2013) and plasma arc reforming of methane
with carbon dioxide (Tao et al., 2011). This study focuses on exploring the future application
of plasma arc reforming to creating a cleaner and more productive coal to liquids process.
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1.2 Problem statement
Plasma arc reforming can be used to convert waste carbon dioxide streams into syngas by
reacting it with internally produced methane and that would eliminate some carbon losses.
The elimination of carbon losses would result in an improvement in the carbon efficiency of
the process and a CTL process with a higher carbon efficiency is likely to have a lower
production cost, hence be more competitive. Plasma arc reforming of methane with carbon
dioxide remains at laboratory scale despite favourable reviews in literature, which brings to
question whether it is feasible and viable to deploy plasma arc reforming to a commercial scale
coal to liquid process.

The lack of clarity on the feasibility and viability has probably held back the development of
plasma arc reforming to commercial scale. To unlock PAR potential, it is necessary to improve
the quality of information available on its feasibility and viability. As a start, a number of
questions need to be answered including:
•

What is the state of the art in PAR?

•

What plasma arc-reforming configuration would be best suited to the deployment in
CTL?

•

To what degree would deploying PAR improve the carbon efficiency of CTL?

•

Can plasma arc reforming be scaled to industrial scale and what are the barriers to the
progression?

•

What are the operational implications of a coal to liquid process with higher carbon
efficiency?

•

Could the deployment of plasma arc reforming to a commercial coal to liquids be viable
in the future?

•

Would the deployment of plasma arc reforming to a commercial coal to liquids make it
more competitive than a conventional process?

Answering these questions would shed light on the feasibility of deploying plasma arc
reforming to CTL and it would confirm if there are any real benefits to the deployment. The
answers create a technical and economic basis upon which it can be decided if it is worthwhile
to develop plasma arc reforming for application in industrial scale CTL and defines the
boundary conditions under which it makes sense.

1.3 Aims and objectives
The aim for undertaking this research was to evaluate the techno-economic feasibility of
deploying plasma arc reforming of methane to a commercial coal to liquids process.
To accomplish this aim, the following objectives were pursued:
4
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To develop a technical model that allows identification of a plasma arc-reforming
configuration most suitable for application in coal to liquids



To develop a technical framework to assess the scalability and development status of
plasma arc reforming technology.



To develop a technical model to evaluate the impact of deploying plasma arc reforming on
the process performance of a commercial coal to liquids process



To evaluate the impact of the application of plasma arc reforming modification on coal to
liquids process economic competitiveness

The alignment of the research questions and objectives are illustrated in Fig. 1-2.Since this
thesis is presented in article format, as afforded by the academic rules, Fig. 1-2 also shows
how each article addresses specific research objectives in the process of solving the research
problem.
1.4 Research design and hypothesis
The research in this thesis was built around testing the hypothesis that it is feasible and viable
to deploy plasma arc reforming to a commercial coal to liquid process. The main hypothesis
was broken down into two sub-hypotheses to separate the issues that need to be addressed
to demonstrate feasibility and viability of deploying plasma arc reforming or the lack thereof.
The two sub-hypotheses were:
i.

It is technically feasible to deploy plasma arc reforming to a commercial scale coal to
liquid process.

ii.

Deploying plasma arc reforming in a commercial coal to liquids can be economically
viable in the future.

A combination of process simulation, qualitative technical frameworks and literary analysis
was used to test the sub-hypotheses. Process simulation was used to screen and evaluate
plasma arc reforming options and to quantify the effects of deploying PAR to a CTL process.
The process models were developed based on the theory and applications of PAR and CTL
processes described in literature. Qualitative technical frameworks and literary analysis were
used to assess the technology readiness level (TRL), manufacturability and supportability of
PAR technology. Fig. 1-3 is a graphic summary of the research design.
1.5 Originality claim
The application of the chemistry of dry reforming of methane, which is at the heart of PAR, to
a Fischer-Tropsch process, has been proposed by Er-rbib et al. (2012). However, their study
focused on the application of a catalysed dry reforming system without considering whether it
is feasible to implement in a CTL process. Stoker and Conradie (2015) also looked at the
application of PAR in CTL with the help of work done by Blom and Basson (2013). They
applied a form of PAR to a commercial CTL process as part of improving carbon efficiency
5
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using nuclear driven interventions. However, the available information leaves a gap of whether
it is really feasible and viable to deploy PAR to commercial CTL process.
While the Stoker and Conradie (2015) study can be said to be the closest evaluation of the
application of PAR to a commercial CTL process, PAR is one of many interventions which
were part of the study. The study concluded that the combination of initiatives is unlikely to be
viable and still leaves the issue of the viability of applying PAR on its own unanswered.
This research challenges what is currently known by changing the perspective and proposing
that a CTL process would benefit from the deployment of PAR as a cleaner production
initiative, which is not tethered to any other initiatives. In this study, the evaluation of feasibility
of in a commercial CTL context was done with a strong focus on how PAR would be deployed
as opposed to assuming that it can be deployed. The technical feasibility assessment includes
interrogating the compatibility of PAR with CTL, its scalability to commercial scale and its
fitness for purpose in CTL. In the re-evaluation, this research contributes a technical model
and framework for screening PAR technologies, evaluating scalability and assessing the
technology’s commercial readiness status.
In addition to change of perspective, there was a focus on deploying only PAR to CTL.
Focusing the deployment achieves two things 1) a clearer understanding of the effect of
deploying PAR in CTL, 2) making it easier to allocate the financial risks brought about by
deploying PAR.

If several interventions were to be bundled, the outcome would be a

misleading reflection of the value or risk added by the intervention unless the risk of the other
interventions is well known. In the current study, the avoidance of blanket risk allocation was
achieved by deploying PAR to CTL using low-carbon electricity from a third party who is well
positioned to assume the risk of establishing the power plant. This enabled the effect of
deploying PAR to CTL at commercial scale to be better evaluated and understood.
Key result contribution to the body of knowledge include:


Degree of carbon efficiency improvement that is possible when only materials
generated within the CTL process are processed with PAR (Article 1: Chapter 3)



Barriers to deployment of PAR to commercial scale (Article 1: Chapter 3)



Minimum conversion required for PAR to add benefit to CTL (Article 2: Chapter 4)



Impact of PAR deployment on the process economics (Article 3: Chapter 5)



Crude oil price at which a PAR modified CTL will be viable (Article 3: Chapter 5)

A discussion of the implications of the results on the current understanding is presented in
Chapter 6.
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Fig. 1-2: Linkages between problem, research questions, objectives and the article context
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Fig. 1-3: Overall research design
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1.6 Thesis outline
This thesis presents the documentation of the feasibility and viability assessment of deploying
plasma arc reforming to a commercial coal to liquids processes as a cleaner production
initiative. The thesis consists of six chapters, which describe the study from a review of the
state of the art of coal to liquids processes to the conclusion of the evaluation of the feasibility
of modifying a coal to liquids process with plasma arc reforming. A summary of the remaining
chapters is given below:
Chapter 2

In this chapter, a review of the theory and applications of coal to
liquid processes and plasma arc reforming is presented. From the
review, the opportunities for synergistic application of the two
processes are identified and examined.

Chapter 3

A technology assessment of plasma arc reforming is presented in
Chapter 3. In the chapter, the technical feasibility of the PAR in
CTL is interrogated by examining the state of the art in PAR, the
scalability and commercial development status of the plasma arc
reforming technologies. The chapter is in the form of an original
full-length research article. The article was published in the Journal
of Cleaner production.

Chapter 4

Chapter 4 builds on the article in Chapter 3, and examines the
implications of improving carbon efficiency of CTL. The impact on
raw material requirements, equipment capacities and product
throughput of a commercial CTL is analysed and presented as a
full-length research article.

Chapter 5

In this chapter, the findings of Chapters 3 and 4 are used to
evaluate if the deployment of plasma arc reforming adds economic
value to a commercial CTL process and if it plasma arc reforming
modified processes could be viable in the future.

Chapter 6

Concluding remarks and recommendations for future work are
presented in this chapter. The conclusions and recommendations
are based on the initial objectives, experiences met in the course
of the study and the eventual findings of the research project.
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2

A REVIEW OF COAL TO LIQUIDS AND PLASMA ARC REFORMING
PROCESSES

“The notion of the lone genius labouring away in the basement laboratory to invent a future is,
by now, one we should all be safely free of. Innovative firms succeed not by breaking free from
the constraints of the past but instead by harnessing the past in powerful new ways. The result
is an innovation process that thrives by making smaller bets, by building the future from what’s
already at hand.”- Andrew Hargadon
Overview:
Coal to liquids has been contributing significantly to the energy needs of South Africa since
1955, when Sasol opened Sasol 1 (Dry, 2002a). Since then the energy sector has changed
as such, the coal to liquids process has had to evolve, through scientific and business
innovations, in order to remain viable.
According to Drucker (2002), there are seven things that can create opportunities for the
emergence of business innovations, which are: unexpected events, market incongruities,
business needs, industry changes, population changes, new knowledge and changes in
people’s viewpoint. For coal to liquids applications, the incompatibility of the process
performance with the market expectations is becoming a major driver for the process to evolve
in order to continue meeting the business needs of its operator.
A review of the documented evolution of coal to liquids will probably reveal innovation
opportunities that are needed for the coal to liquids process to continue being relevant and
viable in a changing economic landscape. This review is an exploration of coal to liquids
literature that was done to establish the CTL process state-of-the-art, upon which future CTL
processes can be built.
The chapter is structured to examine coal to liquids broadly starting with the communication
of some of the process basics and progressing to how the CTL process can be adapted to a
future landscape. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 present a big picture view of past and current
processes, including a description of the process, drivers, challenges and future prospects.
After identifying the issues with the coal to liquids process, Section 2.4 presents a review of
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possible approaches to some of the significant challenges of coal to liquids. Section 2.5
discusses plasma-reforming basics that create a platform for understanding the opportunity to
apply plasma arc reforming to the coal to liquids process. The chapter is summarised in
Section 2.6 by mapping out the specific opportunities that will be pursued in the remainder of
this thesis.

2.1

Background

In 1923, German scientists, Fischer and Tropsch published their work on a process to produce
gasoline from coal and in 1935, the first industrial scale F-T synthesis reactor was built
(Schulz, 1999). In the 1940s, Germany and a few other oil-poor countries adopted the use of
fuel production technologies from coal. The motivation for most of them was to improve the
fuel supply for military transportation. After the World War II, interests in coal to liquid fuels
were abandoned after the discovery of cheaper crude oil reserves in the Middle East (Schulz,
1999). However, South Africa was an exception to the trend due to its economic isolation (Dry,
2002a).
Sasol was established in 1955 to provide South Africa, which was an isolated apartheid state,
with petroleum products from coal (Olson, 1977). Since then, with the removal of sanctions on
South Africa, the application of coal to liquid fuels (CTL) technology ceased to be purely about
energy supply security to being also about the economics. High capital requirements and
undesirable environmental impact are recurring themes in the evaluation of coal to liquids (De
Klerk, 2011; Li & De Klerk, 2013; Vosloo, 2001). A review of the processes is required to
understand the capital cost drivers and the sources of negative environmental impact.
The CTL process a number of distinct coal liquefaction processes. On a high level there are
two types of CTL processes, direct coal liquefaction (DCL) and indirect coal liquefaction (ICL).
Currently, DCL technologies are not being used commercially while ICL, as represented by
the Fischer-Tropsch driven process, has become the commercial representative of the CTL
process (Liu et al., 2010). DCL and ICL will be explored in more detail in Section 2.2 and
Section 2.3 respectively. The discussion of DCL will be presented only for the reader to gain
an appreciation. A greater emphasis will be put on reviewing ICL as that currently represents
a commercial CTL process. In the rest of the thesis, CTL process is used to represent indirect
coal liquefaction. A note to further remove ambiguity on the use of CTL process, most
researchers use CTL process to describe processes that produce either of liquid fuels or nonfuel chemicals (De Klerk & Maitlis, 2013; Dry, 2004), but others distinguish processes that
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produce mostly chemicals by calling them coal to chemicals (CTC) (Li et al., 2012). In this
thesis, the distinction is viewed as a minor difference in configuration of the same process.

Fig. 2-1: Logic diagram of the different types of coal to liquids processes
Interest in CTL processes has historically been driven by the need for energy security (Nkomo,
2009; Stranges, 1987). This is supported by the fact that research activity on CTL processes
has tracked the crude oil cycles, increasing when price is high and waning when prices are
low (De Klerk, 2008). DCL has received more attention in China while the rest of the world
has pursued Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. Despite notable interest in research circles, the
uptake of CTL processes globally has been low. High capital cost (Liu et al., 2010; Olson,
1977) and high emissions of carbon dioxide are the most commonly cited reasons for the low
uptake. Other reasons for low uptake are high water resource requirements (De Klerk et al.,
2013; Zhou et al., 2011) and long development cycles (Olson, 1977). In some areas such as
the USA, competition with simpler, less capital intensive gas to liquids (GTL) technologies has
seen GTL being preferred. To address the challenges that influence the prospects of CTL
processes such as the Sasol process, a review of the development the CTL process was done
to identify persistent challenges.
2.2

Direct Liquefaction

Friedrich Karl Rudolph Bergius submitted several patent applications for his coal liquefaction
process in 1914 that would end up being known as the Bergius process (Olson, 1977). The
Bergius process faced two challenges; 1) the effect of catalysts on reaction were unknown
and 2) having hydrogenation of coal and the subsequent decomposition into petroleum
resulted in low process yield and poor quality gasoline. These challenges were solved after
Bergius made commercialisation agreement with Baden Aniline and Soda Factory (BASF).
BASF and 27 other companies formed the conglomerate IG Farben, which was established to
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overcome the high capital requirements of commercialising the coal liquefaction process
(Stranges, 1984). Under the leadership of Carl Bosch, the catalyst and coal hydrogenation
challenges of the Bergius process were overcome. The result was 12 commercial plants being
established in Germany by 1944 based on the Bergius/ I.G. Farben technology (Bartis et al.,
2008). From 1927 to 1945, Carl Bosch influenced the dominance of the Bergius process over
the Fischer-Tropsch process (Stranges, 1984). Despite the liquefied coal being produced at
double the cost of imported oil, most of the fuel used in Germany during World War II was
supplied by DCL plants in the interest of supply security.
After the war, other direct liquefaction processes were developed in different places also
driven by security of fuel supply. Some of the processes include solvent refining of Coal (SRC)
(Miller, 2011; Wakeley et al., 1979), NEDOL (Hirano, 2000; Onozaki et al., 2000) H-coal
(Miller, 2011), HTI which is also known as H-Coal (Miller, 2011; Schulz, 1999) and Shenhua
process (Zhou et al., 2011). Despite being first to market, there are no operational DCL
projects at commercial scale. Most of the documented DCL processes are demonstration
scale plants in China, Germany, Japan and the United States.
Though DCL is theoretically more efficient than indirect coal liquefaction, it is only true when
high quality coal is used (Williams and Larson, 2003; Liu, 2005). The requirement for high
quality coal works against DCL. Competing uses for high quality coal raises the cost of
feedstock. Since feedstock costs are significant for DCL, a requirement for high quality coal
feed reduces the prospects of obtaining favourable process economics. Other challenges
include process complexity and lack of clarity in mechanism of reaction, which complicates
the reactor design and results in perceived high technology risk (Liu et al., 2010). Given the
preference for low risk and cheap energy, the prospects of DCL success at commercial scale
appear to be not as good as Fischer-Tropsch based ICL.
2.3

Indirect coal liquefaction

Indirect coal liquefaction is carried out by the Fischer-Tropsch (F-T) process. The F-T process
was first reported by Fischer and Tropsch in 1923 (May, 2002). The F-T process is a mature
technology with Sasol having operated commercial ICL plants for more than 50years in South
Africa. Like DCL, the F-T process is complex (Liu et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2011; De Klerk,
2012). However, the complexity is better understood unlike DCL complexity. It is known that
process complexities lie in oxygen separation, product separations, gasification chemistry,
syngas purification and F-T synthesis heat and mass transfer (Mokhatab & Poe, 2012;
Onozaki et al., 2000; Schulz, 1999). These process complexities in air separation, syngas
purification and gasification chemistry are that contribute to syngas generation requiring the
bulk of capital costs in an ICL plant (Liu et al., 2010; Mulder, 2009; Zhou et al., 2011).
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Significant progress has been made in leveraging on cost reductions from reactor scale and
catalyst performance (Jager, 2003; Leckel, 2010), however, several challenges still exist. A
review of the key aspects is presented in Section 2.3.1 to Section 2.3.6 in order to draw
attention to some of the remaining challenges.
2.3.1

ICL Feedstock

F-T synthesis decouples syngas generation and hydrocarbon synthesis, which adds flexibility
to ICL with respect to the feedstocks that can be used. Currently natural gas and coal are
being used at commercial scale (Dry, 2004), but biomass and municipal solid waste (MSW)
have been considered as feedstocks. The focus of this thesis is on use of coal as a feedstock
but comparisons with gas fed processes will be made occasionally.
Ignoring use of CTL to ensure energy supply security, F-T synthesis has been considered for
value adding to remote coal resources where alternative uses are limited by access (Miller,
2011). An example of this is that transportation to industrial customers who are far from source
does not make economic sense, as is the case with low-grade coals (Van Dyk et al., 2001).
The use of low-grade coals has a number of effects on the performance of F-T plants and the
corresponding process economics. The first effect is that low grade coals limit the amount of
carbon processed per pass by syngas equipment such as gasifiers. The implication is that
larger equipment is required to meet downstream requirements than where higher quality
feedstocks are used. This increases capital and operating cost requirements for syngas
generation. The second effect is that coal quality influences the performance, stability and
lifespan of equipment (Van Dyk et al., 2001), which affects efficiency of gasifiers and results
in higher carbon losses. Higher carbon losses also lead to higher capital requirements for
syngas generation as more feed needs to be processed to compensate for the losses.
Mantripragada and Rubin (2013) corroborate this through their concluding that the
performance of an F-T plant using bituminous coals is better than that using lower grade
lignite. Hence, prospects of F-T plants using low grade coals getting an investment is less
likely unless it achieves higher material and energy utilisation.
Other physical characteristics of coal that can affect the efficiency of syngas generation are
the size of coal feed and caking properties (Van Dyk & Waanders, 2007). Use of coals
beneath a certain Sauter diameter can cause unstable gasifier performance resulting in loss
of carbon conversion efficiency, which influences capital and operational costs (Keyser et al.,
2006). Caking coals can influence gasifier performance by affecting pressure drop patterns
and causing channel burning (Sha et al., 1990). Pressure drop considerations are used to
select the particle size distribution of the feed by methods like the Ergun Sect (Richardson et
al., 2002).
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When considering competing investments, gasification of coal is less efficient than steam
reforming of methane (SMR) due to higher content of hydrogen in methane (Dry, 1996).
Processes using coal gasification generate carbon dioxide in generating hydrogen to
compensate for the lower hydrogen content of coal-derived syngas (De Klerk, 2011).
Generation of large amounts of carbon dioxide means there are high carbon losses in the CTL
process (Mulder, 2009), which results in higher feedstock cost when compared to methane
reforming. Consequently, larger equipment is required for syngas generation, which implies
higher capital cost. This means coal is less desirable as a feedstock for the F-T process than
natural gas, which has lower operating costs and capital requirements.
2.3.2

ICL Process description

Six process steps are commonly found in a CTL process: air separation, syngas generation,
raw gas cleaning and conditioning, F-T synthesis, and product work-up and utility generation.
The relationship between the process steps is illustrated in Fig. 2-2 and a discussion with
more detail follows.

Fig. 2-2: Block flowsheet of an indirect coal to liquids process
2.3.2.1 Air separation
Fischer-Tropsch processes use pure oxygen to avoid the introduction of nitrogen into the
process. Nitrogen acts as an inert diluent that affects the efficiency of a CTL process (Li & De
Klerk, 2013). Air separation is the process that provides oxygen for gasification and
combustion processes within the F-T process and potentially nitrogen for rectisol cooling. Air
separation is an important part of the syngas generation section and that is reflected by its
contributing 8-10% to total F-T process complex capital requirements (National Petroleum
Council, 2007). Cryogenic air separation is the commonly used, as it is the most mature
technology but there are alternatives like membrane separation and pressure swing
adsorption (Belaissaoui et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2011). The key steps in the process are air
compression, air cleaning, air fractionation (Separates O2, N2 and Ar) and produces oxygen
of purity ranging from 95%-99.9 % (Yu et al., 2010). Sale of Argon can improve the economics
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of the process and reuse of N2 in downstream processes improves the efficiency of the
process. Due to the conditions required for cryogenic separation, -192°C (Linde Engineering,
2013) and the compression requirements, cryogenic air separation process requires a lot of
energy. This contributes significantly to the electrical consumption of the CTL process and
consequently to the operational cost.
2.3.2.2 Syngas generation
Gasification is a key step in the generation of syngas. In the gasification step, coal is fed into
one of many gasifier types with a mixture of steam and oxygen, at high temperature and
pressure, to produce carbon monoxide and hydrogen. The carbon monoxide and hydrogen
are also known as raw gas as it often has impurities such as carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide
and trace particulates. Sasol the biggest operator of F-T based ICL, uses the Sasol-Lurgi
gasifier, which has advantages of high efficiency and feed coal flexibility but consumes a lot
of steam and has a high-pressure drop, which can limit throughput (Van Dyk et al., 2001). The
temperatures utilised in gasification vary range between 500 and 1500° C. Operating
pressures in gasifiers vary between atmospheric pressure and 8 MPa. The operating
temperatures dictate whether the ash will be dry or molten (slag) and this has an effect on the
thermal efficiency of the gasifier unit. The gasifiers used in the Sasol process are known as
dry bottom gasifiers as they operate at temperatures that do not melt the ash (Van Dyk et al.,
2001). The use of high temperature and pressure means there are safety concerns and
requires additional safety considerations in design. These additional considerations add to the
complexity of equipment design.
Gasifier chemistry is complex comprising of several reactions in the gaseous phase and a few
solid fluid reactions (Bell et al., 2011a). The quality and size of coal feedstock, the method of
solid-fluid contact (counter current or co-current), and the conditions in the reactor influence
conversion of reactants, reaction extent, the reaction kinetics and as such the composition of
the raw gas (Bell et al., 2011b). Gasification is endothermic and requires some of the feedstock
to provide energy for the conversion process through carbon combustion. Combustion results
in carbon dioxide being produced instead of the desired carbon monoxide and this represents
a carbon loss. Typical carbon efficiency is about 52% because the carbon lost in energy
production as carbon dioxide (Dry, 2002b; Mulder, 2009). The implication is that 48% of carbon
is consumed in providing energy for the endothermic reactions. Other side products include
methane, which is generated by the methanation reaction in gasification, and constitutes 410% of the raw gas (Dry, 2002b).
The complexity in gasification chemistry means that the design and operation presents
significant technical risk. This is reflected in the high engineering costs in design of gasification
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plants and the requirements for high contingency costs to buffer against failure to perform at
specified levels. Gasification equipment requires 35-37% of total plant investment (RostrupNielsen, 1994). Of the 37%, equipment contribution amounts to 20% and the remainder is the
cost of engineering design, procurement and commissioning costs (National Petroleum
Council, 2007) which is consistent with the complexity of the gasification chemistry. Based on
the large percentage of gasification contribution to capital requirements, reducing the overall
capital requirements of the process requires improving the performance of syngas generation
and reducing the size of the associated equipment.
Before the raw gas can be used as syngas for synthesis, it has to be conditioned to an
appropriate temperature. It is also necessary to remove impurities such as hydrogen sulphide,
carbon dioxide, carbonyl sulphide and other trace sulphur compounds capable of poisoning
the catalysts.
2.3.2.3 Syngas cleaning and conditioning
When raw gas leaves the gasifier, it is at high temperatures and has impurities such as
particulates and acid gases (carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide and carbonyl sulphide) which
have the potential to poison F-T synthesis catalysts downstream. Raw gas conditioning is the
process of recovering excess heat, adjusting H2: CO ratio and cleaning the gas of impurities.
Heat recovery is done using waste heat boilers and gas cleaning is done using a series of
stages starting with particulates removal in a cyclone and then acid gas removal. Of the
cleaning stages, acid gas removal requires more attention as it contributes significantly to the
capital requirements, contributing up to 11% of total investment costs (Kreutz et al., 2008;
Zhou et al., 2011). H2: CO ratio can be adjusted using the water gas shift process, membrane
removal of CO or addition of H2 from a secondary source.
Typical temperatures of raw gas leaving the Sasol-Lurgi gasifier is approximately 500 °C and
the gas needs to be cooled to a temperature to 230 °C which corresponds to the temperature
required for ratio H2:CO adjustment (Zennaro et al., 2013). During the cooling process, waste
heat recovered in waste heat boiler is used to generate high-pressure steam and this is used
in generating electricity, which can be used to offset the electrical demand of the ICL process
(De Klerk et al., 2013). After heat recovery, particulates are removed in a cyclone then a
portion of the raw gas is passed through a water gas shift reactor (WGS). The WGS converts
some carbon monoxide and water into carbon dioxide and hydrogen. The shift reaction adjusts
the H2: CO ratio to a range of 1.79-2.01 (Van Dyk et al., 2001), which is the required ratio for
the F-T synthesis reactions. High levels of conversion of the order of 90% are achievable in
the shift reactor (Yu et al., 2010). After shift adjustment, the acid gases are removed from the
syngas in an acid gas removal process.
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Acid gas removal can be achieved by the use of a number of methods but absorption methods
are commonly used, particularly selexol (Mohammed et al., 2014) and rectisol (Mohammed et
al., 2014). The rectisol process is more effective for removing common components of acid
gases to acceptable syngas concentrations (Chen et al., 2013). Rectisol was first applied at
Sasol because of its high carbon dioxide absorption capacity and relatively low operating cost
(Zhou et al., 2011). The cost advantage of rectisol is debatable. Some researchers have
reported that it requires much higher capital than selexol due to higher process complexity
(Shu, 2003; Kang, 1999:3-6). The complexity of the rectisol process and its requirements for
cryogenic cooling are major sources of criticism for the process. The requirement for cryogenic
temperatures raises the capital expenditure and operating cost of the recovery plant
(Mokhatab & Poe, 2012). However, when used in plants with cryogenic air plants, rectisol
presents opportunities for process integration as by-product nitrogen can be used as a
stripping gas (Zhou et al., 2011).
In the Sasol process, sulphur based compounds are recovered in a Claus plant or a modified
Stretford plant also known as Sulpholin plant (Collings, 2002). The products of sulphur
recovery can be elemental sulphur or sulphuric acid, which can be sold as valuable byproducts hence contributing to the plant revenue. Carbon dioxide from rectisol has a purity
that makes commercial sense to directly compress to 15 MPa and sent to storage facilities
without further processing (Vallentin & Fischedick, 2009). However, currently no CCS plant
has been demonstrated at commercial scale and most of the carbon dioxide is emitted to the
atmosphere.
2.3.2.4 F-T synthesis
The Fischer Tropsch synthesis step converts carbon monoxide and hydrogen into
hydrocarbons on the surface of a catalyst. The conditions in the reactor such as reactant
ratios, pressure and temperature influence the composition of the hydrocarbon stream that is
produced. The groups of hydrocarbons produced in synthesis are broadly represented by Eq.
(2.1) -(2.5) (De Klerk & Furimsky, 2010)
Alkanes: (2𝑛 + 1)𝐻2 + 𝑛𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝑛 𝐻2𝑛+2 + 𝑛𝐻2 𝑂

(2.1)

Alkenes: 2𝑛𝐻2 + 𝑛𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝑛 𝐻2𝑛 + 𝑛𝐻2 𝑂

(2.2)
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Alcohols and Ethers: 2𝑛𝐻2 + 𝑛𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝑛 𝐻2𝑛+2 𝑂 + (𝑛 − 1)𝐻2 𝑂

(2.3)

Aldehydes ad Ketones: (2𝑛 − 1)𝐻2 + 𝑛𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝑛 𝐻2𝑛 𝑂 + (𝑛 − 1)𝐻2 𝑂

(2.4)

Carboxylic acids and Esters: (2𝑛 − 2)𝐻2 + 𝑛𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝑛 𝐻2𝑛 𝑂2 + (𝑛 − 2)𝐻2 𝑂

(2.5)

The synthesis process raises a number of issues, which can affect the efficiency and
economics of the ICL. Key issues include reactor choice and configuration, operating
conditions catalysts and product distribution and a more detailed discussion of these issues
follows.
Reactor choice and configuration
There are two types of reactors that are currently being used in the ICL industry: Multi tubular
fixed bed reactors, e.g. Sasol Arge and Shell SMDS, and fluidised bed reactors e.g. Sasol
slurry phase reactors) and these are illustrated in Fig. 2-3. The fluidised bed reactors can be
further classified by phases in contact in the reactor. Circulating Fluidised bed reactors (CFB)
and fixed fluidised bed reactors (FFB) are examples of two-phase reactors. Sasol slurry phase
reactors facilitate contact of gas-liquid-solid reactions and fit the three-phase reactor class
(Dry, 2002a). The FFB are the preferred of the two-phase reactors because of their lower
operating costs, construction costs and better volumetric efficiency (Jager, 2003; Steynberg
et al., 1999).

Fig. 2-3: Commonly used F-T synthesis reactors (Jager,2003)
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Slurry bed reactors offer improved pressure drop performance and experience less
temperature gradients (De Klerk et al., 2013) than CFBs. Ease of replacement of deactivated
catalysts lowers the costs associated with catalyst use. The cost reduction is more significant
in Cobalt catalysts as they exhibit a lower water inhibition effect (Schulz, 1999). However,
slurry reactors have liquid product-catalyst separation challenges because of catalyst fines
that are generated by catalyst attrition.
Slurry reactors offer better mass and heat transfer rates than other reactors. Selectivity for
longer chain compounds is affected by mass transfer of CO and H 2 in the reactor, higher
selectivity has been realised in slurry reactors (Jager, 2003). Removal of heat is key in
synthesis reactors hence heat transfer plays a significant role in the selection or design of an
F-T synthesis reactor (Dry, 1996). Higher temperatures have a higher selectivity for less
valuable low carbon chains (De Klerk et al., 2013). This is supported by product predictions
by the Anderson-Schulz-Flory (ASF) distribution model (Masuku et al., 2011). Higher
temperatures may also favour the Boudouard reaction, which is responsible for catalyst
deactivation via coking and sintering which reduces catalyst life. Short catalyst life increases
costs associated with regeneration and replacement of catalysts. Overall, slurry reactors are
simpler to design and operate hence they have lower capital requirements (Jager, 2003).
The selection of reactor technology is a delicate balance of economic and operational
objectives. Some reactors allow for lower cost operation but perform badly with respect to
selectivity of some products. Selection of the wrong reactor technology can have negative
effects on the economic and operational performance. Because of the complexity of the
selection, reactor selection and design is an obvious source of risk in CTL projects.
Operating conditions in F-T synthesis reactors
F-T synthesis often happens under high pressure between 2-4 MPa (Steynberg et al., 1999).
Pressure affects the productivity synthesis. The temperature used in the synthesis reactor
determines whether the process is a low temperature F-T process(LTFT) or high temperature
F-T process (HTFT). LTFT plants run synthesis at temperatures between 200 °C and 240 °C,
while HTFT is operated at temperatures between 300 °C and 340 °C (Dry, 2002a). The
operating temperature influences absorption and desorption onto the catalyst surface which
affects the hydrocarbon length of molecules produced (De Klerk et al., 2013). LTFT is used to
produce linear long molecules such as waxes, HTFT is used to produce gasoline, and low
molecular mass alkenes (Dry, 2002a). All industrial slurry reactors that have been built to date
have been used with LTFT processes rather than HTFT (De Klerk et al., 2013). This could be
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due to the higher selectivity of cobalt catalysts for lighter and less valuable hydrocarbons like
methane and ethane.
Because of the ties between influence of conditions, catalyst choice and reactor configuration
on product selectivity, the selection of conditions is not a simple matter and has to be done
with due consideration of the other connected factors. Since conditions influence the product
selectivity, choice of conditions and the control thereof is critical to the successful operation of
CTL.
Catalysts for F-T synthesis
F-T synthesis catalysts are subject to three key requirements: activity, selectivity and stability
(De Klerk et al., 2013). Research into active, highly selective and long life catalyst is ongoing
and catalysis for F-T synthesis is fairly well understood. The selection of catalyst is broadly
between iron-based catalysts and cobalt based catalysts and is often influenced by the nature
of the desired products.
A guideline on selection of the right catalyst for the process objectives is described in detail
by Krishna and Sie (1994). Improved product spectrum would result in fewer separations and
as such, a higher efficiency and lower operating costs. Cobalt catalysts have been observed
to have a lower selectivity for methane than iron-based catalysts at the same reactor
conditions (Leckel, 2010). Of the factors known to affect the selectivity of catalysts,
temperature and reactant ratios seem to have the most significant effects whereas pressure
has little effect on selectivity for iron-based catalysts but a clear influence on Cobalt catalysts
between 0.1- 2 MPa (Dry, 1982). Reactant ratio is often adjusted by the use of a CO2 recycle
to achieve an H2: CO ratio that is required for a cobalt catalysed F-T synthesis process
(Christensen et al., 1998).
Overall, depending on the reactor configuration being used, Cobalt catalysts are preferable
where the reactant ratio is between 1.7 and 2.01 whereas iron based catalysts are desirable
where higher temperatures are used and water gas shift activity is required. Appropriate
selection and management of catalysts is important for the viable operation of CTL.
Models used in predicting F-T synthesis product distribution.
Product distribution models are critical in the techno-economic design and associated
evaluation of F-T processes. Estimation of the economic viability is based on these predictions
and this influences development of project acceptance criteria. Use of unrealistic predictions
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could result in escalation of projects that should not be have been considered in the first place,
which results in wastage of resources.
In the study of ICL processes, the Anderson Schulz- Flory (ASF) distribution is often used.
Researchers have identified deviations of actual product distribution from predictions of the
ASF distribution (Madon & Taylor, 1981; Patzlaff et al., 2002). However, liquid phase ASF can
adequately predict product composition (Masuku, 2011). Another product distribution model
utilizing triple-α model is mentioned by Fox III and Tam (1995) but has not been applied due
to complexity and limited adaptability. When using the ASF, there are theoretical limits to the
yield of products of a particular chain profile hence the need for upgrading of products (Dry,
1990). Prediction of product distribution in the design of F-T synthesis plants could be another
source of technical risk if not done cautiously.
2.3.2.5 Product work-up
Syncrude produced by a Fischer-Tropsch process can be compared to crude oil but is
significantly different (De Klerk, 2011). However, much like crude oil, syncrude needs to be
processed into a form that the market requires and this is what happens in the product workup processes. The options include, upgrading, partial refining and full refining depending on
the objective. This subject is discussed in more detail by De Klerk (De Klerk, 2012a)
2.3.2.6 Utility generation
Utility generation is a combination of steam generation and electricity generation. F-T
synthesis plants can generate power for internal use by use of steam or gas turbines.
According to Dry (1999), 33% of an F-T synthesis plant feed coal is used in the steam plant
for generation of high-pressure steam (HPS). Additional steam is generated through heat
recovery from syngas cooling, water gas shift reactor and cooling of the F-T synthesis reactor,
which can be used for electricity generation.
Gas turbines are used for generating electricity using either unconverted syngas or petroleum
light gases from the product upgrade section. Use of syngas to generate electricity tends to
be economically inefficient as coal can be used directly to generate high-pressure steam,
which can generate electricity in cheaper steam turbines (Zennaro, 2013). Theoretically, all FT plants have the capability of being net exporters of electricity to the grid. However, the highly
regulated and localised nature of electricity markets tends to make it unreasonable for capitally
intense CTL operations to focus on producing electricity as a primary product.
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2.3.3

Efficiency of indirect coal liquefaction

Efficiency in the use of material and energy resources is key to sustainable operation. Carbon
efficiency measures how much of carbonaceous feed is converted to desired hydrocarbons.
Thermal efficiency measures how well energy is utilised in the conversion of feed to products.
There has been a higher focus on thermal efficiencies of F-T processes than with the carbon
efficiency (De Klerk, 2011).
According to Rostrup-Nielsen (1994), ICL plants producing only liquid fuels tend to have lower
thermal efficiencies than those producing chemicals. The reported averages for gasoline
plants is 58% and 63% for diesel producing ICL plants while methanol plants average 72%.
This demonstrates that the economic objectives of the CTL plant can influence the efficiencies
realised by the process.
The carbon efficiency of CTL plants has not received much attention in literature. In the few
instances where carbon efficiency has been reported, the CTL plant carbon efficiency is low
ranging between 30% and 52% (De Klerk, 2011; Mulder, 2009). The low efficiencies seem to
be connected to greenhouse gas emissions originating from gasification and combustion in
the steam plant (De Klerk, 2011). The carbon efficiency necessarily becomes low since the
carbon converted to energy is not considered in the product quantities used in the computation
of carbon efficiency. Since a lot of literature on the CTL process has been developed as a
case for the adoption of CTL, reporting of low carbon efficiency would not work in the favour
of the cause. Hence, there appears to be some level of bias in reporting of efficiencies.
Despite the bias in efficiency reporting, both carbon efficiency and thermal efficiency are
important parameters when evaluating opportunities for improving CTL processes. Improving
the carbon efficiency reduces the process sensitivity to feedstock costs while improving the
thermal efficiencies desensitises the process to energy cost shocks (De Klerk et al., 2013).
Because of the strong connection between greenhouse gas emissions and carbon efficiency,
strategies to improve carbon efficiency have to be centred on minimising carbon losses
through emissions.
2.3.4

Process economics of indirect coal liquefaction

Most literature reviewed consists of theoretical studies hence the process economics data
supplied is based on projections and not actual costs, which tend to be closely guarded. It is
worth mentioning though that there is some general agreement between the plants based data
and theoretical projects as to the sections of plant that require the highest capital costs.
Syngas generation contributes to 58-70% of the capital investments required for an F-T
synthesis based CTL plant (Dry, 2004; Rostrup-Nielsen, 1994; Zhou et al., 2011). There has
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been very little change to reported capital requirement breakdown over the last two decades.
However, some technology developments have been made over this period that should affect
the capital requirements distribution. Some of the developments include the use of slurry bed
reactors resulting in 40% less capital compared to fixed bed reactors (Jager and Espinoza,
1995)

and 70% lower catalyst costs. These changes would imply that the capital cost of

syngas generation should be more significant vis-à-vis constituting a bigger percentage of
capital breakdown. A possible explanation for this observation is that the capital requirements
reported in literature are based on old data, which do not factor in the capital reduction from
technological progression.
Since economic analyses presented in literature are theoretical in nature, they tend to have a
lot of uncertainty. Operation costs are not usually discussed with the exception of costs of
feedstocks. Most other costs tend to be presented as a percentage of the fixed capital cost
(Kreutz et al., 2008). This approach has the disadvantage of operating cost projections
inheriting the uncertainty in the calculation of capital cost.
Coal consumption is cited as the biggest part of the operating cost in ICL (Zhou et al., 2011).
Considering the significant differences in coal costs between China and South Africa, coal
cost for the Sasol process is not as significant when compared to China (Sasol limited, 2014).
Besides the coal price, electricity price, capacity factor and capital cost have been reported to
have a significant impact on the process economics of ICL processes (Zhou et al., 2011).
According to Dry (1996), the product mix can make a big difference to the economic viability
of F-T synthesis plants, with dedicated liquid fuels plants requiring higher crude oil prices for
them to be viable. As an example, the first phase of Sasol’s South African ICL operations are
said to have survived because of high priced waxes that were being produced alongside the
liquid fuels.
As of 2015, prices of crude oil can marginally support the viable operation of a CTL process
given Sasol’s reported operational costs of $47/bbl. (Sasol limited, 2014). For Sasol, when
carbon tax is implemented in 2016, at an effective $10 per CO2 ton on 40% of emissions, the
marginal profits will be eroded. However, there remain some opportunities for improving the
economic performance of the process by lowering feed costs and compliance costs related to
plant emissions.
2.3.5

Environmental impact of indirect coal liquefaction

Greenhouse gas emissions receive the most attention when discussions of ICL environmental
impacts are presented (Bartis et al., 2008; Kreutz et al., 2008; Miglio et al., 2013). Besides
greenhouse gas impact, there are other environmental concerns such as the management of
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solid waste (Furimsky, 1996; Miglio et al., 2013), water and wastewater management and
management of toxic air pollutants (Sasol Limited, 2009).
Sasol has been criticised for the release of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) like benzene,
carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulphide and sulphur dioxide into the environment. These
pollutants have been associated with a rise in respiratory disorders and cancer cases in the
surrounding residential areas (Dubey, 2007). The additional cost associated with the
environmental impact is often not discussed in literature. As evidenced in Sasol literature
(Sasol Limited, 2009), there is a need for ICL operators to invest into the mitigation and that
raises the costs of operations.
ICL produces a lot of water from the synthesis reactor (De Klerk, 2011). However, the CTL
process is a net consumer of water. Hence, water management is an important concern.
Issues that need to be managed include supply security, wastewater quality, specific
consumption and cost of water usage (Miglio et al., 2013). Conventionally, CTL plants are
located close to source of feedstock but it is clear that a reliable water supply needs to be
considered before setting up a plant.
Spent catalysts and ash form the bulk of solid waste that needs to be managed in a CTL plant.
Processes have been developed to recover metals from spent catalysts and are often not a
real problem in the management of waste (Furimsky, 1996). Course ash has been used as an
aggregate in road construction and brick making (Matjie & Van Alphen, 2008).
2.3.6

Future outlook of indirect coal liquefaction

The future prospects of ICL are strongly influenced by the evolution of the factors that enable
or challenge the growth of consumption of ICL products and the continued viability of
operations. The review of drivers and challenges ICL will face in the future can be grouped
into technological, energy resource and policy related influences. The discussion of each of
the group of factors is presented in Sections 2.3.6.1 to 2.3.6.3
2.3.6.1 Energy resource related developments
Of the factors that shape the future prospects of coal to liquids technologies, the energy
resource dynamics are likely to have the most significant effect on future application of the
CTL process. The resource dynamics influence the energy quantities available for supply, the
form the energy is available and the cost at which the energy is available to the energy
markets.
Resource depletion models by Shafiee and Topal (2010) and Thielemann et al. (2007) suggest
that oil and gas will be depleted in under three decades while coal reserves will persist for at
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least a 100 years. A challenge with the depletion models is that they do not account for
reserves that will be discovered by improved prospecting technologies or reserves that are
currently not considered as viable. In the event that no substantial reserves are discovered,
ICL will become more attractive for provision of liquid fuels and chemicals. For the South
African case, there are no known viable oil reserves. Gas resources have been found in the
Karoo and this may sway investment in synthetic fuels towards the cleaner, cheaper gas to
liquids technologies. Given the resource dynamics, prospects of ICL should remain favourable
in the long term.
2.3.6.2 Technological developments
The technological factors influencing the applicability of a CTL process in the future are on
both the supply side and the demand side.
On the supply side, the drivers are closely connected to some of the CTL process problem
areas. As such, advancement of technology that will improve cost competitiveness will be key
to the continued application of a CTL process e.g. high performance catalysts, ultra-efficient
air separation, zero water-cooling, high efficiency syngas technologies and carbon dioxide
reutilisation technologies among others. If capital costs are significantly reduced, operating
and clean-up costs of CTL reduced to make it more cost competitive with other alternative
processes (Aguilera, 2014), the risks associated with implementing a CTL process will be
reduced. Lower operating costs would improve the value created for product market.
The demand side technological factors are most likely going to present hurdles to the
application of a CTL process. Some of these technology factors considered include more
efficient internal combustion engines, progression of carbon free transportation e.g. electric
and hydrogen cars (Kendall, 2015; Lippert, 2015) and preferences for low carbon mass transit
systems. Such developments lower demand for synthetic fuels and consequently gives fuel
price a higher significance, and more cost competitive sources of energy would then be
preferred. Expert opinion in some areas suggests that petroleum driven cars and buses will
continue to play a significant role in most cities (Aguiléra & Grébert, 2014). Continued
contribution of petroleum driven cars combined with low development rates of alternative fuel
infrastructure leaves plenty of room for the application of a CTL process.
2.3.6.3 Policy related developments
A number of policy issues can affect the future prospects of a CTL process, key among them
are the general development policy, energy policy and environmental policy, which has
received the most attention globally as the decarbonisation agenda gains prominence.
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The environmental policy has evolved over the years but maintains a focus on effects of
systems on air, land and water quality. In the 1960s and 1970s, ICL was challenged by
environmental policies that put pressure on coal mining as the process released particulates,
which were perceived to cause climate change and contaminate water supply systems (Olson,
1977:13). In the mid to late 1990s the focus shifted to carbon emissions, which affected the
utilisation of coal, including the use of coal based thermal power stations and gasification
plants for fuels and chemicals production (Dry, 1999; Schulz, 1999). Currently, there is a shift
towards accounting for lifecycle emissions and setting carbon prices. ICL impact on water
resources has not been under as much scrutiny as the emissions. However, as pressures on
adequacy of freshwater supply grow, the regulation of water impact and cost of cleaning up is
bound to affect the viability of ICL in the future.
Most environmental policy directives tend to come with capital and operating cost
requirements for businesses. With current policy, carbon-pricing policies affect the economics
of the process. Mitigation of emissions has extra equipment needs to minimise emissions and
to reduce land and water contamination. Such additional costs in ICL processes include
carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) equipment. According to Yoshino et al. (2012),
equipment costs for mitigating carbon dioxide could add as much as 10% to product cost. In
practice the added cost will probably be higher. However, not investing in mitigation solutions
can be associated with operating costs in the form of carbon taxes. As of 2015, South Africa
has a carbon policy that is still under review. Knoope et al. (2013) suggests that the cost of
CO2 avoidance is of the order $15-20 which may have no advantage over paying the carbon
tax in its current design of $4-10/ t CO2 (South Africa National Treasury, 2013). However,
payment of this carbon tax adds $3.7/bbl.- $9.1/ bbl. to the operating costs based on the
current tax regime design.
Not all policy issues affect the prospects of ICL negatively as the energy policy and resource
development policies will likely be enablers and drivers of ICL implementation. Historically,
ICL development in South Africa, Germany, Japan and China was driven by the need for fuel
supply security (Zhou et al., 2011). The pursuit of energy security can, as in the case of
Germany (Stranges, 1984) and South Africa during isolation phases, supersede the economic
performance criteria. As crude oil and natural gas diminish, the need for supply security may
enhance the prospects of ICL processes (Rong & Victor, 2011).
ICL is one of the few ways of adding value to coal (Bell et al., 2011c). Hence, the adoption of
pro- resource development policies would improve the future prospects of ICL but that would
be dependent on competitive economic performance of ICL processes. A holistic analysis of
the economic benefit, such as was carried out by Qi et al. (2012), of ICL plants could help
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boost the future ICL prospects. According to Rong and Victor (2011), conventional economic
analysis fails to capture the full benefits of ICL plants and this was corroborated by Qi et al.
(2012). An ICL techno-economic analysis of a Chinese plant implies investment returns of 500
jobs/$ million invested as well as economic stimulation of the order of $3.50/ $1 invested (Qi
et al., 2012) and these are not usually captured in conventional economic analyses. Further,
benefits like improving energy security are difficult to quantify. If the economic value added of
ICL improves with the lowering of the environmental footprint then, the future prospects are
bound to improve.
2.3.7

Research and development opportunities

After reviewing developments of F-T synthesis in the last three decades, a number of research
and development opportunities emerge.


Reducing the overall capital cost of ICL with major opportunities in syngas generation



Improving the carbon efficiency of indirect coal liquefaction



Reducing greenhouse gas emissions, which can also be viewed as minimising process
carbon losses.



Development of cheaper CO2 compliance cost avoidance solutions, from the $15- $85/
ton CO2 range (Chiesa & Lozza, 1999)



Development of high activity catalysts with low selectivity for CH4, high selectivity for
middle distillates and high coking temperatures



Improving mass transfer rates for reactants and improving heat transfer rate in the
removal of Fischer Tropsch reaction heat.



Low cost gas separations for H2, O2 and CO2



Integration of internal processes to improve utilisation of energy from exothermic
reactions and cold utilities from cryogenic air separation

The risks of implementing ICL are increased by the number of processing steps in the
liquefaction process. If the complexity is accepted as an inherent part of using ICL, then the
biggest opportunity to improve ICL lies in improving the carbon efficiency.
Improving the carbon efficiency will probably improve the economic performance of indirect
coal liquefaction (De Klerk et al., 2013). To improve carbon efficiency, it is necessary to reduce
carbon losses from the process. The biggest carbon loss in ICL is in the form of greenhouse
gas emissions. Recovery and re-utilisation of carbon from greenhouse gases will result in
smaller syngas equipment requirements. Smaller syngas generation equipment means the
capital requirements of the most capital intense section of ICL will be reduced. However, the
capital savings would be a trade off with the cost of recycling CO2.
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Reduction of emissions by redesigning the process coincides with the cleaner production
philosophy (Ashford, 1994; Fresner, 1998; Kjaerheim, 2005). Hence, ICL would benefit from
the application of cleaner production principles. Details of cleaner production principles are
discussed by Fresner (1998).
2.4

Improving carbon efficiency of indirect coal liquefaction

Since most of the carbon loss in ICL is in the form of greenhouse gases, recycling carbon
dioxide and redirecting it to product formation will improve carbon efficiency. This study
focuses on methods of recycling greenhouse gases as a way of improving carbon efficiency
of ICL.
In principle, many methods can be used to convert carbon dioxide to desired products.
Examples include carbon dioxide thermolysis (Lyman & Jensen, 2001), photo electrolysis (Lee
et al., 2014), low and high temperature co-electrolysis of carbon dioxide (Graves et al., 2011;
Stoots et al., 2010) and dry reforming of methane with carbon dioxide (Lavoie, 2014;
Swapnesh et al., 2014). Of the listed conversion processes, only dry reforming converts the
two most significant greenhouse gases from ICL, hence dry reforming is the focus of this
thesis.
Dry reforming is similar to conventional steam reforming with the exception that steam is
substituted with carbon dioxide as the oxidant. One of the most common challenges inherent
in the dry reforming process is endothermic nature of the reaction (Tao et al., 2011). Use of
methane combustion to provide energy for dry reforming had been previously proposed by
Treacy and Ross (2004) in a thermodynamic study but the net greenhouse gas consumption
was marginal. When Sudiro and Bertucco (2009) proposed use of dry reforming in ICL, they
proposed the use of unconverted syngas, in F-T synthesis tail gas, combustion as a source of
heat for the reaction. However, syngas combustion generates more carbon dioxide that limits
the potential to improve carbon efficiency.

In addition to the endothermic challenge,

unfavourable thermodynamics of the reaction (Oyama et al., 2012) and catalyst coking
(Aziznia et al., 2012) have been cited as potential challenges. The coking has been reported
to be avoidable under certain conditions. Tao et al. (2011) reported that it is possible to have
high conversions of both carbon dioxide and methane in their review of laboratory scale
plasma assisted dry reforming.
Plasma reformers have a challenge of high electricity consumption but Xu et al. (2013) have
demonstrated that the plasma synergistic effect can reduce the specific energy consumption
if the reactor is correctly configured. The high electrical consumption will contribute to a higher
operating cost for plasma reactors but the benefit may be greater than the cost. If the electrical
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energy is supplied from a fossil fuelled source, use of plasma reforming would result in
externalisation of carbon dioxide emissions.
Section 2.5 presents some basic concepts of plasma and plasma-assisted chemistry to give
the reader some background and appreciation of some of the challenges of applying plasma
arc reforming.
2.5
2.5.1

Introduction to plasma technology
The basics of plasma technology

The term plasma was first used in physics to describe gases in a state beyond its critical
conditions by Irving Langmuir in 1928 (Fridman, 2008). Plasma is considered by some as the
fourth state of matter (Fauchais & Rakowitz, 1979). The composition of a plasma varies
depending on the degree of ionisation of the plasma and the method used in the creation of
the plasma.
Plasma can be formed by heating a gas to a very high temperature or exposing the gas to a
strong electromagnetic field or both. This causes electrons to be dislodged out of their normal
molecular orbits and the gas ionises to form a mixture of electrons, ions and neutral molecules.
The electrons are sometimes called light particles while the ions and neutral molecules are
called heavy particles. The degree of approach to thermodynamic equilibrium of light and
heavy particles can be used as the basis of classification. The differences in the approach to
equilibrium can explained by the mechanism of plasma formation and the relative proportion
of the different particle classes.
Plasmas are generally separated into two types that are differentiated by the extent of thermal
equilibrium between heavy particles and light particles. If a plasma establishes equilibrium at
a point where the temperature of electrons is very different from the heavy particles, then the
plasma is classified as a non-equilibrium or cold plasma (Venkatramani, 2002). If the electrons
and heavy particles achieve thermal equilibrium, the plasma is then classified as a thermal
plasma (Fridman, 2008). A more detailed description of the two plasma classes is presented
in Section 2.5.1.1 and 2.5.1.2.
2.5.1.1 Cold plasma:
Cold plasmas are also known as non-equilibrium plasmas and are characterised by the
existence of a large temperature gradient between heavy particles and light particles. The
electron temperature can be of the order of 10000 K whereas the heavy particle temperature
is at room temperature. This normally occurs because the electrons receive energy from the
electrical field first due to their low mass. The dislodged electrons subsequently dislodge other
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electrons in a chained process known as the electron avalanche effect, which was first
proposed by John Sealy Townsend in 1897 (Roth, 1995). Because the avalanche effect is
significant for cold plasmas the most important mechanism of ionisation is direct ionisation by
electron impact (Fridman, 2008).
The collision and interaction between particles in plasma has two effects. The first is that the
collisions between electrons cause Joule heating, which results in the temperature of electrons
rising rapidly to very high values. The second is that collisions between electrons and the
heavy particles result in energy being transferred from electrons to ions and neutral particles,
which results in the overall plasma temperature rising.
Cold plasmas are normally generated at low pressures and low power of pulsed discharge
systems hence the overall rise in temperature due to light and heavy particle interaction is
limited. Due to the overall low temperature of cold plasmas, they tend to be applied where
there is a requirement for ion selectivity but no energy intensity. These applications include
areas where the glow discharge from ionisation is significant such as in neon lights or visual
plasma devices. Other examples of cold plasmas include some medical plasmas, plasmas in
neon lights, in plasma screens etc.
2.5.1.2 Hot plasma /equilibrium plasma
Hot plasmas are also known as equilibrium plasmas, as the temperature of the electron cloud
and the bulk gas temperature are in thermal equilibrium. The methods and conditions used in
the production of hot plasmas are usually high temperature and pressure and that influences
the overall temperatures of both the light and heavy particles in the plasma. Examples of such
methods include use of electric arc discharges where a gas is passed through a high voltage
arc to ionise the gas.
Hot plasmas are very powerful and can generally be applied in situations that require high
power intensity (Roth, 1995). Examples of hot plasmas are the plasma arcs used in metallurgy
for smelting, plasma arcs in cutting torches, destruction of hazardous wastes among others.
2.5.2

Components of plasma and their influence on applications of plasmas

Research into applications of plasma started in the late 18th century (Fauchais & Rakowitz,
1979). However, a lack of understanding of plasma characteristics made it difficult to correlate
the observed results to the type of plasma discharge applied. The implication of this was that
it was not possible to specify the plasmas that could be used for a particular application as it
was difficult to reproduce the plasma discharges. In the context of chemical processing, it
meant that conditions in plasma reactors could not be reproduced at different scales and this
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limited the areas of industrial application (Fauchais & Vardelle, 1997). However, as the
understanding of plasma composition and characteristics has grown, it has become possible
to specify and reproduce plasmas for different applications.

The composition of a plasma depends on the degree of ionisation of the gases used in its
formation. Most plasma discharges are mixtures of electrons, ions and neutral particles. In the
formation phase, there is production of ultraviolet radiation that can influence reactive
processes or cause some gases to glow such as in neon lights (Fridman, 2008). Since the
composition of a plasma influences the application, it is necessary to briefly discuss the role
of different components in determining plasma characteristics prior to a discussion of some of
the applications.
Electrons are usually the first components to receive energy from electric fields that are used
in the ionisation of gases to plasma. These electrons subsequently play the role of
redistributing the energy to the heavier components like ions and the remaining neutral
particles. Redistribution may take the form of vibrational excitation of atoms and molecules,
which could lead to formation of free radicals. Influencing the density, temperature or energy
distribution functions of the plasma’s electron cloud gives users finer control on the
effectiveness of a plasma on the effectiveness of a plasma in a specific application.

Ions contribute to applications in two ways. 1) Due to their relatively heavier mass, they carry
and transmit their sensible energy, which can provide a heating effect if they are high energy
ions. 2) Ions are capable of suppressing activation barriers of chemical reactions as their
charged nature influences the behaviours of reagents by interacting with electrons of neutral
particles (Fridman, 2008). These effects result in plasmas having a catalytic effect in chemical
processing applications such as flame stabilisation, destruction of hazardous chemicals and
treatment of living tissue as in plasma skin therapy (Roth, 1995).

Besides the effect of electrons and ions, photons and transient particles can influence the
properties of a plasma, which in turn affects the applications of the plasma. Photons tend to
be important in plasmas applied in visual applications such as glow discharges used in neon
lights and plasma televisions. Transients include particulate transients such as free radicals
and transient energy states that have a potential to participate in plasma chemistry. Transient
energy states include translation of electron kinetic energy into vibrational energy. This
vibrational energy has the potential of contributing to the formation of free radicals and other
metastable particles that have reactive properties such as has been observed in plasma
stimulation of carbon dioxide (Fridman, 2008). Vibrational stimulation presents the highest
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opportunity for energy efficiency in complex molecules in cold plasma processes (Gallagher
Jr & Fridman, 2011). Carbon dioxide transfers most of the energy from electrons to vibrational
energy, if the vibrational energy is used to stimulate the reaction, then the process is more
efficient.

As mentioned before, though there are two basic types of plasma, there are many different
plasma discharges that have different properties. The differences in properties presents the
opportunity for many applications. Examples of plasma uses include thermal decomposition
of coatings, flame stabilisation, water sterilisation, destruction of hazardous chemicals,
microelectronics processing, plasma etching and wound treatment among many other
applications. Plasma gasification of waste presents the best design lessons for ICL
applications hence, lessons from plasma gasification will be applied in the development of
plasma reforming for application to ICL. Because the application of plasmas in ICL falls under
chemical processing, the remainder of the plasma application focuses on plasma applications
in chemical processing.

In chemical processing applications, plasma was conventionally considered to be attractive
for high temperatures and high energy densities of the components and by implication only
hot plasmas were considered applicable. As the understanding of plasma has expanded, it
has been realised that plasmas can influence chemical reactions in more ways than providing
high temperature and as a result, both hot and cold plasmas are now considered important for
chemical processing. In cold plasmas the chemical process could be enhanced by atoms that
have been excited by electrons. The electron excitation of atoms and molecules becomes
significant in chemical applications if the lifetime of excited particles is long. An example of
this is the case of metastable oxygen encountered in oxidative plasma discharges.

The rationale, design considerations, historical application, application performance
evaluation, challenges and opportunities of plasma application in chemical processing as
represented by ICL are discussed in Sections 2.5.3 to 2.5.8

2.5.3

Rationale of plasma reforming application in ICL

The attractiveness of applying plasma reforming in ICL can be demonstrated by comparing
the overall chemical reactions for dry reforming of methane with carbon dioxide and steam
methane reforming (SMR).
Steam reforming: 𝐶𝐻4 + 𝑛𝐻2 𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂 + 3𝐻2

∆H = 206 kJ/mol.

(2.6)
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Dry reforming: 𝐶𝐻4 + 𝐶𝑂2 → 2𝐶𝑂 + 2𝐻2 ∆H = 247kJ/mol.

(2.7)

Both steam reforming and dry reforming are endothermic reactions, hence, dry reforming has
a disadvantage with respect to energy requirements. However, when comparing the raw
material requirements, dry reforming requires 75% of the methane required by steam
reforming to produce 1 mole of carbon monoxide (Tao et al., 2011). Another advantage is that
dry reforming in a plasma reformer recycles a waste carbon dioxide stream and internally
generated methane to improve yield of syngas. Further, if a renewable or low carbon power
source is used in plasma reforming, dry reforming produces no greenhouse gases as opposed
to SMR that converts a third of the methane to carbon dioxide.
Because dry reforming is energy intensive, efficiency of energy use is more critical in plasma
reforming applications. PAR would be more energetically effective if the active species
generated in the plasma are capable in participating in chemical reaction (Benilov & Naidis,
2006). It therefore follows that for dry reforming, the process will probably be more efficient if
either carbon dioxide or methane is used as the plasma gas as opposed to using air or an
inert gas as the plasma gas. It can be argued by some that complex molecules cannot be
used as plasma gases, however if the trade-offs are considered, neither atomic nor complex
gases have a distinct advantage in their use as a plasma gas. Theoretically, the arc losses
are the same for atomic and complex molecules (Roth, 1995). On the other hand, complex
molecules have higher heat capacities, which gives them an advantage in chemical reaction
applications that requires high enthalpy transfers (Venkatramani, 2002). Hence, it should be
advantageous to use a plasma reformer with a complex molecule like carbon dioxide as the
plasma gas.
There is no record of plasma arc reforming application in the coal to liquid space with the
exception of a study by Stoker and Conradie (2015), which was done in the context of creating
a nuclear assisted coal to liquid process. In their study they concluded that the combined use
of nuclear heat and nuclear hydrogen in a commercial process would not likely be viable. Two
drawbacks to their study are 1) it assumes it is feasible to apply PAR at commercial scale
even though it is unproven in the CTL process context and 2) the lumping of several initiatives
in the analysis makes it difficult to attribute observed effects to a particular initiative. As a
result, the issue of feasibility and viability of applying PAR to a CTL process remains unclear.
2.5.4

Useful measures in evaluating performance of plasma applications

A few parameters are key to the evaluation and application of plasma in chemical processing.
These parameters form the fundamental criteria by which the effectiveness of a plasma reactor
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configuration can be measured on a macro scale and these are the electron density, plasma
temperature, specific energy input and energy conversion efficiency.
i)

Electron density:

The electron density is a measure of the number of electrons per unit volume occupied by
plasma.
ii)

Plasma temperature:

Plasma temperature refers to either the temperature of the electron cloud in a plasma or the
temperature of the heavy particles (ions, excited atoms or molecules) in a plasma. For thermal
plasma, there is no need to provide reference of temperature as temperature is the same for
all species.
iii)

Specific energy input:

Specific energy input (SEI) is the energy required to produce one mole of product. SEI has
potential to show the impact of synergistic effect on the energy requirements of a chemical
conversion process.
iv)

Energy conversion efficiency:

Energy conversion efficiency (ECE) is the ratio of energy contained by products to the energy
contained by inputs to the reactor. ECE considers all forms of energy changes in determining
the efficiency of conversion.
2.5.5

Performance of existing experimental reactors in chemical applications

Several plasma reactors that have the potential of being made plasma reformers have been
reported in literature (Fauchais & Rakowitz, 1979), however their performance differs with
application. Some of the plasma reactors with the highest potential for application to plasma
assisted dry reforming are shown in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Performance of some experimental plasma reactors
Reactor type

Cold plasma jet
Ni/Al2O3 catalyst

Conversion (%)

+

CH4:60;CO2:40

Selectivity
(%)

CO:97;H2:97

ECE (%)

80

Source

(Long et al.,
2008)
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Cold plasma jet

CH4:46;CO2:34

CO:85;H2:78

63

Binode thermal plasma

CH4:79;CO2:65

CO:97;H2:83

57

Single anode thermal
plasma+
Ni/Al2O3
catalyst

CH4:92;CO2:82

CO:90;H2:82

54

Single anode thermal
plasma (H2 plasma gas)

CH4:87;CO2:84

CO:75;H2:-

36

Single Anode thermal
plasma (N2 plasma gas)

CH4:89;CO2:80

CO:88;H2:68

48

(Long et al.,
2008)
(Xu et al.,
2013)
(Tao et al.,
2008)
(Zhang et
al., 2002)
(Tao et al.,
2008)

From Table 2-1, it is evident that both cold and thermal plasmas have the potential to achieve
high selectivity for syngas. However, the conversion for the cold plasma reactors is much
lower than that of thermal plasmas. High conversion combined with high selectivity results in
thermal plasmas achieving better syngas yields and that confirms claims, by Xu et al (2013),
that thermal plasmas have better results for chemical processing. The performance in terms
of energy efficiency is more difficult to compare because of differences in design of lab
reactors and differences in calculation methods. Because of better yield, thermal plasma was
applied in this thesis.
2.5.6

Industrial scale plasma reformer design considerations

If lessons from experimental plasma reactors are considered in industrial scale reactor design,
a number of considerations are apparent. The three most important considerations are;


Mixing of reactants and plasma, which can be a special challenge since the residence
times tend to be small (Fauchais & Vardelle, 1997)



Achieving the desired product distribution can be complicated and kinetic parameters
of plasma reactions are not readily available and are complex to determine (Fauchais
et al., 1997)



Quenching is sometimes necessary to remove excess energy of newly formed species
(Fauchais & Rakowitz, 1979). This is achievable by a number of means including cold
gas injection, cold wall quenching, fluidized bed, and adiabatic expansion and
impinging into a liquid spray/bath (Sundstrom & DeMichiell, 1971)
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2.5.7

Historical application of plasma reformers at Commercial scale

The Union Steel Corporation of South Africa (USCO) is reported to have operated plasma arc
heated methane reformer at industrial scale in 1985 (Jones et al., 1993). Their plasma arc
reformer had a plasma heater, developed by Hüls, heating carbon dioxide, which was being
used as an oxidant in the reformer. High temperature carbon dioxide, preheated by the plasma
heater, was then introduced into the reactor vessel where it reacted with a mixture of methane
and steam to produce syngas for iron reduction (Jones et al., 1993). During the two years of
operation, the USCO reformer (Jones et al., 1993) represented one of the first successful
industrial implementation cases of a gas phase plasma reformer. However, the plasma reactor
had to be stopped due to upstream equipment challenges.
At present, there are no commercial plasma reformers due to challenges in scaling up (Xu et
al., 2013). Hence, scaling up of plasma arc reformers is an important area of study if plasma
arc reforming is to be applied at industrial scale.
2.5.8

Challenges and opportunities of industrial plasma application

The application of plasma has a number of grey areas that challenge the application to dry
reforming from being a precise science. Significant among the grey areas is the lack of
established scaling up procedures for plasma equipment especially in chemical applications
(Fridman, 2008; Roth, 1995). This is symptomatic of the lack of full characterisation of plasma
assisted chemistry mechanisms. One important drawback resulting from the incomplete
characterisation is that it is difficult to predict accurately the product composition of a plasma
driven chemical process. As a result, optimisation of process cost and power consumption of
plasma driven process is difficult (Nozaki & Okazaki, 2013).
2.6

Summary

A review of literature on Fischer-Tropsch ICL processes from the last three decades shows
that the capital requirements for the implementation of the CTL process has been a significant
hurdle due to the current availability of cheaper oil and gas resources. Additionally, emissions
of greenhouse gases have also been deemed unacceptably high. The capital requirements
and emissions of greenhouse gases are connected and are in essence different sides of the
same problem. The greenhouse gas emissions are raw material losses that result in the larger
process equipment being required to deliver the required throughput of required products,
which results in higher capital requirements.
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The use of dry reforming in a plasma reformer has the potential to abate the capital
requirements, through reducing the material loss problem. However, the dry reforming
reaction is a highly endothermic reaction which requires external energy. Use of fossil energy
to energise the dry reforming reaction is counter-productive because it reduces the
effectiveness of the process by producing greenhouse gases.
Application of plasma reforming opens the door to the application of clean and renewable
energy in producing transportation fuels and petrochemical feedstocks. This presents an
opportunity for the creation of ICL processes with a lower environmental footprint and better
economic performance. These improvements can be achieved by targeting to improve the
process carbon efficiency.
The design and scale-up of plasma reactors still presents some significant technical risk to
CTL process operators. Hence, there has been an aversion to scaling them up to industrial
scale. Because of this challenge, there is little information on the economic performance of
plasma reformers for application in coal to liquids. This presents an opportunity to close the
existing knowledge gap in the design and scale-up of plasma reformers and the technoeconomic performance of the application of such plasma reformers to ICL processes.
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Abstract
Coal to liquids processes contribute significantly to coal rich countries like South Africa.
However, their sustainability is affected by high greenhouse gas emissions and low carbon
productivity. This paper explores the future possibility of applying plasma arc reforming to turn
waste carbon dioxide into a useful chemical feedstock. This was achieved through a
technology assessment that was performed by applying existing modelling techniques to an
existing industrial liquid fuel from coal process. The approach was: 1) the selection of an
appropriate plasma reforming technology, 2) evaluation of the potential impact on an industrial
coal to liquids process and 3) assessment of commercial status of the chosen technology.
Simulation results showed that carbon dioxide based plasma arc reformers are most
compatible with coal to liquids processes. Plasma arc reforming of methane is capable of
improving carbon efficiency of the coal to liquids process by up to 14% by carbon recovery
from carbon dioxide. However, non-catalytic reforming of methane is not yet ready for
commercial implementation, with a technology readiness level of 4. High electrical energy
consumption and high technical risk in scale-up were identified as key barriers to technology
commercialisation. The potential for success of plasma arc reformers would be enhanced by
availability of low carbon electricity and characterisation of plasma reforming kinetics to
minimise technical risk. This paper highlights the opportunity to derive value from intense, high
purity waste carbon dioxide streams by the application of plasma arc reforming. It also
identifies the areas technology developers should focus on to bring the technology to
commercially readiness.
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Technology assessment, Plasma arc reforming, coal to liquids, greenhouse gas mitigation
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Highlights


Plasma arc reforming technology selection for coal to liquids was done.



An assessment of technology status of plasma arc reforming technology was done.



Application of PAR improves carbon efficiency and footprint of coal to liquids.

Abbreviations
ATR

Auto Thermal Reforming

CE

Carbon Efficiency

CTL

Coal to Liquids

DMR

Dry Methane Reforming

ECE

Energy Conversion Efficiency

GTL

Gas To Liquids

IRL

Integration Readiness Levels

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

R&D3

Research and Development Degree of Difficulty

SEI

Specific Energy Input

SRL

System readiness level

TRL

Technology Readiness Level
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Technology Readiness and Risk Assessment

US DoD

United States Department of Defence

US DoE

United States Department of Energy
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Water Gas Shift
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3.1

Introduction

The sustainability of coal to liquid fuel production is affected by challenges such as high capital
requirements and high emissions (Rong and Victor, 2011; Zhou et al., 2011) when compared
with conventional crude refining. The biggest capital cost in a conventional coal to liquids
(CTL) production plants is the synthesis gas generation section, which accounts for
approximately 60% of plant costs (Dry, 2002; Williams and Larson, 2003). Synthesis gas, also
called syngas, is a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide that is used to produce
hydrocarbons in the Fischer-Tropsch process. In a typical CTL process, only 52% of available
carbon in the syngas section ends up in desirable product streams and the rest is lost as
carbon dioxide emissions (Mulder, 2009). Recovering carbon from the carbon dioxide
downstream will reduce the size of the process equipment, which corresponds to reduction of
capital expenditure.
Processes that have been identified to have potential to use carbon dioxide as a feedstock in
the production of syngas include dry methane reforming (DMR)(Yang and Wang, 2014) and
high temperature co - electrolysis of water with carbon dioxide (O'Brien et al., 2010). DMR
was chosen as the focus of this paper as it mitigates both carbon dioxide and methane, the
primary CTL greenhouse gas emissions, at the same time.

DMR makes use of an

endothermic reaction between methane and carbon dioxide to produce syngas. The potential
of catalysed DMR has been assessed by several researchers including Er-rbib et al. (2012)
and Gangadharan et al. (2012) who studied the process with the use of Nickel based catalysts.
The use of catalysts presents key challenges and still needs significant development to
achieve commercially acceptable performance (González et al., 2013; Oyama et al., 2012) .
Several researchers have described the use of plasma reactors to study plasma enhancement
of DMR (Aziznia et al., 2012; Tao et al., 2011). These reports show that several configurations
of plasma enhanced DMR are possible. The simplest case for plasma assisted reforming is
when a thermal plasma source is coupled with DMR to form a plasma arc reformer (PAR).
This article is a primer to the future possibility of turning waste carbon dioxide back into a
useful chemical feedstock, with the attendant reduction of carbon dioxide released directly to
the atmosphere. The authors chose to illustrate the possibility by applying the theoretical
concept via a simulation model to an existing and relevant industrial process. The choice of
demonstration process fell on the Fisher Tropsch process employed by Sasol at the Secunda
coal to liquid (CTL) fuel plant in South Africa. The plant produces 160 kbpd of synthetic fuel
with a concomitant release of 70 million tons of carbon dioxide per annum, making this plant
one of the largest point source of CO2 on the planet (Mulder, 2009). This requirement was
balanced with a need to provide convincing evidence that the possible application of plasma
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arc reforming of methane with carbon dioxide did fall within the bounds of thermodynamic and
practical feasibility.
Sasol and PetroSA jointly produce up to 40% of national liquid fuel demand from coal and
natural gas (Greyvenstein et al., 2008). Contribution of liquid fuels from coal is more than 60%
of synthetic fuel production in South Africa, which makes CTL significant to the South African
economy. As a result, ensuring the sustainability of CTL is a strategic issue for South Africa.
The importance of sustainable CTL production extends beyond South Africa as global coal
reserves are forecast to outlast both natural gas and crude oil (Shafiee and Topal, 2009;
Thielemann et al., 2007) as a potential future liquid fuel feedstock.
The technology assessment reported in this study creates a technological case for the
industrial application of plasma arc reforming of methane in CTL processes. The aim of the
study was to identify the interventions required to set plasma arc reforming on its development
path from being a theoretical solution at lab scale to an industrially ready solution. The paper
has been structured to introduce CTL, plasma arc reforming in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, a
presentation of the approach to the assessment follows in Section 3.4 and the results,
discussion, and conclusions are presented in Sections 3.5 and 3.6.
3.2

Coal to liquids overview
POWER

Utility generation

(O2+Steam)

High pressure
Steam

Syngas

Coal Feed

Gasification

Acid gas removal
(Rectisol)

FT-Synthesis
(Fe-HTFT)

CO2 for storage or release

Air Separation
Unit

CH4

Auto-Thermal
Reforming

Cooling and
Separation train

Benfield process

CO2 for storage or release

C3-C7 rich
Hydrocarbons

H2S/COS to Sulphur recovery
Oxygen

Product workup

Fig. 3-1: Block flow diagram of a conventional CTL process.
Fig. 3-1 is an illustration of a simplified block flow diagram of a typical CTL. Coal is prepared
to a size range that is suitable for gasification. The gasifier converts coal to synthesis gas
(Zennaro et al., 2013) with the use of oxygen and steam under high temperature and pressure.
Conditions in the gasifier influence the amount of greenhouse gases present in the raw syngas
stream (Bell et al., 2011). After gasification, syngas, sulphur based compounds and carbon
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dioxide are removed by rectisol (Sun and Smith, 2013) or selexol (Mohammed et al., 2014). If
necessary, the ratio of hydrogen to carbon monoxide in the syngas is adjusted through the
water gas shift (WGS) (Zennaro et al., 2013). Purified syngas is then used to produce synthetic
hydrocarbons, which are also known as syncrude, under high pressure with the help of a
cobalt or iron catalyst (De Klerk, 2011). The syncrude is processed in the product work-up
section in preparation for refining, upgrading or shipping to different product markets (De Klerk,
2011).
3.3

Plasma arc reforming basic concepts

Plasma is a state of matter that is similar to a gas but is highly ionised and is sometimes called
the fourth state of matter (Bosmans et al., 2013). Plasma is created in arc reactors by passing
a gas through an electric arc between two electrodes (Huang and Tang, 2007). Arc reactors
can be classified into transferred arc reactors and non-transferred arc reactors (Roth, 1995).

Cathode
Plasma gas
Arc
Anode

Plasma jet

(a) Transferred arc

(b) Non-transferred arc

Fig. 3-2: Illustration of the two types of plasma arc torches
As shown in the simplified torch illustrations in Fig. 3-2, the main difference between
transferred arc and non-transferred arc torches is in the anode (Barcza, 1986). Transferred
arc torches have one internal electrode and use the material to be processed as the anode
whereas non-transferred arc torches have both electrodes in the torch body. Vessels using
non-transferred arc technology are commonly used in waste processing (Roth, 1995) and have
been applied for gas heating in steel production (Jones et al., 1993). The remainder of this
paper refers to non-transferred arc reactors when it discusses plasma arc reformers, as
transferred arc reactors are not well suited to gas processing applications.
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Since plasma gasifiers also utilise non-transferred arc technology and are technically
reformers, it is necessary to exclude them from this paper by focusing on only gas phase
reformers. Though similar in principle, gasifiers and gas phase reformers have different design
issues, where plasma gasifiers are now a commercially proven technology (Solena Group,
2002) gas phase reformers are not as established at industrial scale.
Sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.3 give a high-level description of the plasma arc reformers that are being
proposed for use as methane reformers in coal to liquids plants.
3.3.1

Chemistry

Plasma arc reforming of methane creates an important mechanism for generating valuable
syngas from waste carbon dioxide through the endothermic reaction in Eq.(3.1)
𝐶𝐻4(𝑔) + 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) → 2𝐶𝑂(𝑔) + 2𝐻2(𝑔)

ΔH = 247 kJ/mol

(3.1)

Eq. (2.1) is also known as dry reforming of methane. Heat needs to be supplied since the
reaction is endothermic.
3.3.2

The basic elements of a plasma arc reactor

In principle, a plasma arc reactor consists of 1) a plasma source, 2) reaction volume and 3) a
heat recovery unit. Treating the three components as separate elements that interact makes
it simpler to model plasma arc reactors. The process flow relationship of the reactor elements
is illustrated in Fig. 3-3. The key inputs and outputs of each stage are shown.

Fig. 3-3: Process flow relationship of the components of the proposed plasma arc reformer
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The plasma source used in the reactor could be either a non-equilibrium plasma (Aziznia et
al., 2012; Long et al., 2008) or an equilibrium plasma also known as a thermal plasma (Tao et
al., 2011). Cold plasmas are generally reported to have more reactive species (Fridman, 2008)
but thermal plasmas are more effective for chemical processing (Tao et al., 2011). Therefore,
the more effective thermal plasma source was chosen for this study.
The reaction unit is essentially a containment space that ensures that all reactants have
sufficient contact time under the required conditions. Sizing of the reaction unit is critical as it
is essential for the complete conversion of reactants (Peacock and Richardson, 2012).
Plasma arc reactors create very high temperature conditions for dry reforming to occur. Since
dry reforming is an endothermic reaction, high temperatures favour the formation of syngas.
Lowering temperatures would favour the reverse reaction hence, an effective heat removal
method ensures that the selectivity of the reactor is not reduced by the reverse reaction
(Sundstrom and DeMichiell, 1971).
3.3.3

Industrial implementation of plasma arc reforming

The Union Steel Corporation of South Africa (USCO) is reported to have operated plasma arc
heated methane reformer at industrial scale in 1985 (Jones et al., 1993). Their plasma arc
reformer had a plasma heater, developed by Hüls, heating carbon dioxide, which was being
used as an oxidant in the reformer. High temperature carbon dioxide, preheated by the plasma
heater, was then introduced into the reactor vessel where it reacted with a mixture of methane
and steam to produce syngas for iron reduction (Jones et al., 1993). During the two years of
operation, the USCO reformer (Jones et al., 1993) represented one of the first successful
industrial implementation cases of a gas phase plasma reformer.
The plasma arc reformer proposed in this paper differs from the USCO reformer in two ways.
Whereas the USCO process used steam and carbon dioxide as reforming oxidants, the
current proposition uses carbon dioxide as the only oxidant. The second difference is that, the
plasma arc reformer proposed in this paper allows direct interface of the plasma jet with the
reagents in the reformer.
The plasma arc reformer envisioned in this paper will be implemented at industrial scale by
use of a refractory lined vessel with a number of thermal plasma torches mounted to it. The
quenching zone or heat recovery section can be integrated into the main vessel as internal
coiling or by installation of liquid spray nozzles or externally as a waste heat boiler.
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3.4

Approach

It has been established that plasma arc reformers are not being applied at industrial scale,
especially so in the CTL context. In order for the PAR to be applied successfully in CTL, it is
essential to identify the appropriate plasma system for CTL, quantify the impact of the
application and determine the commercial status of the technology. The methods used to carry
out those functions in this paper are described in Sections 3.4.1 to 3.4.3.
3.4.1

Selection of plasma arc reforming technology

The selection of an appropriate plasma technology was done by assessing the performance
of different systems through simulation studies. This section describes the modelling
philosophy, the process modelling, thermodynamic package used and the performance
criteria used to select the appropriate plasma arc reforming system for application to CTL.
3.4.1.1 Modelling philosophy
Gibbs free energy minimisation (Demidov et al., 2011; Janajreh et al., 2013) was used in this
study to determine the equilibrium conversions and subsequently the equilibrium compositions
from the plasma arc reformer. It was then assumed that it is possible for the plasma arcreforming reactor to achieve and maintain a uniform temperature to allow equilibrium to be
achieved.
3.4.1.2 Thermodynamic property package
The thermodynamic property package of a simulator contains properties and rules for
computing chemical interactions of materials in a reactive process. The Carlson algorithm
(Carlson, 1996) for property selection was used to ensure the selection of an appropriate
property model. Using the algorithm, the recommended property method for dry reforming is
the Peng Robinson method (Peng and Robinson, 1976). Use of the Peng-Robinson method,
or derivatives of it, for modelling dry reforming of methane was corroborated by other
researchers such as Øi (2007) and Özkara-Aydınoğlu (2010). Er-rbib et al. (2012) used the
Peng Robinson with the Boston Mathias mixing rules and obtained equally satisfactory
thermodynamic property predictions.
3.4.1.3 Aspen plus process flow sheet description.
The process model used to model the reactor system in this study was developed in Aspen
Plus v 7.2. Fig. 3-4 is an illustration of the flow sheet placed alongside the reactor concept.
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Process gases
(CH4+CO2)
Plasma jet
Reactant mixing

Reactant pre-heat

Mixing zone

Reaction zone

Heat recovery
section
ASPEN PLUS FLOWSHEET

Fig. 3-4: Illustration of the simulation model of the plasma arc reformer used in the study
The flow sheet shown in Fig. 3-4 was used to simulate the operation of the PAR in order to
evaluate the different plasma systems. In the simulation study, methane and carbon dioxide
were mixed in stoichiometric ratios (FD-MXR) and preheated in a heater block (FD-HX), which
uses heat recovered from product quenching. After preheating, the mixed reagents were
passed through the plasma jet and directed into the reactor. The plasma jet was produced by
a plasma torch, modelled using a heater block (TORCH). The passing of reactants through
the plasma jet was modelled as a mixing process (P-JET). The contacting of plasma jet with
reactants results in direct heat transfer from the plasma gas to the reactants and some reactive
plasma elements initiating the reforming reactions. Composition of products formed in the
reaction was calculated by use of an equilibrium reactor (RCT-ZONE). Quenching of the
products to preserve composition was represented by a heater block (P-HX) to deliver
synthesis gas in stream F-PDCT.
3.4.1.4 Criteria used in technology selection
Technology selection was done by using the simulation model described in Section 3.4.1.3 to
evaluate the performance of plasma reformers using air, nitrogen and carbon dioxide as
plasma gas. Parameters for comparing performance were selected in accordance with cleaner
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production principles. According to cleaner production principles, production processes need
to be resource and energy efficient in order for production to be sustainable (Fresner, 1998).
The measures used to assess the resource usage were reactant conversion and product
selectivity. Conversion and selectivity were calculated using formulae shown in Eq.(3.2) to
(3.4)
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛[%] =

(𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 − 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡)
× 100%
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡

𝐻2 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 [%] =

𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐻2 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑
× 100%
2 × 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝐻4 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑

(3.2)

(3.3)

𝐶𝑂 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 [%]
=

𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑂 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑
× 100%
(𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑂2 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑 + 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝐻4 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑)

(3.4)

The reformer yield of a product can be calculated by multiplying product selectivity by the
conversion (Peacock and Richardson, 2012).
The following parameters were used to assess the energy performance of each PAR
configuration: electrical duty [MW], and specific energy input, SEI [kJ/kg] and energy
conversion efficiency (ECE). The electrical duty was a direct output of the simulation model,
indicating required electricity supply.
Specific energy input is the energy input required to produce 1 mole of syngas. Specific energy
input was calculated by Eq. (3.5) as defined by Tao et al. (2011);
𝑆𝐸𝐼[𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙] =

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤

(3.5)

ECE is a measure of the efficiency of transfer of electrical energy supplied to the plasma
reformer to chemical and sensible energy of products in the syngas. The ECE for each plasma
reformer and was calculated by Eq.(3.6) as defined by Tao et al. (2011) ;
(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒)
𝐸𝐶𝐸[%] = [
] × 100%
(𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 + 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒)

3.4.2

(3.6)

Assessment of the impact of applying plasma arc reforming to coal to liquids

After selecting the most appropriate PAR technology for CTL, an assessment of the impact of
integrating the PAR with CTL was done. To assess the impact of PAR application to CTL, the
CTL flow sheet presented in Section 3.2 was modified as illustrated in Fig. 3-5.
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Fig. 3-5: A conceptual view of the proposed application of plasma arc reforming to CTL
In the block flow sheet Fig. 3-5, PAR replaces ATR that is used in the Sasol CTL. Feed carbon
dioxide for the PAR is sourced from either the Benfield process and/or the Rectisol process.
To assess the impact of employing PAR in CTL, the conversion, selectivity and utility
requirement characteristics of the chosen PAR technology were used to recalculate material
and energy balances of CTL. The material balances of the Sasol process were developed on
the basis of data reported by De Klerk and Furimsky (2010).
Carbon efficiency is a measure of how much of the carbon that is supplied into a process is
converted to desirable product. For the CTL process, the coal feed is primarily carbonaceous
hence carbon efficiency is a good indicator of the process productivity. The CTL carbon
efficiency was calculated with Eq. (3.7).
𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(%) = (1 −

𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝐶𝑂2 𝑚𝑜𝑙. 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
) × 100%
𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑜𝑙.

(3.7)

The ratio adjusted carbon efficiency (RACE) represents a case where the ratio of hydrogen to
carbon monoxide has been adjusted to the range most commonly used in fuel production, H2:
CO ratio of 1.7 to 2.1, by the use of tools like WGS reactors. For this study, the target syngas
ratio of 2 was used for the adjustment. The calculated carbon efficiencies of the Sasol CTL
and the PAR modified CTL processes were compared to highlight relative changes in carbon
efficiency.
A high-level assessment of material and energy requirements of the PAR modified CTL
process was carried out to highlight changes brought about by the modification.
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3.4.3

Assessment of technology scalability and commercial readiness

After selecting the appropriate PAR system, a review of the considerations during scale up
was done and then the technology readiness assessment was done. Section 3.4.3.1 presents
the considerations during scale up and Section 3.4.3.2 presents the approach to assessment
of technology readiness.
3.4.3.1 PAR scalability considerations
Increasing the capacity of PAR to industrial scale would involve increasing the capacity of the
plasma source, volume of the reaction containment vessel and the capacity of the heat
exchange equipment. Since the rules of scaling up reaction vessels and heat exchange
equipment are well documented (Harmsen, 2013; Smith, 2005) , there is no need to discuss
their scaling-up further as it is unlikely to be a source of risk. The focus of this section therefore
is on scalability considerations of the plasma source for the PAR.
There are two approaches to scaling up thermal plasma equipment applied in a plasma arc
reformer. The first is to increase the size of the plasma generator as throughput is increased
and the second is combining a number of smaller units to achieve a higher rating as shown
by Eq. (3.8).
Total reformer power rating,
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑ 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑐ℎ

(3.8)

Two factors favour use of torches over enlarging the plasma unit. The first factor is that
enlarging the plasma unit presents higher technical risk as maintaining reactor stability with
large arcs is not well understood for gas processing equipment (Roth, 1995). The second
factor is that, plasma unit energy efficiency improves with increasing plasma gas flow (Fey et
al., 1982). However, enthalpy of the plasma reduces as plasma gas flow increases (Fey et al.,
1982) and a possibility of extinguishing the plasma arc increases with increasing gas flow
(Solonenko, 2000). In applications where high energy densities are required such as chemical
processing, torches are a flexible way of increasing capacity for the plasma reformer.
The number of torches used to provide the desired power rating needs to be optimised to meet
design and operational objectives. A typical design objective could be to maintain a target
system reliability. Taking into consideration that simpler technologies are less likely to fail
(Stehlík, 2009) fewer torches per reforming vessel are desirable which makes a case for use
of high power rating torches. If reliability is used as a design objective, the optimal distribution
of torches per reformer can be derived using the reliability equations, Eq. (3.9) to (3.12).
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Total number of torches in reformer section,
𝑁𝑃𝐴𝑅 = ∑(𝑁𝑅 × 𝑁𝑇𝑃𝑅 ) = 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 /𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑐ℎ

(3.9)

Where 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the power requirement of the PAR system, 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑐ℎ is the power rating of an
individual torch, NR is number of reaction vessels in reformer section and 𝑁𝑇𝑃𝑅 is the number
of torches on a single reforming vessel.
If the non-maintenance related operational disturbances such as raw material outage, labour
disagreements etc. are ignored, Eq. (3.10) to (3.12) can be used to solve for the optimal
number of torches per reactor
𝑁𝑇𝑃𝑅

𝑅𝑖𝑅 = ∏ (𝑅𝑖𝑗 ) = 𝑅𝑖𝑗 𝑁𝑇𝑃𝑅

(3.10)

𝑗=1

𝑁𝑅

R iT =1 −

∑
𝑖=𝑁𝑅 −𝑘+1

(

𝑁𝑅 !
× 𝑅𝑖𝑅 𝑘 × (1 − 𝑅𝑖𝑅 )𝑁𝑅−𝑘 )
𝑘! (𝑁𝑅 − 𝑘)!

(3.11)

Where a single reforming reactor has n=𝑁𝑇𝑃𝑅 similar torches, zero redundancy is assumed
and the single torch reliability, Ri is calculated by Eq. (3.12)
𝑅𝑖 =

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠
× 100%
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 + 𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

(3.12)

Using multiple torches could build some redundancy into the system. However, two practical
issues would need to be considered in addition to reliability. The first issue pertains to safety
in the event of failure of torches during operation. Failure of a torch on one side of the reforming
vessel could result in unstable operation of the reactor. Given that plasma reactors will be
operating at high temperature, cold spots in areas where torches have failed could raise
chances of reactor metallurgical failure, which could lead to an explosion. However,
application of multiple torches per vessels in closely related plasma gasification is an indication
that the safety issues can be managed at industrial scale (Westinghouse Plasma Corporation,
2012). The second issue is that, installation of redundant torches would mean a higher capital
investment hence, the level of redundancy required needs to be optimised.
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3.4.3.2 Assessment of technological commercial readiness
Mature technology is generally presumed to present the minimum risk of failing to meet the
performance requirements (Li et al., 2014). There are some exceptions where the risk of an
immature technology is acceptable. In such exceptions, the technology can be deemed ready
even though it is not yet mature (Smith, 2004). A technology readiness assessment presents
a robust approach to minimising the risk of applying a new technology.
Researchers and systems engineering professionals have proposed a number of technology
readiness metrics. Examples of such metrics include the technology readiness levels (TRL)
initially proposed by NASA and subsequently modified by several other users such as the USDoD, US-DoE (Mankins, 2009), whale diagrams

which are also called maturity curves

(Altunok and Cakmak, 2010; Nolte, 2008), DNV’s risk based technology qualification metric
(Bakhtiary-Davijany and Myhrvold, 2013) among other tools. This study uses the TRL metric
because of its widespread use and robustness. One of the key criticisms of TRL is that it does
not consider integration with other components (Azizian et al., 2009). To overcome this
shortcoming, the integration readiness level (IRL) metric was applied to assess the readiness
of technologies for integration into the reactor system (Gove and Uzdzinski, 2013). Eq. (3.13)
was then used to translate the TRL and the IRL metrics into a quantitative indicator , the
system readiness level (SRL), which was calculated as outlined by Sauser et al. (2008). At a
higher level, the SRL reported here corresponds to the technology readiness of the PAR
reactor system.
𝑆𝑅𝐿 =

(𝑆𝑅𝐿1 /𝑛 + 𝑆𝑅𝐿2 /𝑛 + 𝑆𝑅𝐿3 /𝑛 + ⋯ + 𝑆𝑅𝐿𝑛 /𝑛)
𝑛

(3.13)

As current literature only describes laboratory plasma reformers it is clear that the PAR is a
developing technology. To evaluate the technology development risks, two other metrics were
borrowed from space and defence industry practice. These metrics are the Technology
readiness and risk assessment (TRRA) (Mankins, 2009) and the research and development
degree of difficulty (R&D3) (Mankins, 1998) metrics. Finally, the manufacturing risks
associated with PAR and supportability were evaluated by identifying possible component and
parts manufacturers.
The potential barriers to implementation of PAR were identified by applying the TRL and IRL
metric guidelines, supported by manufacturability and supportability assessment.
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3.5

Results and Discussion

Results and discussion of the study are presented following the approach to the study. The
results of technology selection, integration effects assessment and technology readiness are
presented in Sections 3.5.1, 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 respectively.
3.5.1

Technology selection

A simulation model was used to compare the performance of three PAR configurations utilising
common industrial scale torches. The results of the performance parameters used to compare
the PAR configurations are summarised in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: Summary of performance parameters used in technology selection
Air

Nitrogen

Carbon dioxide

CH4 Conversion (%)

99.7

99.7

99.8

CO2 Conversion (%)

84.9
85.9

97.1
100

97.2
100

100
60.0
73.1
381

100
47.1
87.9
337

100
46.9
88.0
334

H2 Selectivity (%)
CO Selectivity (%)
SEI (kJ/mol)
ECE (%)
Electrical Duty (MW)

From the simulation results in Table 3-1, it is deduced that nitrogen and carbon dioxide plasma
systems offer superior performance for plasma arc reforming of methane with carbon dioxide.
Air based plasma systems are disadvantaged by the introduction of oxygen into the reaction
vessel, which results in conversion of hydrogen and carbon monoxide into less desirable
products. Despite the similar performance of nitrogen and carbon dioxide systems, carbon
dioxide is preferred for CTL as it introduces the least amount of inert gas into the synthol loop.
The amount of inert gas in the synthol loop negatively affects the energy efficiency of the
synthesis section. In addition to reducing efficiency, additional separation steps are required
for the removal of inert gas from the synthol loop and that increases capital expenditure. As
a result, the carbon dioxide plasma system was chosen for application to CTL.
3.5.2

Process impact of plasma arc reforming integration with coal to liquids

Carbon efficiency was used as the primary measure of the effect of applying plasma arc
reforming to CTL. The rationale was that a higher carbon efficiency would imply that the
application of PAR to CTL improves the carbon efficiency and reduces carbon emissions. The
carbon efficiency of the baseline Sasol CTL, using ATR, was calculated to be 50.4%. The
RACE for the CTL configurations is illustrated in Fig. 3-6.
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Fig. 3-6: Illustration of carbon efficiencies for the conventional and PAR modified CTL
Fig. 3-6 shows that there is an effective 14% improvement in RACE. This carbon efficiency
improvement corresponds to a carbon dioxide emissions reduction of 12 million tons per
annum reduction. The effective consumption of carbon was limited, in this case, by the amount
of methane available for reforming, which was restricted to the internally generated methane.
Where external sources of methane are available, it would be possible to recover all of the
carbon from carbon dioxide resulting in a zero CO2 emission. However, the economics would
need to be considered to balance the benefits with costs of gas and required electricity.
Apart from the improvement in carbon efficiency, the replacement of ATR with PAR reduces
the steam and oxygen requirements by 8% and 20% respectively. These reductions are due
to PAR using carbon dioxide as an oxidant as opposed to ATR that requires oxygen and steam
as oxidants. The improvement in carbon efficiency results in a 15% reduction in coal feed.
This reduction is also connected to reductions in oxygen and steam to the gasification section
resulting in an overall steam and oxygen reduction of 20% and 32% respectively. Reduction
of oxygen requirements results in a smaller air separation plant being required in the syngas
generation section of the CTL plant, which equates to a capital requirement reduction. The
reduction in steam usage results in a lower water and carbon dioxide footprint of the CTL plant,
which has benefits in water-constrained locations such as South Africa.
Use of plasma arc reforming requires electricity in the conversion of carbon dioxide to syngas
and this represents an increase in the electrical energy requirements of the CTL plant. The
sourcing of the electricity can result in a portion of the reduced direct emissions being
externalised to a power plant. Using estimates based on emission factors for power generation
(Letete et al., 2009), where electricity from a coal-fired power station is used an equivalent of
25% of recovered carbon dioxide would be externalised.

However, use of nuclear or

renewable electrical sources would result in negligible externalisation of emissions
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3.5.3

Technology status

Technology status was evaluated along three dimensions, reactor readiness, component
commercial availability and reactor supportability and barriers to implementation. The findings
of the study are presented in 3.5.3.1 to 3.5.3.3.
3.5.3.1 Reactor readiness status
TRL and IRL assessments for the reactor components were done using the technology and
integration readiness levels descriptors. Based on the level of development, the TRL levels
for the torch, reactor shell and heat recovery quench system form a 3-row vector that was
normalised and is shown in the relevant column in Table 3-2. The IRL metric was applied for
the reactor system integrations and the corresponding normalised matrix for the different
component integrations is shown in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2: Summary of the calculation of the system readiness level metric
Component coding

TRL

Torch (1)

IRL
1
TRL= (0.6)
0.6

Reactor (2)
Heat recovery (3)

1 0.2 1
IRL= (0.2 1 0.1)
1 0.1 1

Product
1.7
IRL×TRL= ( 0.8 )
1.6

Applying Eq.(3.13), the system readiness level for the PAR reactor system
SRL=

(1.7/3+0.8/3+1.6/3) (0.56+0.27+0.54)
=
=0.45
3
3

The SRL indicates that some significant work needs to be put into developing the PAR system
before it is ready for implementation in CTL without introducing significant technical risks.
Using the R&D3 metric, the degree of difficulty anticipated to develop the PAR to commercial
readiness was determined to be at Level 2 difficulty. Level 2 degree of difficulty is consistent
with programs that have 80 to 90% chance of achieving success in delivering a new capability.
As alluded to previously, implementing PAR will require two technological refinements to
deliver the envisaged requirements. The two refinements involve the kinetic data development
for reaction containment and integration of reactor with a heat recovery or quenching
technology capable of maintaining greater than 90% product profile integrity. By combining
the SRL metric determined above and the research and development degree of difficulty in
the TRRA metric, it was determined that the risk of development is moderate hence; the
authors suggest that it would be possible to develop the PAR reactor system in the short to
medium term.
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3.5.3.2 Component commercial availability and reactor supportability
The PAR reactor system can be manufactured using standard pressure vessel manufacturing
processes and materials; hence, the manufacturability of the reactor system is not in question.
Standard pressure vessels and heat exchangers or high temperature quench devices can be
used effectively by design integration. Although application of industrial scale plasma torches
is the most untested component in the PAR reactor system, a number of mature industrial
scale torch manufacturers are in operation globally. The top four torch producers include
Westinghouse Plasma Corporation, Euro plasma, Phoenix solutions and Tetronics that
produce industrial torches of capacities ranging between 5 kW and 4000 kW. These torches
have been applied for plasma gasification equipment in high temperature conditions similar to
what would be required in a PAR reactor system (Dodge, 2008; Fabry et al., 2013). These and
other manufacturers also produce spares and technical support which enable PAR equipment
to be supported effectively (Europlasma Group, 2010; Westinghouse Plasma Corporation,
2012).
3.5.3.3 Barriers to industrial scale application
As can be expected with developing technologies, there are barriers that would impede fullscale commercial application of PAR reactors in CTL. These include:


Kinetics data for high temperature plasma arc reforming is not readily available. The
unavailability of the kinetic data presents a key technical challenge in the design and
scale up of the reactor shell. To ensure that the technical risk is reduced to acceptable
levels, kinetic characterisation of plasma reforming with thermal plasma contact would
be essential.



Energy consumption of plasma arc reforming remains a significant barrier to industrial
scale implementation. Deployment of a plasma arc reforming system would raise the
electricity consumption by up to 65%.



The credibility of the benefits of deploying PAR for dry methane reforming into a CTL
is not clear. This barrier can be overcome as the material benefits concerning
improvement of carbon efficiency and reduction of oxygen requirements of the plant
can be demonstrated. The electrical energy requirements challenge the credibility of
benefits if the cost of electricity and associated footprint are high. With a futuristic
perspective, sources of electricity such as renewable sources or nuclear are expected
to improve the realisation of the benefits of using plasma arc reforming to create
cleaner and more productive CTL plants.



There is lack of clarity on the exact development needs of plasma reforming technology
for operators of CTL plants and their technology providers. This barrier has been
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partially addressed in this article as it gives suggestions on the areas PAR developers
need to focus on in order to get PAR of methane deployable with minimum risk.
3.6

Conclusion

This paper presents the technology assessment of non-catalytic plasma arc reforming with
the view of developing the technology to industrial scale. Findings support the proposition that
non-catalytic PAR can be used to improve the carbon efficiency of CTL and reduce the
greenhouse emissions at the same time. Besides the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
of CTL, reductions of oxygen requirements and direct steam usage can be realised. The
application of PAR introduces additional electrical requirements, which may result in a portion
of carbon dioxide being externalised to the power source.
Plasma arc reforming is not yet commercially ready and requires some development to
minimise implementation risks. Two interventions were identified as critical to the sustainable
delivery of results 1) development kinetics data to minimise technical risk on scale up, 2)
sourcing of electricity requirements from low carbon sources such as nuclear and renewables.
Due to the use of an equilibrium-based model, the results presented may be optimistic. The
results present a starting point for pursuing the opportunity to apply plasma arc reforming
technology at industrial scale to develop cleaner and less resource intensive hydrocarbon
synthesis processes. It is recommended that as future work, a more detailed process impact
study and economic analysis of the plasma arc reforming integration with CTL processes be
done to validate the costs and benefits of such an application.
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Abstract
Plasma arc reforming has been proposed as a cleaner production intervention, which can
improve the carbon efficiency and reduce the carbon intensity of a coal to liquids process.
However, work done in this area so far does not adequately capture the operational
implications of improving coal to liquid carbon efficiency. An incomplete understanding is a
hurdle to the acceptance of plasma reforming as a way of achieving cleaner production in coal
to liquid processes. This paper presents a system analysis of a coal to liquids process to
evaluate the operational implications of introducing plasma arc reforming as a cleaner
production initiative. The study serves two purposes 1) expand the understanding of the
operational impact of deploying plasma reforming to a coal to liquid process and 2) provide a
guide on requirements specifications for the plasma reforming system to be applied to coal to
liquids. Analysis confirms the reduction of raw materials previously forecast and the degree of
carbon efficiency improvement. In addition, plasma arc reforming also a marginal negative
impact on product throughput for processes that use low temperature gasification, however, it
represents an improvement in the mass of product per mass of raw material, which suggests
an improvement in process productivity. The authors conclude that the application of plasma
arc reforming to improve carbon efficiency of coal to liquids would create a cleaner and more
productive process. The improvement of understanding of the impacts of plasma reforming
will reduce anxiety around adoption of the technology as an option for creating cleaner coal to
liquid processes in the future.
Keywords:
Process analysis, Plasma arc reforming, coal to liquids, technology impact, carbon
reclamation
Highlights:
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Process impact of deploying plasma arc reforming to CTL is evaluated.



Process productivity is improved and emissions reduced.



Use of nuclear or renewables reduces externalised emissions.
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Abbreviations
ATR

Auto Thermal Reforming

CTL

Coal to Liquids

FT

Fischer-Tropsch

GHG

Green-house gases

HTFT

High Temperature Fischer-Tropsch

PAR

Plasma arc reforming
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4.1

Introduction

Use of gas and coal as feedstock for synthetic oil is not currently considered competitive as
the production costs are on the higher end of published cost curves (Aguilera, 2014; Reynolds,
2014). However, market developments prior to the 2014 crude oil price crash show that more
expensive, unconventional resources will play a bigger role if the crude oil price ensures viable
operation (Reynolds, 2014). As the cheaper crude oil resources are exhausted, overall crude
oil prices will rise and the prospects of gas and coal as substitute oil sources will improve.
Based on resource forecasts, coal resources will probably outlast gas and oil reserves (Aydin,
2014; Shafiee & Topal, 2009; Thielemann et al., 2007) hence a long-term development
strategy for coal to liquid production is advocated. Coal to liquids (CTL) processes enable the
conversion of coal to synthetic crude for liquid fuel production along with other petrochemicalbased products. These feedstocks can be used for production of commodities that are being
produced from conventional crude oil (Dry, 1989; Dry, 2002; Zhou et al., 2011).
CTL processes face a number of challenges that may reduce the near term viability for largescale industrial application. Key challenges include high greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions(Li
& Fan, 2008; Mantripragada & Rubin, 2013a), High capital costs (Ramage & Katzer, 2009;
Steynberg & Nel, 2004) and lack of product price competitiveness versus conventional crude
products (Dry, 1996; Mantripragada & Rubin, 2013b). To mitigate these challenges, several
developments have been proposed. Some of the notable proposals include use of nuclear
assisted CTL processes (Cherry & Wood, 2006; Chiuta & Blom, 2012; Harvego et al., 2009),
gas and coal hybrid feed processes (Sudiro & Bertucco, 2009) and CTL with carbon capture
and storage(Knoope et al., 2013; Mantripragada & Rubin, 2011; Mulder, 2009). Nuclear based
solutions have not been favoured due to high capital cost of nuclear build and safety concerns
(Huenteler et al., 2012; Srinivasan & Gopi Rethinaraj, 2013). Adding carbon capture and
storage will contain direct emission of GHGs into the atmosphere but will not add value with
respect to the technical and economic performance of a CTL plant. Plasma arc reforming of
methane with carbon dioxide is a potential way of improving carbon utilisation in CTL
processes by recovery of carbon from the emitted carbon dioxide.
In a previous article (Mapamba et al., 2015), demonstrated that the carbon efficiency of the
CTL process can be improved by replacing Auto Thermal Reforming (ATR) with plasma arc
reforming (PAR). In the same article, it was shown that an improvement of carbon efficiency
results in a cleaner CTL process that requires less raw coal, water and oxygen. However, in
the study there was no consideration of the effect of deploying plasma reforming on the
products of the process. Acceptance for implementation will thus be affected leading to a
missed opportunity. Additionally, without an understanding of the effect on the products, the
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benefits accrued cannot accurately determined, which can distort the determination of value
added by such an initiative. Hence, a system analysis of the impact of PAR could lead to
improved chances of success during approval stages and a better understanding of the
impacts allows better conclusions of success or failure to be made in the evaluation stage.
The aim of this study was to improve the characterisation of the impact of deploying PAR as
part of a cleaner production initiative in a commercial coal to liquid process. The Sasol
Secunda synfuel plant was used as case to keep findings grounded in the reality of industrial
practice. By clearly demonstrating that the application of PAR to CTL could provide a cleaner
and more productive CTL process, anxiety around the value of developing the technology for
future application can be reduced. This would create a foundation for the adoption of PAR in
CTL as a tool for creating a cleaner process. Financial issues were excluded from the current
study to focus the scope of the system analysis but will addressed in a future study.
4.2

Process description, modelling and simulation approach

In its simplest form, a Fischer Tropsch based coal to liquids plant consists of four steps. These
are syngas generation, syngas cleaning and conditioning, and hydrocarbon synthesis and
product workup. These four steps are common to almost all Fischer Tropsch processes that
have been considered at industrial scale with the main differences being seen in the applied
catalysts, the synthesis conditions and consequently the product profiles. This work uses the
publicly available data on the Sasol coal to liquids process to evaluate the potential effects of
applying PAR to improve carbon efficiency of CTL.
4.2.1

Baseline plant process

Section 4.2.1 gives brief description of the Sasol CTL process and the subsequent modelling
and simulation approach used in this study.
4.2.1.1 Process description
The basic process overview of a high temperature Fischer-Tropsch (HTFT) process is shown
in Fig. 4-1: Block flow diagram of baseline coal to liquids process. As shown in the block flow
diagram, in the gasification step, coal is reacted with steam and oxygen at high temperature
and pressure to form syngas. Syngas composition is influenced by pressure, temperature,
coal quality, steam to coal ratio, oxygen to coal ratio and coal particle size (Higman & Van der
Burgt, 2008). As a result, the choice of gasifier influences the composition of the syngas
produced (Bell et al., 2011; Van Dyk et al., 2001). The Sasol plant used as a reference plant
uses fixed bed dry bottom Sasol-Lurgi gasifiers (Martelli et al., 2013).
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Fig. 4-1: Block flow diagram of baseline coal to liquids process
Syngas from the Sasol-Lurgi gasifiers contains tars, solid particulates such as residual ash,
carbon dioxide and sulphur containing compounds (Kreutz et al., 2008; Rumyantseva et al.,
2015). Tar and particulates can foul heat exchange equipment (Sharma et al., 2008) and the
sulphur is poisonous for catalyst in the synthesis step (De Klerk, 2011) hence they need to be
removed from the raw gas stream before entering the synthesis process. Tar is removed by a
water wash (Masuku, 2011). The carbon dioxide and sulphur containing compounds are
removed using a rectisol process (Gatti et al., 2014; Mohammed et al., 2014) leaving pure
syngas for hydrocarbon synthesis. If the ratio of hydrogen to carbon monoxide is not in the
required ratio of about 2, ratio correction is done through the water gas shift (WGS) reaction
(Gangadharan et al., 2012; Nakhaei Pour et al., 2011).
After cleaning and ratio correction, syngas is converted in a Fischer Tropsch synthesis reactor
in the presence of an iron-based catalyst. The products of the synthesis step are diverse
including alkanes, alkenes, alcohols, ethers, aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acids and esters
(De Klerk & Furimsky, 2010). Some of the general reactions that happen in the synthesis
reactor are listed in Eq. (4.1)-(4.5) (De Klerk & Furimsky, 2010).
Alkanes: (2𝑛 + 1)𝐻2 + 𝑛𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝑛 𝐻2𝑛+2 + 𝑛𝐻2 𝑂

(4.1)

Alkenes: 2𝑛𝐻2 + 𝑛𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝑛 𝐻2𝑛 + 𝑛𝐻2 𝑂

(4.2)

Alcohols and Ethers: 2𝑛𝐻2 + 𝑛𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝑛 𝐻2𝑛+2 𝑂 + (𝑛 − 1)𝐻2 𝑂

(4.3)

Aldehydes ad Ketones: (2𝑛 − 1)𝐻2 + 𝑛𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝑛 𝐻2𝑛 𝑂 + (𝑛 − 1)𝐻2 𝑂

(4.4)
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Carboxylic acids and Esters: (2𝑛 − 2)𝐻2 + 𝑛𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝑛 𝐻2𝑛 𝑂2 + (𝑛 − 2)𝐻2 𝑂

(4.5)

The product workup process options are generally upgrading, partial refining and standalone
refining (De Klerk, 2011). Upgrading produces a high quality syncrude while refining processes
convert some or all of the syncrude into finished products such as liquid transportation fuels
or commodity or specialty chemicals. These product-workup processes were excluded from
the scope of the current study.
4.2.1.2 Modelling and Simulation of the baseline plant
This section describes the approach used to model the baseline plant. Section 4.2.1.2.1
discusses the scope of the study, Sections 4.2.1.2.2 to 4.2.1.2.4 discusses the model
development and Section 4.2.1.2.5 describes the validation of the simulation model.
4.2.1.2.1 Simulation scope
Network interaction analysis was used to identify the areas that would be directly affected by
the deployment of a plasma arc reformer to the CTL process. In building the Aspen model,
only the process steps that account for the conversion of coal and movement of carbon-based
materials that are converted to final synthesis products were included.
4.2.1.2.2 Components used in the simulation of the baseline plant
Most of the CTL reactants, intermediate products, products and by-products are standard
conventional components in Aspen plus property databases. All primary syngas components,
alkanes, alkenes, alcohols and acids in the C1-C19 range were all readily available in the Aspen
databases hence the supply of properties was not required. Since Fe-HTFT synthesis
produces mostly lighter hydrocarbons, use of C1-C19 molecules was considered adequate for
this study. Tar is a complex mix of chemicals and based on work by Jiang et al. (2007), it was
deemed that pyrene could adequately represent the average tar for assessing material flow
impacts.
Two non-conventional components were used in the simulation, coal and coal ash. Coal and
ash enthalpy and density were calculated using Aspen Plus standard methods HCOALGEN
and DCOALIGT. The coal feed used was assumed to have the composition of a Twistdraai
coal as shown in Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1: Composition of coal used in the study (Source:(Govender, 2005))
Proximate analysis (% ad4)

Ultimate Analysis (% daf5)

Moisture

4.6

Carbon

79.2

Fixed Carbon

47.0

Hydrogen

5.5

Volatile matter

19.4

Nitrogen

1.8

Ash

29.0

Sulphur

1.0

Oxygen

12.5

4.2.1.2.3 Thermodynamic property selection
In this study the Peng-Robinson equation of state with the Boston Mathias mixing rules was
selected as it provides good accuracy over the range of process conditions and hydrocarbons
encountered in a Fe-HTFT CTL process (Twu et al., 2002).
4.2.1.2.4 Flow sheet development
The flow sheet used in the simulation of the baseline plant was designed to model gasification,
syngas cleaning and conditioning, Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, auto thermal reforming and part
of the product workup process. Table 4-2 shows a summary of the feed profile used in the
base case simulation.
Table 4-2: Assumed feed profile for baseline plant simulation
Description

Quantity

State (T [ °C], P [ MPa])

Coal

1 442 tph

(25,0.1)

High pressure steam

2 095 tph

(420,4.2)

606 tph

(110,3.5)

Steam to Carbon Ratio

1.21

n.a

Oxygen to Carbon Ratio

0.34

n.a

Oxygen

The key flow sheet construction blocks, which consist of reactors and absorbers, are
summarised in Table 4-3.

4

Air dried basis

5

Dry ash free basis
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Table 4-3: Summary of key flow sheet construction blocks
Process

Model

Block type Function

block
Gasification

DECOMP

RYield

Converts non-conventional coal into respective
elements to enable participation in reactions
Reactor representing coal pyrolysis zone reactions

PZLGG

RStoic

GZLGG

RStoic

LGGIFP

Heater

RECTISL

SEP2

Separates the acid gases from syngas

FT synthesis

FTSYN

RStoic

Syngas reactor converting syngas to syncrude

Methane

ATR

RGibbs

Reforming reactor converting recycled methane to

Reactor representing gasification zone reactions
Heat transfer block to capture energy exchange

Syngas

between coal and syngas in the gasifier

cleaning

reforming
Product

syngas
BENFLD

RStoic

workup

Models absorption of carbon dioxide from synthesis
tail gas in potassium carbonate (Benfield solution)
Models regeneration of the Benfield solution to

REGEN

RStoic

produce near pure CO2 stream

When the heating, cooling blocks, stream mixers and separators are added to the flowsheet
the resulting model for the baseline plant is shown in Fig. 4-2.
4.2.1.2.5 Validation of baseline plant model
The first check for model validity was to confirm that there was a good fit between the system
to be modelled and the simulation package’s capabilities. It was determined that the system
has a good fit as evidenced by use of the package in similar simulation works such as those
by Sudiro and Bertucco (2009) and Er-rbib et al. (2012). The second step was to validate if
the model output correlated with an existing known industrial process. This was achieved by
comparing the simulation model output versus the reported plant output for the Sasol Secunda
plant. A targeted maximum variance of 10% between simulated results and existing plant
output was used to calibrate the model using information by Sasol (Sasol Limited, 2012) and
De Klerk (2011). The results of comparative outputs of the baseline plant simulation model
and reported plant data is shown in Fig. 4-3.
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Fig. 4-2: Aspen Plus flow sheet of the baseline coal to liquids plant
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Fig. 4-3: Comparison of the baseline Aspen plus model output versus reported plant output c
c

Based on Single train capacity of Sasol Secunda of 80000bpd, calculated as 2013 Sasol

synfuel annual output x 0.5 (Sasol limited, 2014)
The product flows from the simulation model were 2-5% less than the reported plant output
with the exception of the output of recovered sulphur. Sulphur based product flows from the
simulation exceeded the reported sulphur flows by 12%. The deviation could be attributed to
the difference in sulphur content of coal used in the simulation, the simulated coal had a slightly
higher level of sulphur than the average coal used for the reported year. The overall correlation
between plant product flows and simulation product flows was within an average deviation of
0.7%. The authors therefore concluded that the baseline plant model represented the plant
adequately for the scope of the study.
4.2.2

Plasma arc reforming modified plant process

After validating the baseline plant flow sheet, the aspen plus flow sheet was modified to
incorporate the usage of a plasma arc reformer in the place of an auto thermal reformer. A
block flowsheet of the plasma arc reforming modified CTL process is shown in Fig. 4-4.

Fig. 4-4: Block flow diagram of the plasma reforming modified coal to liquids process
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Fig. 4-4 shows that the steam and oxygen feeds that were connected to the ATR block have
been replaced by a carbon dioxide stream that would have otherwise been released to the
atmosphere. Section 4.2.2.1 presents a more detailed description of Plasma arc reforming.
4.2.2.1 Plasma arc reforming overview
Plasma is considered as the fourth state of matter and represents a highly ionised gas
(Gallagher Jr & Fridman, 2011). When plasma is combined with other reagents it tends to
create a highly reactive environment due to the presence of excited species and
ions(Gallagher Jr & Fridman, 2011). In plasma arc reforming of methane with carbon dioxide
(PAR), the process represents a series of reactions in which methane is converted to syngas
with carbon dioxide as the oxidant. The overall reaction of dry reforming of methane is
represented Eq. (4.6).
𝐶𝐻4(𝑔) + 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) → 2𝐶𝑂(𝑔) + 2𝐻2(𝑔) 𝛥𝐻 = 247𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙

(4.6)

As shown in Eq.(4.6), the reaction is endothermic; as a result, heat supply is key to the
completion of the desired reaction.
The plasma arc reactor comprises of 1) a plasma source 2) a reactor shell and 3) a heat
recovery unit. Conceptually, the plasma source used in the reactor could be either a cold
plasma (Aziznia et al., 2012; Tao et al., 2011) or a thermal plasma (Fauchais and Vardelle,
1997; Venkatramani, 2002). Cold plasmas are reported to have more species that are reactive
(Fridman, 2008) but thermal plasmas are more effective for industrial chemical processing due
to their providing higher reaction rates (Bosmans et al., 2013). Therefore, the more effective
thermal plasma source was chosen for this study.
4.2.2.2 Modelling and simulation of the plasma arc reforming modified plant
The flow sheet for the study of the PAR implementation case was similar to the baseline plant
flowsheet with the exception of the replacement of the methane-reforming unit with the plasma
arc reforming assembly. In the PAR modified CTL flowsheet, the function of the Aspen plus
reactor block ATR was replaced by the assembly representing the PAR. The assembly
consists of heaters (FP-HX, P-HX and TORCH), mixer blocks (R-MX and P-HX) and the Gibbs
equilibrium reactor (RCT-ZONE), shown in Fig. 4-5. A water gas shift reactor unit (SPARSYN)
was added to adjust the H2: CO ratio of syngas from PAR from 0.95 to 2.7, which enabled the
H2: CO of syngas fed to the FT reactor to be adjusted to 2. To ensure comparability, the total
syngas flow into the FT synthesis reactor was forced to be equal to the total syngas flow in
the baseline plant. A feedback loop was used to adjust the feed-rate of coal and that allowed
total syngas flow to be kept at baseline plant level. Oxygen and steam feed rates were
simultaneously controlled by ratio ties to the coal flow rate. The PAR modified flow sheet is
shown in Fig. 4-5.
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Fig. 4-5: Aspen flow sheet of the plasma arc reforming modified CTL
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4.3

Results and Discussion

The systems analysis confirms that the application of plasma arc reforming to a CTL plant has an
effect on the raw material requirements and environmental footprint. Additional detail of the effects
on energy requirements and product throughput of the process were identified. A high-level view
of the relative changes of the different parameters is presented in Table 4-4 to give a quick view
of the impacts. The discussion of the process changes then follows in Sections 4.3.1 to 4.3.4.
Table 4-4: A comparative summary of baseline CTL plant and PAR modified CTL processes
Raw materials

Conventional

PAR modified

Coal

1

0.83

Steam

1

0.80

O2

1

0.68

Syngas fed to FT6

1

1

ASU

1

0.68

Steam

1

0.80

Overall
external
electricity supply

1

1.49

Sulphur based

1

0.84

Other chemicals

1

1.02

Alcohols & Ketones

1

1

Gasification products

1

0.84

Heating fuels

1

0.68

Refined products

1

0.98

Direct CO2 emission

1

0.72

Carbon efficiency

1

1.16

Energy requirements7

Products8

Ratios

6

Flow of syngas fed to the FT reactor was kept constant, with an H2: CO ratio of 2, in baseline and PAR
modified process.
7
Relative amounts based on normalised quantities.
8
Relative quantity based on normalised quantities.
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4.3.1

Impact of plasma arc reforming application on raw material requirements

When auto thermal reforming was replaced by plasma arc reforming in the CTL process, the coal
required to generate the same amount of syngas as the baseline process was reduced by 16%.
The coal requirement reduction is due to carbon being recovered from carbon dioxide. The
reduction in coal feed to the gasifiers and replacement of ATR with PAR has the knock-on effect
of an overall reduction of oxygen and steam requirements. Oxygen was reduced by 32% and
steam by 20%, on a mass basis, when compared to the baseline CTL process. The reductions
are because of the elimination of direct oxygen and steam requirement for reforming and the
reduced requirement for coal gasification. However, the effective steam reduction is less than
oxygen reduction due to an additional steam requirement for syngas ratio correction. Syngas ratio
correction is done by the water gas shift reaction, which requires steam and produces carbon
dioxide. Syngas ratio correction therefore reduces the net carbon dioxide consumption. Lower
steam requirements have two implications 1) a lower water footprint and that reduces water
concerns when applying CTL in water scarce regions and 2) a 20% reduction of coal fuel for
steam generation, which has a further impact on reducing emissions. The indirect reduction of
emissions from steam generation is important, in that carbon dioxide from steam generation tends
to be dilute, due to use of air as oxidant, and would be expensive to remediate using sequestration
and storage or any other means (Salkuyeh & Adams Ii, 2013). Overall, coal requirement for the
CTL process was reduced by 17%.

4.3.2

Effect of PAR application on product throughput.

Changes in the gasification coal requirements affect the pyrolysis product output, recovered
sulphur, ash output, methane available for reforming, and the emitted carbon dioxide.
Pyrolysis products (tar, phenol and ammonia), ash and recovered sulphur were reduced by 16%,
which is the same proportion as the coal feed requirement reduction.

A 16% reduction in

recovered tar reduces the refined products output by 2.5% as the product from tar refining
processes is blended with overall refined products. This impact is restricted to low temperature
gasifiers only as high temperature gasification systems do not produce tars in syngas generation.
The reduction in Ammonia and phenol output were reduced by 14%, which results in the products
classified as gasification products being reduced by the same amount. The contribution of
gasification products to overall valuable products is small hence; the impact on value of products
is likely to be small. Reduction of ash produced could have a marginal impact on costs, as there
is reduced solid waste to be managed.
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The 16% reduction of gasification capacity results in a reduction of the net methane product since
the methane produced by the CTL process is the sum of methane that is produced in gasification
and FT synthesis. If the methane that is recycled to the PAR is the same quantity as supplied to
ATR in the baseline plant, the methane that is available for external sales as a heating fuel is
reduced by 32% in the PAR modified CTL. A summary of the changes in the product profile
because of applying PAR to CTL are shown in Fig. 4-6.

Total saleable
product, -5.1%
Emitted Carbon
dioxide, -28.0%

Total saleable product
Ash

Ash, -16.0%

Emitted Carbon dioxide

Feedstocks:
Other
Feestocks: Sulphur based
chemicals, 1.5%

Feestocks: Sulphur
based, -16.0%

Feedstocks: Other chemicals
Feedstocks: Alcohols and Ketones
Gasification
products, -14.0%

Gasification products
Heating fuels
Refined Products

Heating fuels,
-32.0%

-40.00%

-35.00%

-30.00%

Feedstocks:
Alcohols and
Ketones,
0.1%

Refined Products,
-2.5%
-25.00%

-20.00%

-15.00%

-10.00%

-5.00%

0.00%

5.00%

Mass flow % change

Fig. 4-6: Changes in product flow after applying plasma arc reforming to CTL
Fig. 4-6 shows the changes in the flows of the key product categories of CTL after application of
PAR, including the flows of ash and emitted carbon dioxide, which are by-products of the CTL
process. The ash and carbon dioxide were included as they represent waste flows that need to
be managed and thus could have an effect on the operating costs.
Two important highlights from the evaluation of PAR application on product throughput are:


The negative reduction of refined products due to tar reduction depends on the gasifier
technology being used, with the negative impacts being more pronounced in low
temperature technologies.



Moreover, the proportion of affected products on the valuable products of CTL is on the
low side, hence, the loss of value maybe negligible, but this would require confirmation
through a financial analysis.
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4.3.3

Effect of plasma arc reforming application on energy requirements

The energy consumption of plasma reactors has been cited as a potential hurdle for application
at industrial scale (Tao et al., 2011). In evaluating the application of plasma arc reforming
technology, the impact on overall energy demand was considered. From the assessments,
plasma arc reforming of methane requires 340 MWe of electricity for the chosen study capacity.
Since PAR was applied as a replacement for Auto Thermal reforming (ATR), which was electrical
neutral, the electrical load of PAR represents an additional electrical load of the CTL plant.
Two supply cases can be considered in managing the added quantity electrical energy introduced
by application of PAR to CTL. The first supply case would be to source the entire additional
electrical load from an external supplier. An advantage of this scenario is that it creates an
opportunity to purchase electricity from low-carbon sources such as renewable or nuclear power
plants. Supply case two would be to maintain the size of the steam plant, as in the baseline plant,
and use the excess steam for power generation. This supply scenario limits the opportunity to
reduce the coal usage of the steam plant and the consequent emissions. In either case, the
additional load is offset by the reduction of electricity requirements in the air separation section.
The amount of electricity available for redirection from Air separation to PAR was calculated to
be 62.8 MWe. Based on the excess steam in the PAR modified process, there is an opportunity
to generate 35 MWe. As a result, the first power supply scenario requires 277 MWe and the
second requires 242 MWe of external electricity supply. The net benefit of adopting each case
would need to consider the trade-offs in cost

of external supply, cost of emissions associated

with internal power generation and the value of reduced dependency on external supply.

4.3.4

Effect of plasma arc reforming application on carbon efficiency and emissions

The carbon efficiency of the conventional CTL process was 50% before application of the PAR
process. After application of PAR, the CTL carbon efficiency increased to 58%. The increase in
carbon efficiency is due to carbon being recovered from waste carbon dioxide stream and being
directed to the production of valuable products. The amount of carbon dioxide converted to
syngas in the PAR influences the carbon efficiency increase, which raises the question of the
minimum conversion required for there to be an improvement in CTL carbon efficiency. To answer
that, an analysis of variation of carbon efficiency with carbon dioxide conversion in the PAR was
done. The effect of carbon dioxide conversion in PAR on carbon efficiency is illustrated by Fig.
4-7.
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Fig. 4-7: Variation of carbon efficiency with carbon dioxide conversion in the PAR
The carbon efficiency value of the baseline plant was inserted into Fig. 4-7 for comparison. Fig.
4-7 shows that a methane conversion of at least 87% is necessary for there to be a carbon
efficiency result that is better than the baseline CTL plant. If PAR achieves a methane conversion
of less than 87%, then the application of PAR would not have a carbon efficiency advantage over
baseline process. A high conversion is required in the PAR because of the relatively lower H2:
CO ratio of the syngas produced by PAR. Ratio correction to the required ratio for synthesis
produces carbon dioxide, which limits the effectiveness of PAR. The implication is that for PAR
to improve the carbon efficiency of a CTL process, an operational target of a conversion of above
87% is required for the plasma arc reformer. Tao et al. (2011) reports that a conversion of 90%
has been achieved in laboratory plasma reactor, which suggests the target, may be achievable.
However, the high conversion requirement limits the operational flexibility of the plasma reformer
when applied to a commercial plant.
It is important to note that for this study, the recovery of carbon from carbon dioxide was limited
by the amount of methane available to the plasma arc reforming process. If the methane availed
for PAR is supplemented by methane from an external source, opportunity to achieve a higher
improvement of carbon efficiency would be possible. However, considering that coal to liquids
processes might only be attractive in a gas scarce environment, use of externally sourced
methane might not be desirable. Economic evaluation of such a move would be necessary to
assess feasibility.
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4.4

Conclusions

The application of plasma arc reforming to a commercial CTL process affects material flows of
feedstocks and products, increases carbon efficiency and increases energy requirements. After
evaluating the changes in the operational requirements and performance, the authors conclude
that the application of PAR results in a more efficient use of raw materials. This was demonstrated
by a significant reduction of feedstock requirements being accompanied by a marginal reduction
of valuable products. The increase in raw material utilisation was achieved by consumption of
greenhouse gases and hence, direct emissions were reduced. Use of PAR in the synthol loop
also reduced the steam requirement that lead to reduction of emissions from the steam plant and
a lower water requirement. Hence, the PAR modified CTL is a cleaner and less resource intense
process compared to the conventional process and that may make future application of CTL more
sustainable.
Use of externally sourced electricity to supply the additional PAR electricity requirements could
represent a transfer of a portion of direct emissions to indirect emissions. With greenhouse gas
externalisation considered, application of PAR to CTL still represents a net improvement of raw
material productivity and reduced emissions. However, further benefits could be obtained if low
carbon electricity is used to supply the additional electrical requirements of PAR in the production
of synthetic fuels. To minimise the externalised emissions, it is desirable to implement plasma
modified CTL processes where nuclear or renewable electricity is available.
From the process analysis, the authors conclude that the application of PAR to CTL represents a
positive operational improvement as it creates a cleaner and more productive CTL process. It is
anticipated that the improved raw material utilisation efficiency and lower carbon intensity will
positively influence economic performance of CTL by lowering feedstock and compliance costs.
Detailed economic analysis to determine the significance of PAR impact on economic
performance will be the subject a future study.
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PERFORMANCE OF A COMMERCIAL COAL TO LIQUIDS PROCESS
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Abstract
Coal remains integral to the supply of energy in many parts of the world with negative effects on
the environment. Plasma arc reforming has the potential of making coal to liquids processes
cleaner by recycling greenhouse gases. Since the economic performance of the overall plant is a
key consideration in the adoption of a new technological option, this paper evaluates the
economics of the use of PAR in coal to liquids. Financial models were built using an existing
commercial coal to liquids process as a reference case. Economic analyses were done to
evaluate the impact of deploying a plasma arc reformer and the introduction of carbon tax on
financial performance of a coal to liquids process. Results show that deploying plasma arc
reforming reduces the oil price required for break-even from $89/ bbl. to $82/ bbl., adds at least
$400 million to the project NPV and improves the IRR from 10.32 % to 12.23 %. In the process,
it reduces vulnerability to introduction of carbon tax. While a requirement for extra low carbon
electricity can be a hurdle, a sufficiently long term view of electrical plant investment makes the
risk acceptable to independent providers. Overall, it was concluded that the deployment of plasma
arc reforming to coal to liquids processes is value adding. The project demonstrates that it is
possible to reduce environmental impact of coal to liquids with plasma arc reforming as a cleaner
production initiative without significantly losing shareholder value.
Keywords
Economic analysis, Plasma arc reforming, coal to liquids, carbon reclamation
Highlights:

9



Financial model is developed to evaluate plasma reforming in coal to liquids.



Break-even price for modified plant is lower than of conventional plants.



Deployment of plasma arc reforming is value adding to coal to liquids.
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Abbreviations
ATR

Auto thermal reforming

CAPEX

Capital expenditure

CEPCI

Chemical equipment Plant Cost Index

CTL

Coal to liquids

HTFT

High temperature Fischer-Tropsch

IRR

Internal rate of return

NPV

Net present value

OPEX

Operating expenditure

PAR

Plasma arc reforming

PAT

Profit after Tax

SARS

South African Revenue Services

USD

United States Dollar

WACC

Weighted average cost of capital

WGS

Water gas Shift

ZAR

South African Rand
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5.1

Introduction

South Africa meets up to 30% of its fuel requirements through the use of coal derived liquid fuels
and petrochemicals produced by a coal-to-liquid (CTL) plant. The coal to liquids plant is sustained
by the availability of cheap and abundant coal resources (Dry, 2002). Replacing this supply source
with a cleaner alternative at which gives the same level of economic benefit is difficult because of
the scale of the coal to liquid contribution. The coal derived fuels sector contributes significantly
through provision of jobs and tax revenue (Nkomo, 2009). In terms of making use of local
resources to provide energy security, South Africa’s success is exemplary (Goldstein et al., 2006;
Qi et al., 2012). Hence, it presents an important case for the evaluation of the impact of applying
cleaner production.
Conventional CTL plants are some of the biggest point source emitters of carbon dioxide (Stoker
& Conradie, 2015). Increased use of CTL would result in significant growth of greenhouse gas
emissions, which would defeat climate change mitigation goals. However, given the significance
of CTL contribution where it is being used, it is necessary to make existing and planned plants
greener. The introduction of plasma arc reforming (PAR) technology into the CTL process has
the potential of reducing coal usage, water requirements and greenhouse gas emissions from
CTL pants thus reducing the environmental impact of CTL(Mapamba et al., 2015). While it is
acknowledged that lowering the carbon footprint is not an ideal solution, it is a potentially helpful
transitory solution. Transitory because it would serve to bridge the current scenario where the
sectors are fully on fossil fuels and petrochemicals and the ideal scenario where decarbonisation
has reached full extent. However, this impact can only be realised if CTL operators adopt PAR
modified plants.
PAR modified plants can only be adopted if it can be demonstrated that they meet technical and
economic criteria of CTL operators. Mapamba et al. (2015) showed that when developed fully,
PAR could meet the key technical criteria for integration in a CTL plant. However, whether a PAR
modified plant could meet economic expectations of a CTL operator has not been evaluated yet.
This paper seeks to reduce this knowledge gap by evaluating impact of PAR on CTL economic
performance with the hope of addressing potential operator concerns that might stand in the way
of PAR adoption. As a starting point, the authors focus on addressing three issues: 1) Evaluating
how the economic performance of a PAR modified CTL plant compares to the performance of a
conventional CTL plant? 2) Identifying conditions where the performance of a PAR modified plant
is more attractive to a CTL operator? 3) Estimating how likely these conditions are?
Improving the understanding of the impact of PAR on economic performance of a CTL plant is
important for two reasons. The first is that it provides a guide to PAR developers on performance
targets that would give CTL operators an economic incentive to adopt PAR. CTL operators tend
to be cost sensitive, as is common for commodity chemical producers, and are more likely to
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adopt technologies that help improve economic performance. This is supported by data from
conventional oil producers who preferentially deploy lower cost rigs (Baker Hughes, 2015;
Williams, 2015). Since CTL operations are on the high cost end of oil production infrastructure
spectrum, economic performance is a high priority for CTL operators (Aguilera, 2014). The second
reason is that economic performance is an important aspect of sustainability. Understanding the
economic performance of a PAR modified CTL plant gives an indication of the sustainability of
use, which helps developers make configuration decisions that improve adoption of the PAR
modification of CTL as a cleaner production initiative.
The remainder of this article presents an overview of the plant configurations in Section 5.2.1,
financial modelling and economic analyses in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. Finally, Sections 0 and
5.4 present the results, discussion and conclusions of the study.
5.2

Approach

Using a South African CTL plant as a case study, a comparative approach was used in this study
to evaluate the impact of deploying PAR on CTL economic performance. The economic data of a
commercial CTL plant was used as the baseline and configuration changes were made to the
baseline model to predict the performance of a PAR modified plant. Financial models of the
conventional and PAR modified plants were used to evaluate the impact of deploying PAR to
CTL. Fig. 5-1 shows the anatomy of the evaluation process used in the study.

Fig. 5-1: Schematic of the approach to the evaluation of impact of PAR on CTL economic
performance
As shown in Fig. 5-1, the study has three aspects; 1) Definition of plant configurations, 2) financial
modelling and 3) economic impact evaluation. Plant configuration is discussed briefly in Section
5.2.1, financial modelling in Section 5.2.2 and the approach to economic impact analysis in
Section 5.2.3.
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5.2.1

Configuration of coal to liquids simulation model

Two plant configurations were modelled to evaluate the effect of PAR on CTL. A model of the
Sasol Secunda plant was used as a representative conventional commercial CTL plant. The
same model was modified to introduce PAR and that model was the technical basis of the plasma
arc modified CTL plant. Brief descriptions of both plant configurations follow.
5.2.1.1 Conventional coal to liquids plant

Fig. 5-2: Block flow diagram of a conventional CTL process
Fig. 5-2 illustrates a simplified block flow diagram of a conventional CTL process. In the process,
Coal is prepared to a size range that is suitable for gasification taking into consideration the
gasifier type being used (Bell et al., 2011b). The gasifier uses oxygen and steam under high
temperature and pressure to convert coal to synthesis gas (Zennaro et al., 2013). The specific
conditions in the gasifier influence the amount of CO2 present in the raw synthesis gas stream
(Bell et al., 2011a). If necessary, the ratio of hydrogen to carbon monoxide in the syngas is
adjusted through the water gas shift (WGS) (Zennaro et al., 2013). The use of the WGS to produce
hydrogen comes at the cost of producing carbon dioxide, which reduces the net benefit associated
with the use of PAR. As part of the conditioning process, syngas, sulphur based compounds and
carbon dioxide are removed by the rectisol process (Sun & Smith, 2013) or selexol process
(Mohammed et al., 2014). Purified syngas is then used to produce synthetic hydrocarbons, which
are also known as syncrude, under high pressure with the help of a cobalt or iron catalyst (De
Klerk, 2011). The syncrude is processed in the product work-up section in preparation for refining,
upgrading or shipping to different product markets (De Klerk, 2011). Methane produced in
gasification and Fischer-Tropsch synthesis is recovered in cold separation and recycled to
produce more syngas by auto thermal reforming (ATR) (De Klerk, 2008).
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5.2.1.2 PAR modified coal to liquid plant
The plasma modified CTL plant is similar to the conventional plant in many respects with the
exception that the ATR in the synthol loop was replaced by a PAR system as shown in Fig. 5-3.

Fig. 5-3: Block flow diagram of a plasma reforming modified coal to liquids process
The process redesign, in Fig. 5-3, enables some of the carbon dioxide to be utilised within the
process by introducing the dry reforming reaction, Eq.(5.1).
𝐶𝐻4(𝑔) + 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) → 2𝐶𝑂(𝑔) + 2𝐻2(𝑔) 𝛥𝐻 = 247𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙

(5.1)

As can be seen from Eq.(5.1), the process of using PAR to create a carbon dioxide sink is an
endothermic process. PAR technology makes use of electricity to create plasma, which supplies
the energy and catalytic effect required for the dry reforming reaction to proceed. To retain focus
on the current research problems, plasma technology has not been discussed in this paper,
however, works by Solonenko (2000) and Tao et al. (2011) could be enlightening for the curious
reader. Details of the design of plasma system used in this paper were discussed in a previous
article by the authors (Mapamba et al., 2015).
It is important to note that the use of electricity would be beneficial if sourced from a low carbon
source such as renewable energy and nuclear. Such use of electricity in the PAR has cost
implications attached to it. However, if it is correctly viewed as a trade-off between additional input
costs and potential savings from avoided emissions penalties, it becomes more acceptable. The
quantification of whether this trade-off yields a net benefit or not will be presented in sections that
follow.
On a technical level, the deployment of a PAR modified CTL process promises to be of benefit
over a conventional CTL process. A summary of some of the key process changes is presented
in Table 5-1. Based on these changes, a change in economic performance is expected.
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Table 5-1: Impact of plasma arc reforming on CTL process parameters in relative terms

Raw materials

Energy requirements

Products

Ratios

Reference CTL

PAR modified

Coal

1

0.86

Steam

1

0.82

O2

1

0.69

Syngas fed to FT

1

1.02

Air Separation Unit (ASU)

1

0.69

Steam

1

0.82

External electricity supply

1

1.52

Sulphur based

1

0.86

Other chemicals

1

1.04

Alcohols & Ketones

1

1.02

Gasification products

1

0.86

Heating fuels

1

0.69

Refined products

1

1.00

Direct CO2 emission

1

0.73

Carbon efficiency

1

1.18

Source: (Mapamba & Fick, 2015)

5.2.1.3 Naming of scenarios
For traceability of results, the reference plant (a conventional plant) configuration was treated as
configuration 1 (C1) and the PAR modified plant configuration 2 (C2). Further, a scenario that
assumed no carbon tax was classified as an A scenario and one that assumed presence of carbon
tax a B scenario. Hence, a reference plant evaluated with an assumption of no carbon tax was
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named C1A. Using this system, the names of the four plant scenarios that were evaluated is listed
in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2: Naming of scenarios and the corresponding configuration
Scenario

Configuration

Carbon tax included.

C1A

Conventional

No

C1B

Conventional

Yes

C2A

PAR modified

No

C2B

PAR modified

Yes

5.2.2

Financial modelling and economic evaluation

Several measures of economic performance were considered in selecting appropriate measures
for comparing the performance of a PAR modified plant to the performance of a conventional CTL
plant. The net present value (NPV) model was eventually selected as it can provide several
economic parameters that are used in evaluating energy projects, including NPV, internal rate of
return (IRR) and payback price (Short et al., 1995).
The remainder of this section presents the development of an NPV model in deterministic and
stochastic forms so as to build in a mechanism for evaluating uncertainty.
5.2.2.1 Overview of the financial model
NPVs of PAR modified CTL and conventional CTL configurations were compared to evaluate the
impact of deploying PAR to a CTL plant. The formula for evaluating NPV is given by Eq.(5.2).
𝑁

𝑁𝑃𝑉 = −𝐼𝑇 + ∑
𝑡=1

𝐶𝐹𝑡
𝐶𝐹1
𝐶𝐹2
𝐶𝐹𝑛
= −𝐼𝑇 +
+
+⋯+
(1 + 𝑟)𝑡
(1 + 𝑟)1 (1 + 𝑟)2
(1 + 𝑟)𝑁

(5.2)

Where:
𝐼𝑇 - Total investment cost. Negative sign is due to the initial capital being a negative cash flow
on the project
𝑟 - Discount rate (Equated to the Sasol weighted average cost of capital, WACC)
𝑡 – time period of evaluation. Such that 𝑁 is the effective project life for investment evaluation
𝐶𝐹𝑡 - Net annual cash flow after tax, which can be written as Eq. (5.3).
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𝐶𝐹𝑡 = 𝑃𝐴𝑇𝑡 + 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡

(5.3)

The profit after tax, 𝑃𝐴𝑇𝑡 is calculated by Eq. (5.4)
𝑃𝐴𝑇𝑡 = (1 − 𝑇𝑎𝑥 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒) ∙ (𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑡 − 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡 )

(5.4)

Substituting expressions for 𝑃𝐴𝑇𝑡 and 𝐶𝐹𝑡 into the NPV expression, Eq. (5.2) becomes
𝑁

𝑁𝑃𝑉 = −𝐼𝑇 + ∑
𝑡=1

(1 − 𝑇𝑎𝑥 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒) ∙ (𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑡 − 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡 ) + 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡
(1 + 𝑟)𝑡

(5.5)

In addition to the NPV, the IRR of the CTL plants were evaluated as part of project acceptance
testing. Since IRR is the discount rate that makes the NPV = 0, IRR was calculated by solving
for the discount rate ( 𝑟 ), when Eq. (5.5) is equal to zero.
A description of the assumptions and derivation of the model components is presented in Sections
5.2.2.2 to 5.2.2.5 and the description of the economic analyses follows in Section 5.2.3
5.2.2.2 Assumptions used in financial modelling
The assumptions used in the creation of the financial model used in this paper are:


Exchange rate of 10.09 ZAR/USD was used to convert costs in ZAR to USD based on the
average exchange rate used by Sasol in their financial report for 2014 (Sasol limited,
2015)



Project economic life assumed to be 25 years (Towler & Sinnott, 2013)



South African tax regime was assumed for analysis so effective tax rate of 28% was used
(South African Revenue Service, 2015)



Construction period of 48 months was assumed, with equal disbursement of capital. This
is based on reported standard times for similar chemical plant (Towler & Sinnott, 2013).



A 10 year straight line depreciation schedule was used as per SARS tax guidelines (South
African Revenue Service, 2012)



A carbon tax rate of $12/ ton CO2 with an effective 60% tax-free base was assumed in line
with the draft carbon tax policy for South Africa was used (South Africa National Treasury,
2013)



The carbon pricing policy was assumed to remain constant over the life of the project.

5.2.2.3 Estimation capital costs
The authors used publicly reported economic data to estimate capital costs. This was done to
avoid the restrictions that accompany disclosure of actual detailed capital costs. Capital costs of
conventional CTL plant were sourced from reports by Rahmim (2008) and (Kreutz et al., 2008)
and PAR capital costs were obtained from vendor estimates. Data for conventional was checked
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against data reported by De Klerk (2011), who had an insider view of actual commercial CTL
operations. The authors took a conservative view of the costs and as such used the higher cost
values in calculations.
Investment costs of the CTL plant configuration were calculated for an 80000 bpd plant. Data
from literature was capital corrected for capacity and basis year using the six-tenths cost curve
shown in Eq.(5.6)
𝑛

𝐶𝐸𝑃𝐶𝐼2014
𝑄𝑇
𝐶𝑇 = 𝐶𝐵 × (
)×( )
𝐶𝐸𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑄𝐵

(5.6)

Where;
𝐶𝑇 - Cost of equipment at new capacity in year 2014
𝐶𝐵 - Cost of reference equipment in the base year
𝐶𝐸𝑃𝐶𝐼2014 - Chemical engineering plant cost index for 2014
𝐶𝐸𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 - Chemical engineering plant cost index in the base year
𝑄𝑇 - Capacity of plant in the year being evaluated
𝑄𝐵 - Capacity of the plant being used as the reference for costing
𝑛 – Size exponent, 0.67 was used (Kreutz et al., 2008)
5.2.2.4 Estimation of operating costs
Operating costs of the conventional plant were based on operating costs reported by Sasol for
the Secunda synfuel plant in their Analyst booklet (Sasol limited, 2014). Costs of feedstocks,
labour and general and administration costs are presented in the report. Electricity and general
energy costs were determined using Eskom tariff guides (Eskom, 2013) and engineering
judgement based on requirements presented in the Sasol analyst reports. The forecast process
impact was used to calculate operating costs for the plasma reforming modified plant using
operating costs of a conventional plant.
Carbon tax was not included in the operating costs derived from the Sasol analyst book excluded
carbon tax, which is reflective of the current policy. However, for futuristic analysis carbon tax was
added to the operating costs at different levels to evaluate the effect of carbon pricing on the
economic performance of the different CTL configurations. Guidance on the relevant carbon
pricing regimes was derived from papers by Alton et al. (2014) and South Africa National Treasury
(2013).
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5.2.2.5 Estimation of revenues
The sale of refined products as syncrude was used as the basis for revenue calculation. Since
the study excludes refining of syncrude into final products, the price of crude oil was considered
as a fair basis for estimation of revenues. Hence, revenues for the CTL configurations studied
were estimated based on anticipated crude oil prices and syncrude product quantities for the plant
capacity of 80000 bpd of crude equivalent product. To ensure that the model could be verified,
the prevailing product price used by Sasol for revenue calculation in the 2014 Analyst book (Sasol
limited, 2014) to provide an initial basis for comparison. Further exploration of other crude price
scenarios was done to check if the economic performance is persistent in different economic
scenarios.
5.2.3

Economic analyses

Two phases of economic analyses were done. The first phase of analysis sought to compare the
basic performance of a conventional plant to the performance of a plasma-modified plant. The
second phase of analysis evaluated the quality of the results taking into consideration the
uncertainty in the financial model inputs. Monte-Carlo analysis was chosen to factor in the
uncertainty into the analysis due to its ability to factor in uncertainty in multiple model inputs in the
analysis (Khindanova, 2013; Vithayasrichareon & MacGill, 2012).
5.2.3.1 Economic performance of plant
The effect of deploying PAR was firstly measured by the break-even price. Given that the primary
products of CTL plants are commodity chemicals, which are bought on a cost competitiveness
basis (Smith, 2005), lower break-even price corresponds with higher probability of project
success. The value was determined using a deterministic NPV model and simple WHAT-IF
analysis in Microsoft Excel®. Break-even prices were evaluated for the process scenarios
discussed in Section 5.2.1.3.
A comparison of the NPV of the reference plant scenario and the PAR modified plant scenario
was done to determine the value added by the deployment of PAR, the difference being an
indication of the value added by PAR.
IRR was used to test whether the financial performance of each plant scenario met the
acceptance criteria used for similar commercial plants. The Sasol hurdle rate was used as a
standard of the minimum acceptable project IRR. Hence, for a project to be acceptable, CTL a
project has to deliver a minimum return of 1.3 times the weighted average cost of capital (WACC)
of the company (Sasol limited, 2014). For Sasol, the hurdle rate for 2014 translates to 8.84% on
a real basis.
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5.2.3.2 Effect of uncertainty on economic performance
Researchers adopting an overly optimistic sometimes compromise the quality of output from an
economic model or pessimistic position is selecting input parameters. Monte Carlo analysis was
used to assess and mitigate the effect of bias in the researcher’s perspective.
Crystal Ball® was used to execute the Monte-Carlo analysis. To enable this, the deterministic
model in Section 5.2.2.1 was converted to a stochastic model by replacing the single value inputs
with input probability distributions (Khindanova, 2013). Crystal Ball then uses the input probability
distribution models to compute the distribution of output values e.g. the NPV or IRR. The choice
of probability distribution of each input is discussed in Table 5-3.
Table 5-3: Distributions of financial model inputs
Input

Distribution

Range

Notes

Crude oil price

Custom

$100/bbl. and $123.50/bbl.

The effect of price changes was

Scenarios

evaluated for 2 price cases. 123.5
$/bbl. was effective product price
in 2014 (Sasol limited, 2014)

Carbon emissions

Triangular

Maximum: 30246 ktpa CO2

The

range

uncertainty
Probable: 23921 ktpa CO2

factors
in

in

the

performance

of

PAR.

Minimum: 22976 ktpa CO2
Carbon tax

Triangular

Maximum: 30 $/ton CO2

Conservative range adopted and
influenced by the tax deliberations

Probable: 12 $/ton CO2
Minimum: 4 $/ton CO2
Electricity cost

Triangular

Maximum: 133 $/MWh

Based

on

probable

Nuclear

electricity costs (Stoker & Fick,
Probable: 108 $/MWh

2012)

Minimum: 91 $/MWh
Coal cost

Logistic

32 $/ton ± 30%

Price based on Sasol supplied cost
(Sasol limited, 2014) and range
based on historical data.

Water cost

Logistic

1.49 $/m3 ± 10%

Based on historical cost data
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Input

Distribution

Range

Notes

Capital requirement

Triangular

Total capital ± 30%

Range based on accuracy of level
4 capital requirements estimates
for process plants (Towler &
Sinnott, 2013).

Discount rate

5.3

Triangular

6.8% ± 1.5%

Based on Sasol real WACC

Results and discussion

Results were presented and discussed in three sections, Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 covers the
impact of PAR deployment on the capital requirements and financial performance of CTL
respectively based on the deterministic model. Section 5.3.3 presents the evaluation of the
effects of uncertainty on the results by factoring in the input and output variability through use of
the stochastic model.
5.3.1

Impact of PAR deployment on CTL Capital requirements

The total capital investment for the reference plant, with a capacity of 80000bpd, was estimated
to be $ 7.4 billion in 2014 dollars, which translates to 92540 $/bpd. A summary of the breakdown
of the capital cost is presented in Table 5-4 and an extension of the calculations is provided in
Appendix A.4. The total capital requirement for the PAR modified plant was determined to be $6.9
billion in 2014 dollars and that translates to a specific capital cost of 86250 $/bpd. This estimate
excludes the cost of building a power plant to supply additional electricity requirements. The
authors assumed that a low carbon power plant is available to supply any additional electricity
requirements at a market related cost. While this approach increases the exposure to external
electricity supply forces, it allocates the risks associated with investing in a power plant in the
hands of those best equipped to do so, such as an independent power producer. The specific
capital cost for the modified CTL plant is comparable to 87500 $/bpd reported for a commercial
CTL plant that uses nuclear hydrogen Stoker and Conradie (2015).
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Table 5-4: Summary of capital contribution by plant section
Conventional plant

PAR modified plant

Section
($ m)

%

($m)

%

Coal preparation and gasification

2329

30

2071

30

Syngas cleaning

1232

17

1233

18

Air Separation

1232

17

952

14

Utilities

1305

18

1124

16

FT, gas recovery, refining

1201

16

1201

17

Reforming10

104

1.4

30011

4

Total

7403

6881

These figures seem achievable considering that they are on the lower end of the range for
conventional commercial CTL plants as reported by De Klerk et al. (2013). For the plasma
modified CTL, the lower capital cost is consistent with the reduction in coal processing and air
separation plant sizes. However, given the ± 20% inaccuracy of the method used in the
estimations, the 7% difference in capital of the conventional and PAR modified CTL plants was
not practically significant. For practical purposes, the deployment of PAR has no real advantage
or disadvantage with respect to capital requirements.
5.3.2

Impact of PAR deployment on economic performance of CTL

Three measures of economic performance were used to evaluate if the deployment of plasma arc
reforming could positively influence the performance of a commercial CTL, break-even price, NPV
and IRR. A comparison of the break-even prices of the CTL scenarios is presented below in the
waterfall diagram shown in Fig. 5-4.

10
11

Reforming technology is changed from ATR in the reference plant to PAR in the modified plant
Based on quotes to supply components of reformer and adjusted to factor in EPC costs
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Fig. 5-4: Comparison of break-even prices of the plant scenarios
Fig. 5-4 shows a plot of the breakeven prices for the different CTL configurations versus the
actions applied to achieve them. For a conventional CTL plant (C1A), the introduction of carbon
tax would raise the breakeven price by $7.44/bbl. However, if PAR is introduced first before the
introduction of carbon tax, the introduction of PAR improves productivity, which lowers the
breakeven price by $3.53/bbl. When carbon tax is introduced, the concomitant increase in
breakeven price would be $4.15, which is much less than the $7.44/bbl. encountered in a
conventional CTL plant. Overall, the model used by the authors predicts that the benefit accruing
from the deployment of PAR would amount to a $6.82/bbl. reduction of the breakeven price.
An examination of the NPV and IRR results obtained from the deterministic model also followed
the same trends shown by break even prices. This logically follows from the fact that carbon tax
adds to the operating costs, which reduces the net cash flow. The introduction of PAR mitigates
the effect of carbon tax resulting in an increase in cash flows, adding an average project value of
$1.5 billion for the oil price range considered in the study. However, carbon tax erodes some of
the value added with the net value added by deployment of PAR being $ 400 million. The project
value added stems from potential savings in capital and operating expenditure. All process
scenarios also exceeded the hurdle rate acceptance criteria, with the PAR modified scenarios
performing better than the conventional configurations. The extent to which the scenarios
exceeded the desired hurdle rate followed the trend seen in break-even price and NPV as shown
in Fig. 5-5. While the trends in Fig. 5-4 and Fig. 5-5 assumed higher oil prices, an assessment
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at lower prices showed that the trend remains intact with PAR scenarios maintaining the lead.
Hence, the deterministic model suggests that the deployment of plasma arc reforming positively
influences CTL economic performance.
12000
20.00%

11140

11548

18.39%

20.52%

11279
19.35%

10000

IRR (%)

8588

8000

6000
10.00%
4000

NPV (USD million)

16.98%
15.00%

5.00%
2000

0.00%

0
C1A

C1B

C2A

NPV

C2B

IRR

Fig. 5-5: NPV and IRR from deterministic model for process scenarios.
5.3.3

Effect of uncertainty on economic performance

Considering that the combination of PAR and CTL has not been tried commercially, it was
essential to evaluate the effect of uncertainty on forecast economic performance. This was done
by using a stochastic model in the place of the deterministic model. The results from the stochastic
and deterministic models were compared to see if the trends hold when variability in inputs was
factored into the model calculations. Results obtained suggest that the deterministic model
produces optimistic results as they were almost double the mean values obtained from the
stochastic model. A summary of the comparisons of NPV and IRR for the CTL process scenario
is presented in Fig. 5-6 and Fig. 5-7.
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Fig. 5-6: Summary of NPV comparisons for the CTL process scenarios
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Fig. 5-7: Summary of IRR comparisons for the CTL process scenarios
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Fig. 5-6 and Fig. 5-7 show that the deterministic model predicted higher NPVs and IRRs than the
stochastic model predictions for the same parameters. However, despite the differences in the
absolute values, the trend of NPV and IRR values was consistent between the models. Overall,
the PAR modified plant scenarios had better results than conventional plants under the same
market conditions. The difference in absolute values for the models was attributed to the
contribution of uncertainty arising from market conditions and technology performance.
To understand the significance of the impact of market conditions further, sensitivity analyses
were done to determine the contribution of different model inputs to the observed output
variability. A summary of the analyses is presented in Fig. 5-8 as a contribution to variance chart.

Fig. 5-8: Sensitivity analyses for plant scenarios (a) represents analysis for C1B and (b) is
analysis for C2B
The charts in Fig. 5-8 show that significance of inputs to observed variability is similar for both
the conventional (C1B) and plasma modified (C2B) plants. The results of sensitivity analysis show
that crude oil price, capital requirements, coal price and discount rate have a significant effect on
NPV and IRR. However, two conditions that were seen to favour the PAR modified process
scenarios are 1) Cheap low carbon electricity and 2) High carbon tax prices for both the NPV and
IRR analyses. The other subtle differences seen in the results are attributable to the different cost
bases where, the PAR modified scenario has a lower capital cost and a higher overall cash flow.
5.4

Conclusions

This paper evaluated the economic performance of a PAR modified CTL in comparison with the
economic performance of a conventional CTL process. The evaluation challenged the assumption
that a PAR modified CTL would not be viable due to its electrical requirements. Overall, the results
showed that the PAR modified CTL exceeded the economic performance of a conventional plant
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in all three measures that were used to compare the plants. Hence, it can be concluded that,
though the electricity cost of PAR may be high, it makes more economic sense to use PAR to
create a lower footprint CTL regardless of the carbon pricing regime in the market. Since
economic performance of a process is often a high priority in the consideration for adoption or
rejection of a new technology or process, it is reasonable to conclude that PAR has a good chance
of adoption in the CTL application.
Fundamentally, embarking on a new build program of a CTL plants of any configuration may not
be desirable or sustainable in the long term. However, considering the rate of demand side
transformation of the areas currently being served by CTL plants, from fossil energy to low carbon
energy, it is necessary to develop transitory solutions like a PAR modified CTL. In view of this,
retrofitting existing CTL plants with PAR technology may be a more desirable option. In the long
term view, the additional low carbon electrical capacity developed to enable PAR in the transition
term, would still be useful in the decarbonised economies. Hence, a sufficiently long term scope
for supply of low carbon electricity would help overcome some of the key limitations with PAR use
in CTL.
Overall, considering the projected value added by the deployment of plasma arc reforming, the
authors conclude that deployment of plasma arc reforming would be beneficial and it is worthwhile
to develop plasma arc reforming technology for commercial scale application in the long term.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
“To be suspicious is not a fault. To be suspicious all the time without coming to a conclusion is
the defect.”- Lu Xun
6.1 Introduction
The coal to liquid process has contributed significantly to the economy of South Africa in the form
of contributing to fuel supply security (Nkomo, 2009), creation of jobs, tax revenue and
petrochemical products (Mangena, 2012). However, changing operating landscape and policy
pressures are threatening the continued use of CTL. This is sad considering that coal reserves
will continue to be a primary energy source for longer than oil and gas (Shafiee & Topal, 2009).
Literature has shown that production costs of CTL are escalated by three issues, high capital cost
(De Klerk et al., 2013; Zennaro, 2013), low carbon efficiency (Maitlis & de Klerk, 2013) and high
greenhouse gas emissions (Miglio et al., 2013). These issues make CTL uncompetitive. Policy
driven costs such as carbon tax, while noble, threaten the competitiveness of CTL further by
adding to the production costs. Considering the nature of the challenges CTL faces and their
relationship, CTL can benefit from the application of cleaner production initiatives.
Plasma arc reforming was proposed on suspicion that it could be a feasible and viable solution to
CTL challenges. This suspicion was tested within the CTL context as part of evidence gathering.
The argument pursued in the testing was that it is feasible to deploy plasma arc reforming to a
commercial scale process and it could be viable to operate a PAR modified CTL plant in the near
future. This argument was split into two sub hypotheses to separate the issues. The sub
hypotheses are:


It is feasible to deploy plasma arc reforming to a commercial coal to liquid process,
which corresponds to the research question “Is it technically feasible to deploy plasma
arc reforming to a commercial coal to liquid process?”



Deploying plasma arc reforming in a commercial coal to liquid process could be viable in
the future, corresponding to the question “Could the deployment of plasma arc reforming
to a commercial coal to liquid process be economically viable in the future?”

In this chapter, a reflection of the research carried out in this study is presented. In the reflection,
a discussion of the lessons learnt from the reviewing the evidence against the initial objectives is
presented in Section 6.2 and a discussion the implications of the lessons is presented in Section
6.2.3. The limitations of the research are presented in Section 6.4 and suggestions for future work
on deploying PAR to commercial CTL are presented in Section 6.6.
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6.2 What was achieved in this study?
Some challenges with CTL were identified and PAR was proposed as a solution in Chapters 1
and 2. Methods to test PAR as a solution, analysis and results of the testing were presented as
articles in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, with conclusions being made in each chapter.
In this section, highlights of the key findings and contributions in testing the main hypothesis are
presented. The highlights were grouped by sub-hypotheses with the findings pertaining to
technical feasibility being discussed in Section 6.2.1 and findings relating to economic viability
being presented in Section 6.2.2. The contribution of each achievement to the body of knowledge
is discussed along with the relevant findings. Section 6.2.3 presents a brief discussion of the
validity of the findings as a quality assurance check.
6.2.1

Is it feasible to deploy plasma arc reforming to commercial scale?

Most of the work done in this area is presented in Chapter 3, which was published in the Journal
of Cleaner Production (Mapamba et al., 2015). Other aspects of the work will be published in a
bridging article presented in Chapter 4, also submitted to the Journal of Cleaner Production.
Highlights of the achievements in line with the assessment of feasibility are given in bullet point
below:


It was concluded that it is feasible to deploy plasma arc reforming to commercial scale
using existing components. An exploration of whether the technology can be scaled up to
the required scale using existing industrial torches was documented in Chapter 3. In the
process, it was found that the thermodynamic limit of improving carbon efficiency by
deploying plasma reforming was determined to be 15%, assuming only internally
generated methane is reformed with carbon dioxide in a PAR. These findings address
research questions 2 and 3 in Chapter 1.



In Chapter 4, it was found that for plasma arc reforming to improve the carbon efficiency
of CTL, it has to achieve a minimum conversion of 87%, which is a high target that puts
pressure on designers and imposes a narrow operational limits for the reactor.



Taking a system view of CTL allowed the author to translate what an improvement in
carbon efficiency means in practical terms and this was used to address research question
4. Findings show that improving carbon efficiency translates to a lower requirement of
coal, process steam and oxygen, which is associated with capital and operating cost
reductions.



If PAR is used to achieve the improvement, it comes with a higher electrical requirement
and that has an additional cost element. This electrical requirement creates an opportunity
to use low carbon energy for production of petrochemicals, which can lower their carbon
footprint of commercial CTL.
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In deploying plasma arc reforming to CTL, use of carbon dioxide as plasma gas presents
the most compatible configuration as it has the best balance between performance and
negative downstream effects. This addresses research question 1, which queries the PAR
configuration most compatible with CTL.



Using existing components to scale-up plasma arc reforming is desirable, as it has
established manufacturing methods for components and spares. Currently, manufacturers
of plasma torch components are concentrated in North America and Europe but there is
growth in Asia. As the manufacturing network grows, the costs of using plasma torches
for PAR at industrial scale should decrease.

6.2.2

Is the deployment of plasma arc reforming viable in the future?

The financial modelling and analytical work that was used in testing this hypothesis is presented
in Chapter 5, which was submitted to the Journal of Cleaner Production as a full research article.
The key takeaways from the economic analysis were:


In the absence of a carbon tax, the deployment of plasma arc reforming to CTL adds
significant value by reducing capital costs and feedstock costs, which reduces the breakeven price required by a commercial plant.



In the context of a carbon priced environment, the deployment of plasma arc reforming
absorbs the additional costs by reducing tax obligations. Instead of a $6.82/bbl. being
added to the break-even price, a marginal cost addition of $0.62/bbl. results.



By comparing the breakeven prices with forecast oil prices, it is seen that it may be
viable to operate plasma modified CTL plants from $82, which may be achieved from as
early as 2019 (IEA, 2015).



High carbon tax and use expensive coal increases the benefit accruing from avoided
compliance and feedstock costs.

6.2.3

Validity of findings

Verification and validation (V&V) were done as part of quality assurance. According to the Faculty
of engineering guidelines, verification ensures that the study is designed properly and validation
ensures that the study is relevant to the intentions (Faculty of Engineering, 2013). Because the
thesis is presented in article format, very little V&V data and discussion could not be included in
in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 due to journal limitations. This section gives a primer to the philosophy
applied in checking the validity of findings presented in this thesis. An expanded discussion of the
validation and verification process is presented in Appendix A.1.
Aspen Plus models were used in the evaluation of the technical feasibility aspects of the study.
Since the underlying execution logic for the models was similar for both the plasma arc reforming
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models and the coal to liquid process, the V&V activities were similar. Since Aspen plus uses
rigorously validated data in its property databases, the reliability of property data in models was
deemed not to be an issue. As a result, the focus of verification was on ensuring that states and
methods were 1) obtained from credible sources, 2) compatible with the relevant system
components and 3) methods are sufficiently robust under the range of operational conditions. For
the remaining technical feasibility assessments, the frameworks were verified against manuals
such as those provided by the US Department of Energy (2010). The PAR simulation results
compared favourably with experimental results reported by (Tao et al., 2011), hence the model
was deemed valid. The CTL model of the reference plant was validated by comparing plant output
with reported Sasol output and the overall results were within a 5% deviation. Hence, the CTL
model was also considered valid. By combining a valid PAR model with a valid CTL model, the
resulting plasma arc reforming plant was considered valid. Further confidence was derived from
analytical results comparing well with the simulation results.
A financial model was built in Microsoft Excel to evaluate the economic viability. The focus of
verification was on using data from credible sources. Part of validating the financial model was to
use product throughput from validated process models as that influences the revenue aspect of
the model. In addition to using validated process models as a revenue basis, the remaining cost
and input probability distributions were obtained from credible sources. The comparability of the
reference plant financial model was done by comparing the profitability with published data on the
Sasol Secunda synfuel business (Sasol limited, 2014). The average profit of the financial model
was within a 10% margin.
Since the overall results produced by the models used in the evaluations were within 10% of
published data, the findings produced by the use of the models were deemed valid.
6.3 Implications of the findings
The study confirmed what was theorised about the use of plasma arc reforming, in that it improves
the carbon efficiency of the CTL process. It then goes on to expand what was known, to highlight
that the benefits of plasma arc reforming do not require entirely new technologies or methods to
deploy to commercial scale. However, some practical issues need to be managed in the
deployment process for the application to be successful.
Key among the issues is the characterisation of plasma reforming kinetics data, which will be
useful in reducing technology risk by improving accuracy of reactor design and configuration.
Second, in the deployment, the risk allocation in the assumption of capital expenditure for
developing plasma arc reforming modified CTL plants makes a significant difference in the breakeven price required. In the study, the avoidance of assuming the cost of a nuclear power plant
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and a nuclear hydrogen plant provides sufficient evidence to suggest it may be viable to operate
a plasma reforming modified CTL plant at commercial scale.
6.4 Limitations
This study was primarily limited by three issues, 1) a dependency on information in the public
domain and 2) the use of simulation models for process evaluation and 3) the improvement scope
was limited to using methane being generated by the system. An additional limitation that was
considered is the philosophy around whether it is reasonable to use low carbon energy to produce
a fossil fuel that will produce greenhouse gases when in use. While not a real limitation to the
study it has potential to limit acceptance of the findings presented here.
The dependency on data in the public domain means that the quality of information from models
was only as good as the quality of the CTL information in the public domain. The quality of
information on the CTL greenhouse gas emissions was of particular concern in this regard
considering that accuracy of emissions reports by commercial organisations is un-corroborated.
A review of related literature shows consistency in reported data. The accuracy of the data in
relation to actual operational data could not be ascertained. However, consistent use of the same
basis for the reference and modified plants means that the impact observed takes into account
the inaccuracies in the raw information and would be repeatable with data that are more accurate.
Simulations enable the evaluation of processes at low cost and with relatively, short turnaround
time. Use of simulation sometimes fails to capture unexpected behaviour when the system in
question is configured differently. The result is that the opportunity to capture unexpected
behaviour that could be discovered in an experimental setting could be missed. However, the
missed opportunities do not undermine the value of the results obtained in the study.
The reclamation of carbon from waste carbon dioxide streams was limited by the amount of
methane available within the CTL system for dry reforming in the plasma arc reformer. If external
methane is available for completely converting the waste carbon dioxide stream into syngas,
further improvements in the carbon efficiency could be possible. While it limits understanding the
full extent of the opportunity of improvement possible, not introducing external gas avoids
economic disturbances introduced by gas market events.
The final limitation presented as an important consideration, could undermine the acceptance of
the findings and recommendations of this study. The issue of whether it is reasonable to use low
carbon electricity for CTL versus using investing in cleaner alternatives has to be viewed in the
long term context for it to make sense. Firstly, PAR modification of CTL is not proposed as a
permanent solution as that would not be sustainable from an environmental perspective. Hence,
PAR modified CTL is proposed as an interim or transitional measure to lower the environmental
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footprint of the energy supply side while the consumer side of the market transforms sufficiently
to make low carbon supply options sustainable. Second, taking the South African case as an
example, the capital required to transform the demand side of the market into a low carbon system
is prohibitive. This would result in progress towards decarbonisation being severely limited by
financial constraints. Hence, recognising PAR modified CTL as a transit solution, it stands a better
chance of overcoming resistance when it comes to implementation.
6.5 Final conclusion
After considering the evidence gathered during the development of this thesis, it is feasible to
deploy plasma arc reforming to a commercial CTL plant. For the technology risk to be managed
effectively, it is necessary to characterise the kinetics of plasma arc reforming of methane with
carbon dioxide. The results also suggest that it will be viable to operate a PAR modified CTL plant
at commercial scale in the near future. All things being equal the PAR modified plant will be more
competitive than a conventional CTL plant.
6.6 Recommendations for future work
The findings of this study could be valuable in altering the fate of CTL in the future. Findings in
this report mainly represent big picture information about deploying plasma arc reforming to CTL.
To improve the chances of application, further research is necessary to improve the precision of
information on the performance of PAR within the CTL context. Some of the recommended issues
for future research include:


It is essential to characterise plasma reforming kinetics under CTL conditions. This would
facilitate a more accurate design of PAR reactors and allow a more accurate determination
of performance parameters, which would reduce the technical risk in deploying a plasma arc
reformer at a commercial scale.



Determination of the optimal coal-methane hybridisation mix for maximising carbon
utilisation in plasma arc reforming synthetic oil production processes.



The identification of higher performing electrode materials for plasma equipment to improve
lifespan may be desirable. Higher performing electrodes would lower the costs incurred in
operating plasma reformers and minimise maintenance stoppage time.



A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) study of the plasma reactors is recommended to
identify optimal torch configuration and reactant distribution within the reactor system. Such
a study could also be instrumental in assessing metallurgical failure risks because of torch
configuration.



Evaluation of control system options for safe and optimal operation of a high temperature
plasma arc reformer
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Finally, it will be necessary to design and construct a demonstration unit to evaluate the
actual system behaviour in a controlled environment, which will enable to an evaluation of
the practical operability limits to be done.
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APPENDICES
A.1

Validation and verification

A.1.1 Introduction
Verification and validation (V&V) were done as part of quality assurance. According to the Faculty
of engineering guidelines, verification ensures that the study is designed properly and validation
ensures that the study is relevant to the intentions (Faculty of Engineering, 2013). The V&V
activities done during this study were based on this understanding. Since the thesis is presented
in article format, some of the V&V activities are included in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. However, the
scope of discussion was limited by journal requirements. The verification and validation activities
were separated into technical feasibility related V&V and economic viability related V&V activities.
A.1.2 Validation and verification of technical models
Aspen Plus models were used in the evaluation of the technical feasibility aspects of the study.
Since the underlying execution logic for the models was similar for both the plasma arc reforming
models and the coal to liquid process, the V&V activities were similar. Since Aspen plus uses
rigorously validated data in its property databases, the reliability of property data in models was
deemed not to be an issue. As a result, the focus of verification was on ensuring that properties
were complete and methods were compatible with the relevant system. For the remaining
technical feasibility assessments, the frameworks were verified against manuals such as those
provided by the US Department of Energy (US DOE). Validation for the PAR was done by
comparing the experimental results reported by (Tao et al., 2011).

Fig. 0-1: Summary of verification and validation strategy for technical feasibility evaluation
Completeness of data input
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The simulation model for the screening of plasma arc reformers was simple with gaseous
reactants that are conventional components in the Aspen properties database. The use of
thermodynamics made it unnecessary to cater for intermediate free radicals, as thermodynamics
is evaluates the overall changes without accounting for the pathway taken (Smith et al., 2001).
Hence, the inbuilt properties for were complete for the evaluation of PAR.

For the CTL process, most of the CTL reactants, intermediate products, products and by-products
are standard conventional components in Aspen plus property databases. All primary syngas
components, alkanes, alkenes, alcohols and acids in the C 1-C22 range were all readily available
in the Aspen databases hence the supply of properties was not required. Since Fe-HTFT
synthesis produces mostly lighter hydrocarbons, use of C1-C22 molecules was considered
adequate for this study, which is consistent of the syncrude composition presented by De Klerk
(2011). However, the inbuilt properties database up to C36, which leaves room for experimentation
with heavier hydrocarbons (Sudiro and Bertucco, 2009). Tar is a complex mix of chemicals and
based on work by Jiang et al. (2007), it was deemed that pyrene could adequately represent the
average tar for assessing material flow impacts.
Two non-conventional components were used in the simulation, coal and coal ash. Coal and ash
enthalpy and density were calculated using Aspen Plus standard methods HCOALGEN and
DCOALIGT as per the guidelines given by Aspen Technology (Aspen Technology, 2010).
Suitability of property method
The thermodynamic property package of a simulator contains properties and rules for computing
chemical interactions of materials in a reactive process. The extent to which method is suitable
for a particular application depends on the components of the system and the conditions in the
system. The Carlson algorithm (Carlson, 1996) for property selection was used to ensure the
selection of an appropriate property model. Using the algorithm, the recommended property
method for dry reforming is the Peng Robinson method (Peng and Robinson, 1976). Use of the
Peng-Robinson method, or derivatives of it, for modelling dry reforming of methane was
corroborated by other researchers such as Øi (2007) and Özkara-Aydınoğlu (2010). Er-rbib et al.
(2012) used the Peng Robinson with the Boston Mathias mixing rules and obtained equally
satisfactory thermodynamic property predictions.
A.1.3 Validation and verification of the financial models
The challenge with verifying the financial model was the unavailability of some data in publicly
available data. However, the combined use of financial reports and analyst reports allows for the
estimation of missing data. One of the focus areas in the validation of financial model was to
ensure that the data and methods used in the estimation of costs and revenues were realistic.
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Hence, the issue of credible and reliable sources of data was instrumental. All due care taken,
the estimation of costs in operational plants if full of uncertainty and unpredictability hence,
understanding the effect of uncertainty on the accuracy of predictions from the financial model
was important. Monte Carlo simulation was used to quantify the effects of uncertainty on the
precision of financial model results.

Fig. 0-2: Summary of verification and verification strategy for economic viability evaluation
A.1.4 Conclusion
Generally conceptual studies are expected to be ± 50% accurate in whatever predictions they
make (Towler and Sinnott, 2013). A comparison of the models used in this study yielded results
that were 10-20% of operational and experimental published data. As a result, the outcome of the
model validation process and the evaluations gave significant confidence of the validity of the
overall findings of the study.
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A.2

Additional technical analysis for chapter 3

The additional information used to decide on reactor temperature and feed ratio for article 1 in
Chapter 3 is presented in this section

Fig. 0-3: Composition of reactor exit vs reactor equilibrium temperature (FR= 4:6)

Fig. 0-4: Composition of reactor exit vs reactor equilibrium temperature (FR=1:1)
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In deciding to recover heat or not the impact on SEI and ECE were used as decision criteria
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Fig. 0-5: SEI variation by configuration
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A.3

Material balances for plasma modified coal to liquid plant flowsheet

(see overleaf for the relevant attachment)
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A.4

Additional information for chapter 5

This section provides additional information that could not be included in the main body of article
3 presented in Chapter 5. The calculation of cost of equipment is presented in Section A.4.1 and
condensed financial models for the scenarios considered in the economic evaluation are
presented in Section A.4.3.
A.4.1 Calculation of cost of equipment
Investment cost of the reference plant was calculated for the capacity of 80000 bpd and then
adjusted for basis year using capital cost curve in Eq.(5.6)
𝑛

𝐶𝑇 = 𝐶𝐵 × (

𝐶𝐸𝑃𝐶𝐼2014
𝑄𝑇
)×( )
𝐶𝐸𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑄𝐵

(5.7)

Where;
𝐶𝑇 - Cost of equipment at new capacity in year 2014
𝐶𝐵 - Cost of reference equipment in the base year
𝐶𝐸𝑃𝐶𝐼2014 - Chemical engineering plant cost index for 2014
𝐶𝐸𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 - Chemical engineering plant cost index in the base year
𝑄𝑇 - Capacity of plant in the year being evaluated
𝑄𝐵 - Capacity of the plant being used as the reference for costing
𝑛 - Scaling exponent for the type of equipment being costed
Using a specific capital cost of 98000$/bpd (De Klerk et al., 2013), the total capital of an 50000bpd
coal to liquid plant would have been $4.9 billion in 2007.
To get the cost of the reference plant, the capital was adjusted for scale (from 50000bpd to
80000bpd) and the time value of money (2007 to 2014) by using the Eq. 5.7 with relevant
Chemical engineering plant cost indices (CEPCI).
The capital cost for the reference coal to liquids plant was calculated as:
𝐶𝑇 = 𝐶𝐵 × (

𝐶𝐸𝑃𝐶𝐼2014
𝐶𝐸𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

𝑄

𝑛

) × ( 𝑇 ) =$4.9 𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑜𝑛 × (
𝑄𝐵

567.5

80000 0.67

525.4

50000

)×(

)

= $7.4 𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑜𝑛

The capital cost of the plasma reforming modified CTL was calculated in three steps:
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i.

the capital cost of the reference plant was broken down into sectional costs as detailed
by Kreutz et al. (2008) and reported by De Klerk et al. (2013)

ii.

the cost of Auto thermal reformer was replaced by cost of plasma arc reforming and

iii.

Escalation factors were applied to adjust the sectional cost.

A summary of Sectional costs with the relevant scaling factors is presented in Table 0-1.
Table 0-1: Summary of capital cost contribution of PAR modified CTL plant
Section
Coal preparation and gasification
Syngas cleaning and
conditioning

Scaling factor

Cost contribution

0.84

2 070 589 282

1

1 232 767 531

Air Separation

0.68

952 055 264

Heat recovery and Utilities

0.8

1 124 022 649

FT, gas recovery-ATR

1

1 240 019 104

PAR

1

300 000 000

Refining

1

65 264 163

Total estimated capital in 2014 $

6 984 717 993

The calculation of capital requirements for the PAR system were based on equipment cost
estimates supplied by Westinghouse Plasma Corporation and the equipment and EPC items are
shown in Table 0-2 and Table 0-3.
Table 0-2: Equipment items used in calculation of capital requirements
Item description

Qty

Cost

Plasma Torch @ 8MW each

48

102 000 000

Local control and Ethernet connectivity

48

12 750 000

Arc ignitors

48

12 750 000

Electrode cooling system

8

38 250 000

Additional air system capacity

6

25 500 000

Vessel shell, lining and fittings

1

47 000 000

Start-up spares
Total

16 750 000
255 000 000
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Table 0-3: EPC items used in the capital requirements of PAR
Item description

Cost

Engineering Design

16 000 000

Shipping

3 500 000

Installation

12 000 000

On sites: (Connection, Training, Commissioning and Start-up)

13 500 000

Total cost

45 000 000

A.4.2 Evaluation of retrofit economics
The economic evaluation carried out in this study assumed a new build and as such the models
were built around evaluating the economic performance of a new build program. However, PAR
can also be deployed as a retrofit than as a new build as that would allow for a quicker deployment
than a new build program. This section provides a description of how to adapt the new build
economics to evaluate the retrofit economics.
As with the new build case, NPV and IRR can be used as measures for project acceptance and
validation criteria. For the calculations, a modification of the model inputs is necessary.
𝑁

𝑁𝑃𝑉 = −𝐼𝑇𝑃𝐴𝑅 + ∑
𝑖=1

(𝐵𝑖 − 𝐶𝑖 )
(𝐵1 − 𝐶1 ) (𝐵2 − 𝐶2 )
(𝐵𝑁 − 𝐶𝑁 )
= −𝐼𝑇𝑃𝐴𝑅 +
+
+ ⋯+
𝑖
1
2
(1 + 𝑟)
(1 + 𝑟)
(1 + 𝑟)
(1 + 𝑟)𝑁

Where, 𝐵𝑖 and 𝐵𝑇𝑛 represent the benefits accrued in year 𝑖 of the retrofit project and the cumulative
benefits respectively. In the PAR context, the benefits considered include Feedstock cost savings,
avoided carbon tax and additional saleable products. Hence, as the tax rate increases and coal
price becomes higher, the net cash flow increases increasing NPV.
And, 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐶𝑇𝑛 represent the costs accrued in year 𝑖 of the retrofit project and the cumulative
costs over the project life respectively. The costs considered in the PAR retrofit evaluation would
include: additional electricity costs and reduced by-product sales.
The initial project investment would be calculated as the sum of Total investment costs of PAR
(𝐼𝑇𝑃𝐴𝑅 ) and the cost of decommissioning ATR. In the Sasol context it would be beneficial to use
the decommissioned ATR to add capacity to a GTL plant.
A.4.3 Financial model data summaries
For the relevant attachments of financial model summaries see overleaf A.1.3.1- A.1.3.4
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A.4.4 Summary of stochastic analysis data

Fig. 0-7: Summary of NPV calculations for Oil price scenarios P=USD 100/bbl. (a-c) and
P=123.50 (d-f)

Fig. 0-8: Summary of IRR calculations for Oil price scenarios P=USD 100/bbl. (a-c) and
P=123.50 (d-f)
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Fig. 0-9: Summary of sensitivity analyses for Carbon priced scenarios at price = USD 100/bbl.
(a-c) and Prices = USD123.50/bbl.
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DESCRIPTION
The Journal of Cleaner Production serves as a transdisciplinary, international forum for the
exchange of information and research concepts, policies, and technologies designed to help
ensure progress towards making societies and regions more sustainable. It aims to encourage
innovation and creativity, new and improved products, and the implementation of new, cleaner
structures, systems, processes, products and services. It is also designed to stimulate the
development and implementation of prevention oriented governmental policies and educational
programmes.
Cleaner production is a concept that goes beyond simple pollution control. It involves active
research and development into new structures, systems, processes, materials and products that
are more resource and energy efficient, whilst engaging and empowering people. Such
approaches have become necessary for businesses, institutions, governments, and civil society
to ensure ecologically, socially,and economically sustainable, consumption production and
service strategies. These involve educational, training, management, and technical assistance
programs, which are needed to accelerate the adoption of cleaner production and sustainability
by industries, governments and universities.
Authors are invited to submit papers from the following areas: Industrial Applications including:
Toxics use reduction in product design, process development and in the usage and end-of-life
management phases of products
New and novel uses of materials and technologies
Improved processes through development and usage of "environmentally friendlier" technologies
Advances in Green Chemistry, Green Engineering and Green Architecture
Improved process automation and control
Environmental Management Initiatives:
Improvements in the integration of environmental management systems
Improvements in the integration of environmental, quality, health and safety and corporate social
responsibility management
Improved life cycle management of products and services
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Improvements in holistic environmental performance evaluation
Improvements in environmental reviewing, auditing and reporting
Advances in life cycle assessment and life cycle management
Advances in risk reduction
Advances in reduction of the life cycle usage of energy, water and other materials
Advances in applications of renewable energy and other low-carbon technologies and products
Improvements in corporate social responsibility
Advances in corporate sustainability reporting
Advances in Industrial Ecology and Regional Sustainable Development
Legislation, Policy and Regulations:
Improved regulatory and policy initiatives designed to promote implementation of proactive and
preventive approaches throughout society
Advanced governmental policies and programmes to promote the transition to sustainable
societies
Education, Training and Learning:
Improved educational & training initiatives on values, paradigms, concepts and tools to help
societies make the transition to sustainable societies.
AUDIENCE
a. Managers, engineers, designers in all the process and service industries;
b. Academic and research scientists specializing in cleaner production, regional sustainability,
and education for sustainable development;
c. Consultants, regulatory leaders, policy makers, planners and NGOs.
ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING
FLUIDEX
Fluid Abstracts GEOBASE
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Types of paper
The following types of contribution are published in The Journal of Cleaner Production:
Original Research Papers: Standard research papers of 6000-8000 words in length, with tables,
illustrations and references, in which hypotheses are tested and results reported.
Review Papers: Review papers provide an extensive overview of recent developments in specific
areas that fall within the scope of the journal. They are expected to have an extensive literature
review followed by an in-depth analysis of the state of the art, and identify challenges for future
research. Review articles are usually up to 12,000 words and must include a Methods section
explaining how the literature for review was selected.
Educational Initiatives: Reports of research activities, education and training and new courses at
academic institutions/industrial training centres in the area of cleaner production and sustainable
development of approximately 2000-8000 words.
Governmental Initiatives: Reports on new or existing government programmes and
developments, of approximately 2000-4000 words.
Technical Product News: Concise scientific summaries/reports of approximately 500 words of
new products/technologies of relevance to the field of cleaner production. Illustrations may be
included but not company logos.
Conference Reports: Reports on major international conferences of particular interest to The
Journal of Cleaner Production, approximately 1000-2000 words.
Notes from the Field: Short reports from the field, approximately 1000-2000 words, designed to
explore preliminary results of new studies that are not yet sufficiently documented to warrant
publication as a full document.
Book Reviews, Software Reviews and Video Reviews: Reviews of approximately 500-1000 words
on new books, software and videos relevant to the scope of The Journal of Cleaner Production.
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Letters to the Editor: Letters designed to clarify or respond to the content of a paper previously
published in the Journal or to raise questions about future directions of The Journal of Cleaner
Production or other issues that a reader may wish to pose that are relevant to the mandate of the
Journal.
Calendar of Events: A listing of forthcoming conferences and meetings of relevance to this area
of research, providing information on the date, title and venue, and who to contact for further
details. Please send any items for addition to the Editor-in-Chief, Prof. Donald Huisingh, University
of Tennessee, (DonaldHuisingh@ln.utk.edu) or the Publisher.
Contact details for submission
Questions or Suggestions to the Editor-in-Chief: Anyone who wishes to pose questions, make
suggestions or to propose to coordinate the development of a Special Issue of The Journal of
Cleaner Production is invited to contact the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal, Prof. Donald Huisingh
at the University of Tennessee: donaldhuisingh@comcast.net .
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Conflict of interest
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at:
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Submission declaration and verification
Submission of an article implies that the work described has not been published previously
(except in the form of an abstract or as part of a published lecture or academic thesis or as an
electronic preprint, see http://www.elsevier.com/postingpolicy), that it is not under consideration
for publication elsewhere, that its publication is approved by all authors and tacitly or explicitly by
the responsible authorities where the work was carried out, and that, if accepted, it will not be
published elsewhere in the same form, in English or in any other language, including electronically
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without the written consent of the copyright-holder. To verify originality, your article may be
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service
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http://www.elsevier.com/editors/plagdetect.
Changes to authorship
This policy concerns the addition, deletion, or rearrangement of author names in the authorship
of accepted manuscripts:
Before the accepted manuscript is published in an online issue: Requests to add or remove an
author, or to rearrange the author names, must be sent to the Journal Manager from the
corresponding author of the accepted manuscript and must include: (a) the reason the name
should be added or removed, or the author names rearranged and (b) written confirmation (email, fax, letter) from all authors that they agree with the addition, removal or rearrangement. In
the case of addition or removal of authors, this includes confirmation from the author being added
or removed. Requests that are not sent by the corresponding author will be forwarded by the
Journal Manager to the corresponding author, who must follow the procedure as described above.
Note that: (1) Journal Managers will inform the Journal Editors of any such requests and (2)
publication of the accepted manuscript in an online issue is suspended until authorship has been
agreed.
After the accepted manuscript is published in an online issue: Any requests to add, delete, or
rearrange author names in an article published in an online issue will follow the same policies as
noted above and result in a corrigendum.
Copyright
This journal offers authors a choice in publishing their research: Open Access and Subscription.
For Subscription articles
Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete a 'Journal Publishing Agreement'
(for more information on this and copyright, see http://www.elsevier.com/copyright). An e-mail will
be sent to the corresponding author confirming receipt of the manuscript together with a 'Journal
Publishing Agreement' form or a link to the online version of this agreement.
Subscribers may reproduce tables of contents or prepare lists of articles including abstracts for
internal circulation within their institutions. Permission of the Publisher is required for resale or
distribution outside the institution and for all other derivative works, including compilations and
translations (please consult http://www.elsevier.com/permissions). If excerpts from other
copyrighted works are included, the author(s) must obtain written permission from the copyright
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owners and credit the source(s) in the article. Elsevier has pre-printed forms for use by authors
in these cases: please consult http://www.elsevier.com/permissions.
For Open Access articles
Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete an 'Exclusive License
Agreement' (for more information see http://www.elsevier.com/OAauthoragreement). Permitted
reuse of open access articles is determined by the author's choice of user license (see
http://www.elsevier.com/openaccesslicenses).

Retained author rights
As an author you (or your employer or institution) retain certain rights. For more information on
author rights for:
Subscription articles please see:
http://www.elsevier.com/journal-authors/author-rights-and-responsibilities
Open access articles please see http://www.elsevier.com/OAauthoragreement.
Role of the funding source
You are requested to identify who provided financial support for the conduct of the research and/or
preparation of the article and to briefly describe the role of the sponsor(s), if any, in study design;
in the collection, analysis and interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; and in the decision
to submit the article for publication. If the funding source(s) had no such involvement then this
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Funding body agreements and policies
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appear in journals published by Elsevier, to comply with potential manuscript archiving
requirements as specified as conditions of their grant awards. To learn more about existing
agreements and policies please visit http://www.elsevier.com/fundingbodies.
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Articles are made available to subscribers as well as developing countries and patient groups
through our access programs (http://www.elsevier.com/access)
No Open Access publication fee
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The publication fee for this journal is $3300, excluding taxes. Learn more about Elsevier's pricing
policy:

http://www.elsevier.com/openaccesspricing.

Language (usage and editing services)
Please write your text in good English (American or British usage is accepted, but not a
mixture of these). Authors who feel their English language manuscript may require editing
to eliminate possible grammatical or spelling errors and to conform to correct scientific English
may wish to use the English Language Editing service available from Elsevier's WebShop
(http://webshop.elsevier.com/languageediting/)
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Submission
Submission to this journal proceeds totally online and you will be guided stepwise through the
creation and uploading of your files. The system automatically converts source files to a single
PDF file of the article, which is used in the peer-review process. Please note that even though
manuscript source files are converted to PDF files at submission for the review process, these
source files are needed for further processing after acceptance. All correspondence, including
notification of the Editor's decision and requests for revision, takes place by e-mail removing the
need for a paper trail.
Referees
Please submit, with the manuscript a list of three qualified, independent, prospective reviewers
who could perform quality peer reviews of your document. (Include their full names, affiliations
and their current E-mail addresses.)
The Journal of Cleaner Production used 'Single-blind' reviewing, where the names of the
reviewers are hidden from the Author, but the reviewer knows who the authors are.
PREPARATION
Use of word processing software
It is important that the file be saved in the native format of the word processor used. The text
should be in single-column format. Keep the layout of the text as simple as possible. Most
formatting codes will be removed and replaced on processing the article. In particular, do not use
the word processor's options to justify text or to hyphenate words. However, do use bold face,
italics, subscripts, superscripts etc. When preparing tables, if you are using a table grid, use only
one grid for each individual table and not a grid for each row. If no grid is used, use tabs, not
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spaces, to align columns. The electronic text should be prepared in a way very similar to that of
conventional

manuscripts

(see

also

the

Guide

to

Publishing

with

Elsevier:

http://www.elsevier.com/guidepublication). Note that source files of figures, tables and text
graphics will be required whether or not you embed your figures in the text. See also the section
on Electronic artwork.
To avoid unnecessary errors you are strongly advised to use the 'spell-check' and 'grammarcheck' functions of your word processor.
Article structure
Subdivision - numbered sections
Divide your article into clearly defined and numbered sections. Subsections should be numbered
1.1 (then 1.1.1, 1.1.2, ...), 1.2, etc. (the abstract is not included in section numbering). Use this
numbering also for internal cross-referencing: do not just refer to 'the text'. Any subsection may
be given a brief heading. Each heading should appear on its own separate line.
Introduction
State the objectives of the work and provide an adequate background, avoiding a detailed
literature survey or a summary of the results.
Material and methods
Provide sufficient detail to allow the work to be reproduced. Methods already published should be
indicated by a reference: only relevant modifications should be described.
Theory/calculation
A Theory section should extend, not repeat, the background to the article already dealt with in the
Introduction and lay the foundation for further work. In contrast, a Calculation section represents
a practical development from a theoretical basis.
Results
Results should be clear and concise.
Discussion
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This should explore the significance of the results of the work, not repeat them. A combined
Results and Discussion section is often appropriate. Avoid extensive citations and discussion of
published literature.
Conclusions
The main conclusions of the study may be presented in a short Conclusions section, which may
stand alone or form a subsection of a Discussion or Results and Discussion section.
Appendices
If there is more than one appendix, they should be identified as A, B, etc. Formulae and equations
in appendices should be given separate numbering: Eq. (A.1), Eq. (A.2), etc.; in a subsequent
appendix, Eq. (B.1) and so on. Similarly, for tables and figures: Table A.1; Fig. A.1, etc.
Essential title page information
Title. Concise and informative. Titles are often used in information-retrieval systems. Avoid
abbreviations and formulae where possible.
Author names and affiliations. Where the family name may be ambiguous (e.g., a double
name), please indicate this clearly. Present the authors' affiliation addresses (where the actual
work was done) below the names. Indicate all affiliations with a lower-case superscript letter
immediately after the author's name and in front of the appropriate address. Provide the full postal
address of each affiliation, including the country name and, if available, the e-mail address of
each author.
Corresponding author. Clearly indicate who will handle correspondence at all stages of
refereeing and publication, also post-publication. Ensure that phone numbers (with country
and area code) are provided in addition to the e-mail address and the complete postal
address. Contact details must be kept up to date by the corresponding author.
Present/permanent address. If an author has moved since the work described in the article was
done, or was visiting at the time, a 'Present address' (or 'Permanent address') may be indicated
as a footnote to that author's name. The address at which the author actually did the work must
be retained as the main, affiliation address. Superscript Arabic numerals are used for such
footnotes.
Abstract
A concise and factual abstract is required. The abstract should state briefly the purpose of the
research, the principal results and major conclusions. An abstract is often presented separately
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from the article, so it must be able to stand alone. For this reason, References should be avoided,
but if essential, then cite the author(s) and year(s). Also, non-standard or uncommon
abbreviations should be avoided, but if essential they must be defined at their first mention in the
abstract itself.
Graphical abstract
A Graphical abstract is optional and should summarize the contents of the article in a concise,
pictorial form designed to capture the attention of a wide readership online. Authors must provide
images that clearly represent the work described in the article. Graphical abstracts should be
submitted as a separate file in the online submission system. Image size: Please provide an
image with a minimum of 531 × 1328 pixels (h × w) or proportionally more. The image should be
readable at a size of 5 × 13 cm using a regular screen resolution of 96 dpi. Preferred file types:
TIFF, EPS, PDF or MS Office files. See http://www.elsevier.com/graphicalabstracts for examples.
Authors can make use of Elsevier's Illustration and Enhancement service to ensure the best
presentation of their images also in accordance with all technical requirements: Illustration
Service.
Highlights
Highlights are mandatory for this journal. They consist of a short collection of bullet points that
convey the core findings of the article and should be submitted in a separate file in the online
submission system. Please use 'Highlights' in the file name and include 3 to 5 bullet points
(maximum

85

characters,

including

spaces,

per

bullet

point).

See

http://www.elsevier.com/highlights for examples.
Keywords
Immediately after the abstract, provide a maximum of 6 keywords, using American spelling and
avoiding general and plural terms and multiple concepts (avoid, for example, 'and', 'of'). Be
sparing with abbreviations: only abbreviations firmly established in the field may be eligible. These
keywords will be used for indexing purposes.
Abbreviations
Define abbreviations that are not standard in this field in a footnote to be placed on the first page
of the article. Such abbreviations that are unavoidable in the abstract must be defined at their first
mention there, as well as in the footnote. Ensure consistency of abbreviations throughout the
article.
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Collate acknowledgements in a separate section at the end of the article before the references
and do not, therefore, include them on the title page, as a footnote to the title or otherwise. List
here those individuals who provided help during the research (e.g., providing language help,
writing assistance or proof reading the article, etc.).
Math formulae
Present simple formulae in the line of normal text where possible and use the solidus (/) instead
of a horizontal line for small fractional terms, e.g., X/Y. In principle, variables are to be presented
in italics. Powers of e are often more conveniently denoted by exp. Number consecutively any
equations that have to be displayed separately from the text (if referred to explicitly in the text).
Footnotes
Footnotes should be used sparingly. Number them consecutively throughout the article, using
superscript Arabic numbers. Many word processors build footnotes into the text, and this feature
may be used. Should this not be the case, indicate the position of footnotes in the text and present
the footnotes themselves separately at the end of the article. Do not include footnotes in the
Reference list.
Table footnotes
Indicate each footnote in a table with a superscript lowercase letter.
Artwork Electronic artwork General points
Make sure you use uniform lettering and sizing of your original artwork.
Embed the used fonts if the application provides that option.
Aim to use the following fonts in your illustrations: Arial, Courier, Times New Roman, Symbol, or
use fonts that look similar.
Number the illustrations according to their sequence in the text.
Use a logical naming convention for your artwork files.
Provide captions to illustrations separately.
Size the illustrations close to the desired dimensions of the printed version.
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Submit each illustration as a separate file.
A
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guide
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artwork

is

available

on

our

website:

http://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions
You are urged to visit this site; some excerpts from the detailed information are given here.
Formats
If your electronic artwork is created in a Microsoft Office application (Word, PowerPoint, Excel)
then please supply 'as is' in the native document format.
Regardless of the application used other than Microsoft Office, when your electronic artwork is
finalized, please 'Save as' or convert the images to one of the following formats (note the
resolution requirements for line drawings, halftones, and line/halftone combinations given below):
EPS (or PDF): Vector drawings, embed all used fonts.
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Supply files that are too low in resolution;
Submit graphics that are disproportionately large for the content.
Colour artwork
Please make sure that artwork files are in an acceptable format (TIFF (or JPEG), EPS (or PDF),
or MS Office files) and with the correct resolution. If, together with your accepted article, you
submit usable colour figures then Elsevier will ensure, at no additional charge, that these figures
will appear in colour on the Web (e.g., ScienceDirect and other sites) regardless of whether or
not these illustrations are reproduced in colour in the printed version. For colour reproduction in
print, you will receive information regarding the costs from Elsevier after receipt of your accepted
article. Please indicate your preference for colour: in print or on the Web only. For further
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http://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions.
Please note: Because of technical complications which can arise by converting colour figures to
'gray scale' (for the printed version should you not opt for colour in print) please submit in addition
usable black and white versions of all the colour illustrations.
Figure captions
Ensure that each illustration has a caption. Supply captions separately, not attached to the figure.
A caption should comprise a brief title (not on the figure itself) and a description of the illustration.
Keep text in the illustrations themselves to a minimum but explain all symbols and abbreviations
used.
Tables
Number tables consecutively in accordance with their appearance in the text. Place footnotes to
tables below the table body and indicate them with superscript lowercase letters. Avoid vertical
rules. Be sparing in the use of tables and ensure that the data presented in tables do not duplicate
results described elsewhere in the article.
References
Citation in text
Please ensure that every reference cited in the text is also present in the reference list (and vice
versa). Any references cited in the abstract must be given in full. Unpublished results and personal
communications are not recommended in the reference list, but may be mentioned in the text. If
these references are included in the reference list they should follow the standard reference style
of the journal and should include a substitution of the publication date with either 'Unpublished
results' or 'Personal communication'. Citation of a reference as 'in press' implies that the item has
been accepted for publication.
Reference links
Increased discoverability of research and high quality peer review are ensured by online links to
the sources cited. In order to allow us to create links to abstracting and indexing services, such
as Scopus, CrossRef and PubMed, please ensure that data provided in the references are
correct. Please note that incorrect surnames, journal/book titles, publication year and pagination
may prevent link creation. When copying references, please be careful as they may already
contain errors. Use of the DOI is encouraged.
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Web references
As a minimum, the full URL should be given and the date when the reference was last accessed.
Any further information, if known (DOI, author names, dates, reference to a source publication,
etc.), should also be given. Web references can be listed separately (e.g., after the reference list)
under a different heading if desired, or can be included in the reference list.
References in a special issue
Please ensure that the words 'this issue' are added to any references in the list (and any citations
in the text) to other articles in the same Special Issue.
Reference management software
This journal has standard templates available in key reference management packages
EndNote

(http://www.endnote.com/support/enstyles.asp)

and

Reference

Manager

(http://refman.com/support/rmstyles.asp). Using plug-ins to word processing packages, authors
only need to select the appropriate journal template when preparing their article and the list of
references and citations to these will be formatted according to the journal style which is described
below.
Reference formatting
There are no strict requirements on reference formatting at submission. References can be in any
style or format as long as the style is consistent. Where applicable, author(s) name(s), journal
title/book title, chapter title/article title, year of publication, volume number/book chapter and the
pagination must be present. Use of DOI is highly encouraged. The reference style used by the
journal will be applied to the accepted article by Elsevier at the proof stage. Note that missing
data will be highlighted at proof stage for the author to correct. If you do wish to format the
references yourself they should be arranged according to the following examples:
Reference style
Text: All citations in the text should refer to:
Single author: the author's name (without initials, unless there is ambiguity) and the year of
publication;
Two authors: both authors' names and the year of publication;
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Three or more authors: first author's name followed by 'et al.' and the year of publication. Citations
may be made directly (or parenthetically). Groups of references should be listed first
alphabetically, then chronologically.
Examples: 'as demonstrated (Allan, 2000a, 2000b, 1999; Allan and Jones, 1999). Kramer et al.
(2010) have recently shown ....'
List: References should be arranged first alphabetically and then further sorted chronologically if
necessary. More than one reference from the same author(s) in the same year must be identified
by the letters 'a', 'b', 'c', etc., placed after the year of publication.
Examples:
Reference to a journal publication:
Van der Geer, J., Hanraads, J.A.J., Lupton, R.A., 2010. The art of writing a scientific article. J.
Sci. Commun. 163, 51–59.
Reference to a book:
Strunk Jr., W., White, E.B., 2000. The Elements of Style, fourth ed. Longman, New York.
Reference to a chapter in an edited book:
Mettam, G.R., Adams, L.B., 2009. How to prepare an electronic version of your article, in: Jones,
B.S., Smith , R.Z. (Eds.), Introduction to the Electronic Age. E-Publishing Inc., New York, pp. 281–
304.
Journal abbreviations source
Journal names should be abbreviated according to the List of Title Word Abbreviations:
http://www.issn.org/services/online-services/access-to-the-ltwa/.
Video data
Elsevier accepts video material and animation sequences to support and enhance your scientific
research. Authors who have video or animation files that they wish to submit with their article are
strongly encouraged to include links to these within the body of the article. This can be done in
the same way as a figure or table by referring to the video or animation content and noting in the
body text where it should be placed. All submitted files should be properly labeled so that they
directly relate to the video file's content. In order to ensure that your video or animation material
is directly usable, please provide the files in one of our recommended file formats with a preferred
maximum size of 50 MB. Video and animation files supplied will be published online in the
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electronic version of your article in Elsevier Web products, including ScienceDirect:
http://www.sciencedirect.com. Please supply 'stills' with your files: you can choose any frame from
the video or animation or make a separate image. These will be used instead of standard icons
and will personalize the link to your video data. For more detailed instructions, please visit our
video instruction pages at http://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions. Note: since video and
animation cannot be embedded in the print version of the journal, please provide text for both the
electronic and the print version for the portions of the article that refer to this content.
AudioSlides
The journal encourages authors to create an Audio Slides presentation with their published article.
Audio Slides are brief, webinar-style presentations that are shown next to the online article on
ScienceDirect. This gives authors the opportunity to summarize their research in their own words
and to help readers understand what the paper is about. More information and examples are
available at http://www.elsevier.com/audioslides. Authors of this journal will automatically receive
an invitation e-mail to create an Audio Slides presentation after acceptance of their paper.
Supplementary data
Elsevier accepts electronic supplementary material to support and enhance your scientific
research. Supplementary files offer the author additional possibilities to publish supporting
applications, high- resolution images, background datasets, sound clips and more.
Supplementary files supplied will be published online alongside the electronic version of your
article in Elsevier Web products, including ScienceDirect: http://www.sciencedirect.com. In order
to ensure that your submitted material is directly usable, please provide the data in one of our
recommended file formats. Authors should submit the material in electronic format together with
the article and supply a concise and descriptive caption for each file. For more detailed
instructions

please

visit

our

artwork

instruction

pages

at

http://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions.
Data at PANGAEA
Electronic archiving of supplementary data enables readers to replicate, verify and build upon the
conclusions published in your paper. We recommend that data should be deposited in the data
library PANGAEA (http://www.pangaea.de). Data are quality controlled and archived by an editor
in standard machine-readable formats and are available via Open Access. After processing, the
author receives an identifier (DOI) linking to the supplements for checking. As your data sets will
be citable you might want to refer to them in your article. In any case, data supplements and the
article will be automatically linked as in the following example: doi:10.1016/0016-7037(95)001059. Please use PANGAEA's web interface to submit your data (http://www.pangaea.de/submit/).
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Submission checklist
When registering names in EES, please always enter full first and full last names.
It is hoped that this list will be useful during the final checking of an article prior to sending it to
the journal's Editor for review. Please consult this Guide for Authors for further details of any item.
Ensure that the following items are present:
One Author designated as corresponding Author:
E-mail address
Full postal address
Telephone and fax numbers
All necessary files have been uploaded
Keywords
All figure captions
All tables (including title, description, footnotes) Further considerations
Manuscript has been "spellchecked" and "grammar-checked"
References are in the correct format for this journal
All references mentioned in the Reference list are cited in the text, and vice versa
Permission has been obtained for use of copyrighted material from other sources (including the
Web)
Color figures are clearly marked as being intended for color reproduction on the Web (free of
charge) and in print or to be reproduced in color on the Web (free of charge) and in black-andwhite in print
If only color on the Web is required, black and white versions of the figures are also supplied for
printing purposes
For any further information please visit our customer support site at http://epsupport.elsevier.com.
AFTER ACCEPTANCE
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Use of the Digital Object Identifier
The Digital Object Identifier (DOI) may be used to cite and link to electronic documents. The DOI
consists of a unique alpha-numeric character string which is assigned to a document by the
publisher upon the initial electronic publication. The assigned DOI never changes. Therefore, it is
an ideal medium for citing a document, particularly 'Articles in press' because they have not yet
received their full bibliographic information. Example of a correctly given DOI (in URL format; here
an article in the journal Physics Letters B):
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2010.09.059
When you use a DOI to create links to documents on the web, the DOIs are guaranteed never to
change.
Online proof correction
Corresponding authors will receive an e-mail with a link to our online proofing system, allowing
annotation and correction of proofs online. The environment is similar to MS Word: in addition to
editing text, you can also comment on figures/tables and answer questions from the Copy Editor.
Web-based proofing provides a faster and less error-prone process by allowing you to directly
type your corrections, eliminating the potential introduction of errors.
If preferred, you can still choose to annotate and upload your edits on the PDF version. All
instructions for proofing will be given in the e-mail we send to authors, including alternative
methods to the online version and PDF.
We will do everything possible to get your article published quickly and accurately - please upload
all of your corrections within 48 hours. It is important to ensure that all corrections are sent back
to us in one communication. Please check carefully before replying, as inclusion of any
subsequent corrections cannot be guaranteed. Proofreading is solely your responsibility. Note
that Elsevier may proceed with the publication of your article if no response is received.
Offprints
The corresponding author, at no cost, will be provided with a PDF file of the article via e- mail (the
PDF file is a watermarked version of the published article and includes a cover sheet with the
journal cover image and a disclaimer outlining the terms and conditions of use). For an extra
charge, paper offprints can be ordered via the offprint order form which is sent once the article is
accepted for publication. Both corresponding and co-authors may order offprints at any time via
Elsevier's WebShop (http://webshop.elsevier.com/myarticleservices/offprints). Authors requiring
printed copies of multiple articles may use Elsevier WebShop's 'Create Your Own Book'
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service
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multiple
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within

a

single

cover

(http://webshop.elsevier.com/myarticleservices/offprints/myarticlesservices/booklets).
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